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UTlLliATlON OF SHORT-STAY,HOSPITALS: 
ANN,UAL SUMMARY . 
Abraham L. Ranofsky, Division of Health Resources Utilization Statistics 
INTRbDUCTlON 
Statistics in this report provide national esti­
mates on the utilization of non-Federal short-
stay hospitals during 1976. Data .are summarized 
for the demographic characteristics of the pa­
tients discharged, characteristics of the hospitals 
where patients were treated, conditions diag­
nosed, and surgical operations performed. 
The data on discharges from short-stay hos­
pitals were collected by means of the Hospital 
Discharge Survey (HDS). This survey has been 
conducted by the National Center for Health 
Statistics continuously since the beginning of 
1965. 
Information for the Hospital Discharge Sur­
vey is abstracted from the face sheets of the 
medical records sampled for inpatients dis­
charged from a national sample of the non-
Federal general and special short-stay hospitals. 
Data for newborn infants are excluded from this 
report. The sample for 1976 included approxi­
mately 223,000 medical records from 419 hospi­
tals that participated in the survey. The survey 
design, data collection procedures, presentation 
of the estimates, and reliability of the estimates 
are described in appendix I. A detailed report 
on the design of the Hospital Discharge Survey 
has been published.’ 
Measurements of hospital utibzation are 
shown in terms of frequencies, rates of dis­
charges and of days of care, percent distribu­
tions, and average lengths of stay. The estimates 
are presented by age, sex, and color of patients 
discharged and by geographic region, bed size, 
and ownership of the short-stay hospitals. Con­
ditions diagnosed and surgical operations per-
formed are shown by patient and hospital char­
acteristics. Estimates of 1976 frequencies and 
rates for selected diagnostic and surgical cate­
gories are compared with the data for 1970 and 
1975. 
Coding of medical data for patients hospi­
talized is done according to the Eighth Revision 
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted 
for Use in the United States2 (ICDA), with some 
modifications. Conditions diagnosed and surgi­
cal operations performed are grouped by the 
classes of the ICDA. Within these classes a few 
diagnoses and operations or groups thereof are 
shown which were selected primarily because of 
large frequencies or because they are of special 
interest. Residual categories of the diagnostic 
and surgical classes are not shown in the tables. 
A maximum of five diagnoses and three opera­
tions is coded for ,each medical record in the 
sample according to the ICDA. 
Familiarity with the definitions used in this 
report is important for interpreting the data and 
for making comparisons with statistical data on 
short-stay hospital utilization which are available 
from other sources. Definitions of the terms 
used are presented in appendix II. 
Information on short-stay hospital utiliza­
tion is also collected by another program of the 
National Center for Health Statistics, the Health 
Interview Survey. Estimates from the Health 
Interview Survey are generally smaller for num­
ber of discharges and longer for. average length 
of stay than Hospital Discharge Survey estimates 
1 
because of differences in collection procedures, 
population sampled, and definitions. Data from 
the Health Interview Survey are published by 
the National Center for Health Statistics in 
Series 10 of the Vital and Health Statistics 
reports. 
UTILIZATION OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS 
BY CHARACTERISTICS OF INPATIENTS 
AND HOSPITALS 
There were an estimated 34.4 million inpa­
tients, excluding newborn infants, discharged 
from non-Federal short-stay hospitals during 
1976. These patients utilized approximately 
260.3 million days of care and their average 
length of stay was 7.6 days. Patients hospital­
ized accounted for 163 discharges and 1,236 
days of care per 1,000 persons in the civilian 
noninstitutionalized population. 
Sex and Age 
Patients discharged from short-stay hospitals 
during 1976 included 13.8 million males and 
20.6 million females (table 1). The estimated 
rates per 1,000 population were 135 for males 
and 189 for females, or about 40 percent higher 
for femaIes than the rate for males. The number 
and rate of discharges are always higher for fe­
males than for males primarily because of the 
large number of women of age group 15-44 
years, the childbearing years, hospitalized for 
deliveries and other obstetrical conditions. Ex­
cluding deliveries, the rate for females dis­
charged was 160, or only about 19 percent 
higher than the rate for males (table 7). 
With a few exceptions, notably children-
under age 1, annual rates of discharges increased 
consistently with each older age group for males 
and for females excluding deliveries. However, 
for females including deliveries the discharge 
rate for women of ages 15-44 years was higher 
(2 10 per 1,000 population) than for age group 
45-64 years (200 per 1,000 population). Dis­
charge rates for the oldest age group by sex were 
about five times higher than for the youngest 
age group. 
In 1976, male patients utilized an estimated 
111 .l million days of care in short-stay hospitals 
compared with 149.2 million days of care uti­
lized by females (table 2). The number of days 
of care per 1,000 population was 1,093 for 
males compared with 1,369 for females, or 
about 25 percent higher for females than for 
males, Differences between the rates of days of 
care for males and females were smaller than for 
discharges mainly because the average length of 
stay for about 4 million women hospitalized for 
obstetrical conditions was only 3.8 days. 
The annual number of days of care per 
1,000 population increased with advancing age 
from 317 for patients under age 15 years to 
4,164 for age group 65 years and over, or about 
13 times (table 2). For the more detailed age 
groups the days of care rates varied from 230 for 
age group 5-14 years to 5,705 for age group 75 
years and over, or almost 25 times higher. The 
much higher increase in the rate of days of care 
than of discharges from the youngest to the old­
est age group was due to long average lengths of 
stay for the aged. Average length of stay is 
longer for the aged because of the greater sever­
ity of illness. This is indicated by larger propor­
tions of older than younger patients with in­
capacitating chronic illnesses, and the highest 
proportion of any age group with multiple diag­
noses, both of which result in long average 
lengths of stay and also high annual rates of days 
of care. 
Average length of stay for all patients in 
short-stay hospitals was 7.6 days in 1976. Males 
were hospitalized for an average of 8.1 days 
compared with 7.2 days for females (table 2). 
Females who were not hospitalized for deliveries 
had an average stay of 7.8 days, or only 0.3 day 
shorter than for males. 
With a few exceptions, average length of stay 
increased with advancing age from 4.4 days for 
patients under age 15 years to 11.5 days for pa­
tients aged 65 and older (table 2). Differences 
by sex were largest during the childbearing 
years. Hospital days for age group 15-44 years 
averaged 6.5 days for males and 5.1 days for 
females. 
Almost half (48 percent) of the patients in 
short-stay hospitals in 1976 were discharged 
within 4 days of admission (table 3). A smaller 
proportion of males (46 percent) than of fe­
males (50 percent) remained in hospitals for 
fewer than 5 days. The percentage of patients 
hospitalized fewer than 5 days decreased with 
each older age group from 73 percent for age 
group under 15 years to 26 percent for age 
group 65 years and over. Conversely, the pro-
portion of patients hospitalized for 3 weeks or 
longer increased from 2 percent for under age 15 
years to 13 percent for patients of ages 65 years 
and older. About 6 percent of all patients were 
hospitalized for 3 weeks or longer. 
Color 
Color of patients is presented in this report 
as “white” and “all other.” In 1976, there were 
26.2 million patients identified on the face 
sheets of the medical records as white and 3.8 
million as of all other color groups (table 4). 
However, color was not reported for an addi­
tional 4.4 million patients, or a larger number 
than in the “all other” color group. As a result, 
rates were not computed by color and caution 
should be used in drawing conclusions from the 
data by color. 
Some demographic characteristics differed 
between the two color groups. The largest dif­
ferences between white and all other patients 
were in the distributions of discharges by age. 
White patients as a group were older than all 
other patients. About 50 percent of the white 
patients were of ages 45 years and over com­
pared with only 32 percent of all other patients 
(table 4). Patients under 15 years of age ac­
counted for 11 percent of all white patients 
discharged and 6 percent of the days of care, 
compared with 13 percent and 9 percent, re­
spectively, for all other patients (tables 4 and 5). 
On the other hand, for age group 65 years and 
over white patients utilized 24 percent of the 
discharges and 36 percent of the days of care 
compared with 14 percent and 24 percent, re­
spectively, for all other patients. These patterns 
of hospital utilization were also evident by color 
and sex. 
Of the white patients discharged, 40 percent 
were males and 60 percent were females; of the 
“all other” color group, 36 percent were males 
and 64 percent were females. The distribution 
of days of care for patients by sex and color 
was similar for white and all other patients. 
As was mentioned previously, HDS data by 
color are limited because of the large number of 
patients for whom color was not identified. 
Nevertheless, for patients with color not stated 
the percent distributions by age for discharges 
(table 4), days of care (table 5), and average 
lengths of stay (table 6 and figure 1) were more 
like those of the white patients than of all other 
patients discharged. These relationships suggest 
that patients with color not stated were prob­
ably distributed by color in about the same pro-
portions as those for whom color was identified, 
since white patients in the civilian noninstitu­
tionalized population outnumbered the all other 
patients by almost 7 to 1. 
Geographic Region of Hospital 
Discharges from short-stay hospitals by geo­
graphic region in 19 76 ranged from 5.5 million 
in the West Region and 7.5 million in the North-
east Region to about 10.7 million in the North 
Central Region and also the South Region (table 
7). The regional differences in number of dis­
charges were mainly due to variations in the re­
gional population sizes (appendix I, table II) 
and partly to variations in discharge rates. 
The regional discharges per 1,000 population 
in 1976 were 147 in the West, 154 in the North-
east, 159 in the South, and 187 in the North 
Central. Among the geographic regions, dis­
charge rates in the North Central Region were 
highest for all discharges and for each age group 
by sex. Higher discharge rates in the North 
Central Region than in the South Region re­
sulted in about the same numbers of discharges 
from both regions even though the population 
of the South was almost a fifth larger than of 
the North Central Region. 
The rates of days of care ranged from 913 
days per 1,000 population in the West Region to 
1,476 in the North Central Region (table 8). 
The rates of hospital days for all age groups and 
by sex were also smallest in the West Region and 
highest in the North Central Region. 
Average lengths of stay by geographic region 
were 8.9 days in the Northeast, 7.9 days in the 
North Central, 7.1 days in the South, and 6.2 
days in the West Region (table 9). Hospitaliza­
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Figure 1. Average length of stay for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by age and color: United States, 1976 
shortest in the West Region for patients of all 
age groups and by sex. Regional differences in 
average lengths of stay by age group and sex 
were largest among the older age groups. 
Bed Size of Hospital 
The number and percent distributions of dis­
charges and of days of care for patients dis­
charged from short-stay hospitals are shown by 
bed size of hospital and age of patient, according 
to sex, in tables 10 and 11. 
Discharges from short-stay hospitals were 
about 40 percent male and 60 percent female in 
every hospital bed-size group, based on the un­
rounded data for the discharges shown in table 
10. However, there were variations in the pro-
portions of male and female by age group. These 
distributions of sex by age group were also ap­
proximately the same for every hospital bed-size 
group. For example, discharges for males under 
age 15 were within the narrow range of 55 to 
58 percent and females, 42 to 45 percent of all 
discharges among the various hospital bed-size 
groups. 
Days of care by age, sex, and bed size of 
hospital were distributed in a fashion similar to 
discharges. However, for all patients and for pa­
tients aged 15-44 years, by bed size of hospital, 
males accounted for a larger percentage and fe-, 
males for a smaller percentage of the days of 
care than of the discharges. These differences 
were the result of relatively short average lengths 
of stay for the large number of women hospital­
ized for obstetrical conditions during the child-
bearing years. 
There were variations in the distributions by 
age of patients discharged, by bed size of hospi­
tal. Patients age 15-44 years accounted for 39 
percent of the discharges from hospitals with 
6-99 beds and 44 percent in hospitals with 500 
beds or more (table 10). In contrast, patients 
age 65 years and over represented 28 percent of 
the discharges from the smallest hospitals and 
only 19 percent of the discharges from the larg 
est ,hospitals. There were relatively small 
changes in the percentages of total discharges 
by size of hospital for patients of ages under 15 
years and 45-64 years. These patterns by age 
were also applicable to females, but for males 
4 
the percentages increased with size of hospital 
for age group 45-64 years, decreased with size of 
hospital for age group 65 years and over, and re­
mained about the same for age groups under 15 
years and 15-44 years. Computations of per­
centages for the data in table 13 indicate similar 
age distribution patterns for discharges and days 
of care by size of hospital and geographic region. 
Percent distributions of days of care for pa­
tients hospitalized changed by size of hospital in 
about the same direction as for discharges (table 
11). As for discharges, changes were larger for 
patients aged 15-44 years and patients aged 65 
years and over. 
Average length of stay for patients of short-
stay hospitals in 1976 increased consistently 
with size of hospital from 6.1 days in hospitals 
with 6-99 beds to 8.6 days in hospitals with 500 
beds or more (table 12). The increase in average 
stay from the smallest to the,largest hospitals for 
males was from 6.3 days to 9.4 days and for fe­
males from 6.0 days to 8.1 days. Excluding de-
liveries, average length of stay for females in-
creased with bed size of hospital from 6.4 days 
for the small hospitals to 8.8 days for the large 
hospitals. 
Average lengths of stay by sex, age, and bed 
size of hospital are shown in table 14 for each 
geographic region. . 
Type of Ownership 6f Hospital 
Approximately 7 out of 10 patients of non-
Federal short-stay hospitals were discharged 
from voluntary nonprofit hospitals operated by 
church and other nonprofit groups during every 
year the HDS was conducted. In 1976, volun­
tary nonprofit hospitals provided medical care 
to an estimated 24.7 million patients, or 72 per-
cent of all patients hospitalized. Hospitals oper­
ated by State and local governments cared for 
7.0 million patients, or 20 percent of ah dis­
charges, and proprietary hospitals operated for 
profit cared for 2.7 million patients, or about 8 
percent of ah discharges (table 15). 
The estimated 260.3 million days of care 
utilized by patients of short-stay hospitals duri 
ing 1976 were distributed by ownership of hos­
: pita1 in the following proportions: voluntary 
nonprofit, 74 percent; government, 19 percent; 
and proprietary, 7 percent (table 16). 
Average lengths of stay were 7.8 days in 
voluntary nonprofit hospitals, 6.9 days in gov­
ernment hospitals, and 7.0 days in proprietary 
hospitals (table 17). 
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION BY DIAGNOSIS 
Diseases of the circulatory system ranked 
first in 1976 among the ICDA diagnostic classes 
as a principal or first-listed diagnosis among pa­
tients discharged from non-Federal short-stay 
hospitals (table 18). These conditions accounted 
for an estimated. 4.6 million discharges. Other 
leading ICDA diagnostic classes were diseases of 
the digestive system (4.2 million discharges); 
complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the. 
puerperium (4.0 million discharges); accidents, 
poisonings, and violence (3.6 million discharges); 
diseases of the respiratory system (3.5 million 
discharges); and diseases of the genitourinary 
system (3.4 million discharges). These six ICDA 
classes included about 68 percent of the patients 
discharged from non-Federal short-stay hospitals. 
The diagnostic categories presented in this 
summary report were selected because of their 
large frequencies as principal or first-listed diag­
noses or because the conditions are of special 
interest. Some conditions such as malignant 
neoplasms, benign neoplasms, diseases of the 
urinary system, and fractures are presented as 
single categories without showing the specific 
diagnostic inclusions. 
The number and rate of discharges and aver-
age length of stay for selected first-listed nonob­
stetrical diagnoses in 1976 are shown by sex in 
table A. The diagnostic categories of ischemic 
heart disease, mahgnant neoplasms, fractures, 
diseases of the urinary system, and benign neo­
plasms accounted for about one out of five (19 
percent) patients discharged. 
The number and rate of discharges and aver-
age length of stay for selected diagnostic cate­
gories in 1976 are compared with 1970 and 
1975 in table B. The conditions selected for this 
table account for about a third of the discharges 
from short-stay hospitals during 1976. 
There were changes in the estimates of num­
bers and rates of discharges for some diagnostic 
categories from 1970 to 1976. For example, the 
rate per 1,000 population increased for ischemic 
-
Table A. Number and rate of discharges and average length of stay for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by sex and selected first-listed diagnostic categories: United States, 1976 [Excludes newborn infants and Federal hospitals] -
Both Both Fe-Diagnostic category and ICDA code sexes II 
Male 
I 
Female sexes male ELI/Male 1 ,‘Iie 
I 
Number of discharges Rate of discharge per Average length of 
in thousands I .OOOpopuletion 
All conditions1 ....................................... T13,751 20,621 163.2 135.3 189.2 fI 7.6 stay in 8.1 dc 7.234,372 
lschemic heart disease ................................ 410414 
Acute myocardial infarction ........................ 410 
Chronic ischemic heart disease ..................... 412 
Other ischemic heart disease.. ..... .41 I, 413,414 
Malignant neoplasms.. ............................... .140-209 
Fractures, all sites ...................................... 800-829 
Diseases of the urinary system .................. ,580-599 
Benign neoplasms and neoplasms of unspecified 
nature ................................................... .210-239 
Pneumonia, all forms.. .............................. ,480486 
Hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoids.. ............. .500 
Cerebrovascular disease.. ........................... .430438 
Disorders of menstruation ................................ .626 
Diabetes mellitus.. ............................................ .250 
lnguinal hernia.. ....................................... .550, 552 
Cholelithiasis .................................................... .574 
Alcoholism.. ..................................................... ,303 
Ulcer of stomach, ulcer of duodenum, peptic 
ulcer of unspecified site, and gastrojejunal 
ulcer ..................................................... .531-534 
1,929 1,087 843 9.2 10.7 7.7 IO.7 10.4 11.1 
400 265 135 I .9 2.6 I.2 14.3 14.1 14.5 
1268 680 587 6.0 6.7 5.4 10.2 9.5 10.9 
262 141 121 I.2 1.4 1.1 8.0 7.7 8.4 
1,628 739 889 7.7 7.3 8.2 12.7 12.9 12.5 
1,166 597 569 5.5 5.9 5.2 10.9 9.3 12.5 
1,164 518 645 5.5 5.1 5.9 7.0 7.4 6.7 
790 161 629 3.8 I.6 5.8 5.9 5.7 6.0 
753 384 369 3.6 3.8 3.4 8.9 6.5 9.3 
655 305 350 3.1 3.0 3.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 
625 283 342 3.0 2.8 3.1 13.2 13.4 13.1 
573 . .. 573 2.7 ... 5.3 3.6 ... 3.6 
551 222 329 2.6 2.2 3.0 10.4 10.1 10.7 
479 431 48 2.3 4.2 0.4 5.5 5.5 5.2 
454 114 340 2.2 1.1 3.1 10.1 10.9 9.9 
429 328 102 2.0 3.2 0.9 8.1 8.2 7.6 
385 221 165 I .8 2.2 I .5 9.2 9.0 9.5 
‘Includes data for diagnostic conditions not shown in table. 
Table B. Number and rate of discharges and average length of stay for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by selected 
first-listed diagnostic categories: United States, 1970, 1975, and 1976 
lErcludes newborn infants and Federal hosoitalsl 
Diagnostic category and ICOA code 1976 
Number of discharges Rate of discharge Average length of stay 
in thousands per 1,006 population in days 
All conditions’ .... . . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 34,372 34,043 29,127 163.2 162.8 145.9 7.6 7.7 
-
lschemic heart disease.. ............................ .410414 1,929 1,832 1,376 9.2 8.8 
Acute myocardial infarction ...................... .410 406 390 342 1.9 I .9 
Chronic ischemic heart disease.. ................. .412 1,268 1,194 894 6.0 5.7 
Other ischemic heart disease.. .... ,411,413,414 262 248 140 I.2 I .2 
Malignant neoplasms.. .............................. .140-209 1,628 1,556 1,142 7.7 7.4 
Fractures, all sites .................................... .800829 1,166 1,155 1,077 5.5 5.5 
Diseases of the urinary system ................. .580-599 1,164 1,171 1,059 5.5 5.6 
Benign neoplasms and neoplasms of unspecified 
nature .................................................. .210-239 790 796 698 3.8 3.8 
Pneumonia, all forms ............................... .480486 753 715 683 3.6 3.4 
Hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoids .............. .560 655 702 971 3.1 3.4 
Cerebrovascular disease ............................. 430438 625 608 519 3.0 2.9 
Disorders of menstruation.. ............................. .626 573 582 433 2.7 2.8 
Diabetes mellitus.. ........................................... .250 551 533 436 2.6 2.5 
lnguinal hernia.. ...................................... .550, 552 479 513 475 2.3 2.5 
Cholelithiasis.. ................................................. .574 454 468 396 2.2 2.2 
Alcoholism.. .................................................... .303 429 424 194 2.0 2.0 
Ulcer of stomach, ulcer of duodenum, peptic 
ulcer of unspecified site, end gastrojejunal 
ulcer ..................................................... 531-534 385 412 436 I.8 2.0 
llncludes data for diagnostic conditions not shown in table. 
6.9 10.7 11.0 12.8 
I.7 14.3 14.2 16.3 
4.5 10.2 10.5 12.0 
0.7 8.0 8.1 9.3 
5.7 12.7 13.2 13.9 
5.4 10.9 11.3 II.6 
5.3 7.0 6.8 7.0 
3.5 5.9 6.1 6.4 
3.4 8.9 9.3 9.3 
4.9 2.0 2.2 2.0 
2.6 13.2 13.2 14.2 
2.2 3.6 3.9 4.1 
2.2 10.4 10.2 12.2 
2.4 5.5 5.6 6.4 
2.0 10.1 10.3 I I.2 
I .o 8.1 7.9 7.2 
2.2 9.2 9.4 9.8 
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heart disease from 7 in 1970 to 9 in 1976, or by 
33 percent, and for malignant neoplasms the 
rate increased during this period from 6 to 8, or 
by about 35 percent. A definitive downward 
trend occurred during this 7-year period in the 
number and rate of patients hospitalized for hy­
pertrophy of tonsils and adenoids. Hypertrophy 
of tonsils and adenoids as a first-listed diagnosis 
dropped from 971,000 diagnoses in 1970 to 
655,000 diagnoses in 1976 and the rates de-
creased from 5 per 1,000 population to 3. The 
discharge rates for some diagnostic categories 
(fractures and inguinal hernia) remained about 
the same from 1970 to 1976. There were few 
changes in the discharge rates by diagnostic cate­
gory from 1975 to 1976. 
Diagnosis by Age 
The total estimated rates of discharge from 
short-stay hospitals were higher for each older 
age group. Diagnostic classes with higher dis­
charge rates for older age groups included dis­
eases of the circulatory system, diseases of the 
digestive system, and diseases of the genitouri­
nary system (table 18). For infective and para­
sitic diseases and for diseases of the respiratory 
system, however, the youngest and oldest age 
groups had the highest discharge rates. Patients 
hospitalized for complications of pregnancy, 
childbirth, and the puerperium were almost all 
(over 99 percent) between the agesof 15 and 44 
years. 
Discharge rates increased with age for some 
conditions such as malignant neoplasms and 
acute myocardial infarction, but for other cate­
gories, as hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoids 
and for appendicitis, rates were higher for the 
younger than for the older age groups. Another 
variation by age group was seen in highest rates 
for the youngest and oldest ages for some condi­
tions-pneumonia and acute upper respiratory 
infections. However, rates were lowest for the 
youngest and oldest age groups for other condi­
tions-disorders of menstruation and displace­
ment of intervertebral disk. 
The leading ICDA classes for each age group 
are presented in figure 2. The three leading 
classes for each age group represented from 46 
percent of the discharges for age group 45-64 
years to 57 percent for ages 15 years and under. 
Diseases of the respiratory system and diseases 
of the digestive system were among the five lead­
ing diagnostic classes of every age group. Never­
theless, among the selected diagnostic categories 
shown in table 18, for diseases of the respiratory 
system by diagnostic category and age, the dis­
charge rates for age groups under 15 years and 
15-44 years were highest for hypertrophy of 
tonsils and adenoids and for age groups 45-64 
years and 65 years and over were highest for 
pneumonia. Among diseases of the digestive sys­
tem, appendicitis and inguinal hernia, with the 
same discharge rates, were the leading diagnoses 
for age group under 15 years. Appendicitis was 
also the leading digestive system diagnosis for 
age group 15-44 years. For age groups 45-64 
years, and 65 years and over, discharge rates 
were highest for cholelithiasis. 
The leading ICDA classes for patients under 
15 years of age, measured by discharge rates per 
1,000 population, were diseases of the respira­
tory system (22); accidents, poisonings, and 
violence (11); and diseases of the digestive sys­
tem (7). For the more detailed diagnostic cate­
gories, discharge rates were highest for hyper-
trophy of tonsils and adenoids (9), pneumonia 
(4), and fractures (4). Average lengths of stay 
for these conditions were 1.8 days, 5.5 days, and 
6.0 days, respectively (table 18). 
The leading diagnostic classes for age group 
15-44 years and the corresponding discharge 
rates per 1,000 population were complications 
of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium 
(43); accidents, poisonings, and violence (18); 
and diseases of the genitourinary system (18). 
Some of the leading nonobstetrical diagnostic 
categories were diseases of the urinary system 
(5), fractures (4), and benign and unspecified 
neoplasms (4). Average lengths of stay for these 
categories were 5.4 days, 8.3 days, and 5.2 days, 
respectively. 
For age group 45-64 years, discharge rates 
per 1,000 population were highest for the ICDA 
classes diseases of the circulatory system (38), 
diseases of the digestive system (3 l), and dis­
eases of the genitourinary system (21). The 
diagnostic categories with the highest discharge 
rates for this age group were malignant neo­
plasms (15), chronic ischemic heart disease (1 l), 
and diseases of the urinary system (7). The cor­
responding average lengths of stay were 13.0 
days, 8.7 days, and 8.0 days, respectively. 
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systenl........................................... 
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violence . .. .. .... . . ..... ... .. .. ..... ... .. 
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and senta qans .... .... ........ ... ... ...... 
Infective end parasitic 
diseases .... ... .. .. ....... .... .. ........ . ..... ... 
Complications of pregnancy. child. 
birth, and puerperium .. .... .... ..... . 
&cider&s. poisonings. and 
violence ... .. ..... .. .. .. . .... .... .... .... .. 
Diseases of the genltourinarv 
system ... ... .... ...... ... ... ...... .... .... ..... . 
Diaew of the digestive 
system ... .. ...... .... ... ..... .... ... ........ ... . 
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Figure 2. Rate of discharges for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by the leading ICDA diagnostic classes and age: United 
States, 1976 
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Discharge rates for age group 65 years and 
over were highest per 1,000 population for the 
ICDA classes diseases of the circulatory system 
(107), diseases of the digestive system (47), and 
neoplasms (39). Some of the diagnostic cate­
gories with high discharge rates were malignant 
neoplasms (35), chronic ischemic heart disease 
(33), and cerebrovascular disease (2 1). The 
rates for these conditions for patients 65 years 
and over compared with age group 45-64 years 
were more than double for malignant neoplasms, 
about three times greater for chronic ischemic 
heart disease, and six times greater for cerebro­
vascular disease. 
Average lengths of stay for patients aged 65 
years and over varied among the selected diag­
nostic categories from 3.7 days for disorders of 
menstruation, 5.0 days for cataract, and 5.1 
days for diseases of the ear and mastoid process 
to 16.6 days for fractures, 15.3 days for diseases 
of the central nervous ‘system, and 14.3 days for 
acute myocardial infarction. Average length of . 
stay for patients age 65 and over was longest 
for fractures, because about 42 percent of these 
were for fractures of the neck of the femur for 
which patients were hospitalized an average of 
21.3 days in 1976. 
Sex 
\ The number and rate of inpatients dis­
charged from short-stay hospitals and average 
length of stay, by ICDA classes and selected 
diagnostic categories, are presented by sex for 
1976 in table 19. 
The diagnostic classes with the largest num­
bers of principal, or first-listed diagnoses, for 
males in 1976 were diseases of the circulatory 
system (2.3 million discharges), diseases of the 
’ digestive system (2.0 million discharges); and 
accidents, poisonings, and violence (2.0 million 
discharges). For females, the leading ICDA 
classes were complications of pregnancy, child-
birth, and the puerperium (4.0 million dis­
charges); diseases of the genitourinary system 
(2.4 million discharges); and diseases of the,,cir­
culatory system (2.3 million discharges). Ap­
proximately 46 percent of the first-listed diag­
noses for males and 42 percent for females were 
in the three leading ICDA classes for each. sex* S .’ . 
The diagnostic categories with the highest 
frequencies in 1976 are shown by sex in table A. 
Annual rates of discharge per 1,000 population 
for males were highest for the diagnostic cate­
gories of ischemic heart disease (ll), malignant 
neoplasms (7), fractures (6), diseases of the uri­
nary system (5), and inguinal hernia (4). For fe­
males, some of the diagnostic categories with 
high discharge rates were malignant neoplasms 
(8), ischemic heart disease (8)) diseases of the 
urinary system (6), benign and unspecified neo­
plasms (6), and disorders of menstruation (5). 
Discharge rates for some diagnostic cate­
gories were much higher for one sex than for the 
other. Rates were higher for males than for fe­
males with first-listed diagnoses of inguinal 
hernia, alcoholism, and acute myocardial infarc­
tion. The rates for females were higher than for 
males with benign neoplasms, cholelithiasis, and 
diabetes mellitus. 
Average length of stay by the ICDA diag­
nostic classes varied for males from 4.4 days for 
symptoms and ill-defined conditions and 6.1 
days for diseases of the nervous system and 
sense organs to 12.0 days for certain causes of 
perinatal morbidity and 11.6 days for neoplasms 
(table 19). Average hospital stays for females 
ranged from 3.8 days for complications of preg­
nancy, childbirth, and the puerperium and 4.8 
days for symptoms and ill-defined conditions to 
14.5 days for certain causes of perinatal morbid­
ity and 10.9 days for diseases of the circulatory 
system. Average lengths of stay for the selected 
diagnostic categories were shortest for males and 
females with hypertrophy of tonsils and ade­
noids and with diseases of the ear and mastoid 
process. Average hospital stays for males and 
females were longest for acute myocardial in­
farction and for cerebrovascular disease. 
Color 
Data on discharges and average length of 
stay for patients for whom color was identified 
are presented in table 19 by diagnostic classes 
and selected categories of first-listed diagnoses. 
Discharge rates were not computed because of 
the large number of patients (4.4 million) for 
whom color was not identified. 
Table C. Number and percent of discharges and average length of stay for patients discharged from short-stay hpspitals, by cqlor and 
selected first-listed diagnostic categories: United States, 1976 
[Exclude: newborn infants and Federal hospitals] 




Number of Percent Average length 
discharges in of total of stay 
thousands discharges in days 
All conditions1 .,,........,................,...................................................... 26,157 3,825 100.0 1,oo.o 7.6 7.9 
lschemic heart disease.. ......................................................................... .410-414 1,604 127 6.1 3.3 10.6 '11.4 
Acute myocardial infarction .................................................................... 410 335 20 1.3 0.5 14.2 13.8 
Chronic ischemic heart disease ................................................................. 412 1,046 88 4.0 2.3 10.1, 10.9 
Other ischemic heart disease .................................................... 411,413,414 222 19 0.8 0.5 7.9 11.1 
Malignant neoplasms.. ........................................................................... .140-209 1,294 137 4.9 3.6 12.3 15.8 
Fractures, all sites.. ............................................................................... .800-829 921 96 3.5 2.5 10.9 l.l.3’ 
Diseases of the urinary system.. ............................................................ .580-599 907 126 3.5 3.3 6.9 8.3 
Benign neoplasms and neoplasms of unspecified nature.. ...................... .21 O-239 589, 102 2.3 2.7 5.9 7.0 
Pneumonia, all forms.. .......................................................................... .4&O-486 577 90 2.2 ‘2.4 8.9 8.9 
Hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoids.. ......................................................... .500 486 54 1.9 : 1.4 2.0 2.3 
Cerebrovascular disease.. ....................................................................... .430-438 496 59 1.9 1.5 13.0 14.5 
Disorders of menstruation ............................................................................ 626 434 60 1.7 1.6 3.6 4.1’ 
Diabetes mellitus ......................................................................................... .250 396 87 1.5 2.3 9.9 11.8 
lnguinal hernia ..................................................................................... .550, 552 375 35 1.4 0.9 5.4 5.9 
Cholelithiasis ................................................................................................ 574 363 31 1.4 0.8 10.2 ,, 10.7 
Alcoholism .................................................................................................. .303 287 66 1.1 1.7 7.9 8.1 
Ulcer of stomach, ulcer of duodenum, peptic ulcer of unspecified site, and 
gastrojejunal ulcer.. ............................................................................ .531-534 302 37 1.2 1.0 9.2 9.6 
lIncludes data for diagnostic conditions not shown in table. 
NOTE: Data in tables are underreported because color was not recorded on the hospital records of an estimated 4.4 million 
inpatients. 
Among the leading ICDA diagnostic classes 
for both white and all other patients, but not in 
the ‘same order, were diseases’of the circulatory 
system; diseases of the digestive system; compli­
cations of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puer­
perium; accidents, poisonings, and violence; and 
diseases of the respiratory system. Measured as 
percentages of total discharges, the largest dif­
ference by color was for complications of preg­
nancy, childbirth, and the puerperium which 
accounted for 10 percent of all white patients 
discharged compared with 19 percent of all 
other patients discharged. Other large differ­
ences in the proportions of total discharges by 
ICDA class and color were for diseases of the 
circulatory system which represented 14 percent 
of the discharges for white patients and 10 per-
cent for all other patients and for diseasesof the 
digestive system which represented 13 percent 
of the white patients discharged and 10 percent 
of all other patients. 
The number and percent of total discharges 
and average length of stay are shown by color of 
10 
patients for selected diagnostic categories in 
table C. Discharges of white patients with first-
listed diagnostic categories such as ischemic 
heart disease, malignant neoplasms, and chole­
lithiasis as percentages of ail discharges were 
higher ,than for all other patients. For all other 
patients the proportions of total discharges with 
first-listed diagnoses of diabetes mellitu’s, benign 
neoplasms, and alcoholism were highef than for 
white patients. 
Average lengths of stay for almost all the 
ICDA classes and the selected diagn&t@ c&e­
gories were shorter for white than for all other 
patients (tables 19 and C). 
Geographic Region of Hospital 
Diseases of the circulatory system were high­
est in number of first-listed diagnoses in every 
geographic region (table 20). Complications of 
pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium and 
diseases of the digestive system ranked either 
second or third among the ICDA classesin each 
geographic region except in the West Region 
where accidents, poisonings, and violence ranked 
third and diseasesof the digestive system ranked 
fourth. 
The number of discharges per 1,000 in 1976 
ranged from 147 in the West Region to 187 in 
the North Central Region. The smallest fluctu­
ations in the discharge rates per 1,000 popula­
tion among. the geographic regions were for 
appendicitis for which the rates ranged from 1.3 
in the Northeast to 1.5 in the North Central, for 
lacerations from 1.4 in the Northeast to 1.7 in 
the West, and for hyperplasia of the prostate 
from 1.0 in the South to 1.3 in the North Cen­
tral. Some of the diagnostic categories for 
which there were large variations in rates among 
the regions were diabetes mellitus for which the 
discharge rate ranged from 1.6 in the West Re­
gion to 3.2 in the North Central Region, for 
acute upper respiratory infections from 0.8 in 
the West Region to 1.8 in the South Region, and 
for displacement of intervertebral disk from 1.2 
in the Northeast Region to 2.5 in the West 
Region. 
As during previous years, there were differ­
ences among the geographic regions in the aver-
age lengths of stay for patients in short-stay 
hospitals. In 1976, the average length of stay 
ranged from 6.2 days in the West Region to 8.9 
days in the Northeast Region (table 20). Short 
hospital stays in the West Region and long stays 
in the Northeast Region were also evident for 
most of the diagnostic classes and the selected 
diagnostic categories. 
Bed Size of Hospital 
The number of patients discharged from 
short-stay hospitals during 1976 and average 
length of stay are shown by bed size of hospital 
and diagnostic category in table 2 1. Approxi­
mately 51 percent of the discharges were from 
hospitals with fewer than 300 beds and 49 per-
cent from hospitals with 300 beds or more 
(table D). 
Table D. Percent distribution of patients discharged from short-stay hospitals by bed size of hospital, according to diagnostic class: 

United States, 1976 







Diagnostic’class and ICDA code 
All conditions ............................................................................................... 
I. Infective and parasitic diseases ............................................................. .000-l 36 

I I. Neoplasms ............................................................................................. 140-239 

Malignant neoplasms ....................................................................... 140-209 

Benign and unspecified neoplasms .................................................. .21 o-239 

III. Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases .................................... .240-279 

IV. Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs .................................. .280-289 

V. Mental disorders ................................................................................... .290-315 

VI. Diseases of the nervous system and sense organs .................................. .320-389 

VII. Diseases of the circulatory system ........................................................ .390458 

VI II. Diseases of the respiratory system .............................................. .......... .460-519 

IX. Diseases of the digestive system ............................................................ 520-577 

X. Diseases of the genitourinary system.. .................................................. .580-629 

Xl. Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium.. ............. .630-678 

Xl I. Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue ........................................ .680-709 

XII I. Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue...............710-73 8 

XIV. Congenital anomalies ........................................................................... .740-759 

XV. Certain causes of perinatal morbidity and mortality ............................ .760-778 

XVI. Symptoms and ill-defined conditions .................................... .780-792, 794-796 

XVII. Accidents, poisonings, and violence ................................ ..................... .800899 

Special conditions and examinations without sickness or tests with negative 

findings ................................................................................................ 793, YOO-Y 13 

Percent distribution 
100.0 19.2 16.6 15.7 27.2 21.3 
io0.a 25.6 17.8 14.6 23.9 18.1 
loo.0 11.9 14.0 16.2 30.4 27.6 
loo.0 10.7 13.3 15.5 30.8 29.7 
io0.a 14.5 15.4 17.5 29.4 23.2 
loo.0 17.6 17.6 15.1 27.4 22.2 
loo.0 18.7 15.4 16.2 27.1 22.6 
100.0 19.4 18.3 11.7 27.1 23.5 
100.0 13.2 15.2 14.3 30.2 27.2 
loo.0 20.4 17.0 16.5 26.5 19.7 
loo.0 27.3 18.6 14.7 24.3 15.1 
loo.0 22.4 17.5 16.2 26.0 17.9 
100.a ,16.4 16.9 16.4 28.4 21.9 
100.0 15.1 17.6 16.4 28.1 22.8 
100.0 22.2 14.1 15.5 26.6 21.6 
100.0 20.1 13.1 15.1 28.5 23.1 
100.0 12.0 10.3 14.0 27.3 36.5 
100.0 5.8 4.7 20.0 34.2 35.3 
100.0 18.9 14.2 15.1 26.5 25.3 
100.0 20.0 15.8 16.4 27.2 20.5 
100.0 14.8 18.7 14.7 26.7 25.1 
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The proportion of different diagnostic con­
ditions treated in hospitals varied by size of hos­
pital, As is shown in table D, greater proportions 
of patients were treated in hospitals with fewer 
than 300 beds for infective and parasitic diseases, 
diseases of the respiratory system, and diseases 
of the digestive system than in hospitals with 
300 beds or more. Greater proportions of the 
discharges were from the larger than from the 
smaller hospitals for neoplasms, congenital 
anomalies, and certain causes of perinatal mor­
bidity. 
Average length of stay increased with size 
of hospital from 6.1 days for patients discharged 
from hospitals with fewer than 100 beds to 8.6 
days for patients from hospitals with 500 beds 
or more. This relationship of average length of 
stay to size of hospital occurred for most of the 
ICDA classes and diagnostic categories presented 
in table 21. 
All-Listed Diagnoses 
An estimated 65.9 million diagnoses were re-
corded for the 34.4 million inpatients of non-
Federal short-stay hospitals in 1976 (table 22) 
for an average of 1.9 diagnoses per patient. The 
average number of diagnoses per discharge was 
1.5 for age groups under 15 years and 15-44 
years, 2.1 for age group 45-64 years, and 2.6 for 
age group 65 years and over. Number of diag­
noses per patient in 1976 was almost the same as 
in 1974 and 1975. 
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION BY SURGICAL 
OPERATIONS 
One or more surgical operations were per-
formed for an estimated 14.2 million of the 34.4 
million inpatients discharged from short-stay 
hospitals during 1976 (table E). A total of 20.1 
million surgical operations, or an average of 1.4 
surgical procedures per patient, were recorded in 
1976 (table 22). 
Over two-fifths (41 percent) of all patients 
discharged from short-stay hospitals during 1976 
underwent surgery during their hospitalization. 
Surgery was performed for 40 percent of the 
males and 42 percent of the females. About 41 
percent of the white and 39 percent of all other 
patients had an operation. Patients aged 15-44 
years had the highest proportion with surgery 
Table’E. Number of patients discharged from short-stay hospi­
tals with and without surgery and percent with surgery, by 
age, sex, color, geographic region, and bed size of hospital: 
.United States, 1976 




Number of discharged 
patients in thousands 
Total ........... 34,372 20,127 14,245 
Age-
Under 15 years.. .... 3,744 2,077 1,667 
1544 years.. .......... 14,272 7,686 6,586 
45-64 years.. .......... a,444 4,863 3,581 
65 years and over ... 7,912 5,500 2,412 
Sex-
Male.. ..................... 13,751 a.242 5,509 
Female.. ................. 20,621 11,885 8,736 
Color 
White ..................... 26,157 15,329 10,828 
All other.. .............. 3,a26 2,323 1,503 
Color not stated ..... 4,389 2,475 1,915 
Geographic region 
Northeast.. ............. 7,517 4,199 3,318 
North Central ........ 10,663 6,221 4,441 
South.. ................... 10,670 6,684 3,986 
West.. ..................... 5,522 3,022 2,500 
Bed size of hospital 
6-99 beds.. ............. 6,594 4,714 1,880 
loo-f99 beds.. ....... .5,701 3,531 2,170 
200-299 beds.. ....... 5,389 3,053 2,336 
300499 beds.. ....... 9,355 5,074 4.281 




















(46 percent) and patients aged 65 years and over 
the lowest (30 percent). The percent of patients 
who underwent surgery ranged from 37 percent 
in the South Region to 45 percent in the West 
Region, The proportion of patients with surgery 
increased with bed size of hospital from 28 per-
cent in hospitals with 6-99 beds to 49 percent in 
hospitals with 500 beds or more. 
Almost 7 out of 10 patients (68 percent) 
with surgery.,were operated on for a single surgi­
cal procedure during their hospitalization’ (table 
F). About 23 percent of the patients had two 
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Table F. Number and percent distribution of patients discharged Table G. Number and rate of all-listed surgical operations for 
from short-stay hospitals by number of operations, accord- patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by sex and 
ing to age and sex: United States, 1976 age: United States, 1976 
[Excludes newborn infants and Federal hospitals] [Excludes newborn infkts and Federal hospitals] 
-
AlI 11 ., 	 n .-.
L 5 
Age and sex 
discharges ’ 
with opera- opera- opera­
tion tions tionslsurgery II 
Number of discharged patients 
in thousands 
Total . .. .. ... . .... 3,226 1,308 
Age-
Under 15 years . .... . .. . 374 52 
15-44 years ... . . .... ... . . 1,457 611 
4564 years ... .. .. ... .. .. 872 423 
65 years and over..... 523 222 
Sex-
Male .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... .. .. . 1,199 420 
Female .... . .. ..... . .. ... .. . 2,027 888 
Percent distribution 
Total .... .. . . ... .. 22.6 9.2 
Age-
Under 15 years . ... . .. .. 22.5 3.1 
1544 years ... . .. ... ... .. 22.1 9.3 
45-64 years .... .. .. .. .. .. 24.4 11.8 
65 years and over..... 21.7 9.2 
Sex-
Male .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... . .... . 21.8 7.6 
Female .. .... .. . .... .. . .... . 23.2 10.2 
IA maximum of 3 operations was coded for each patient
discharged. 
surgical procedures and 9 percent had three or 
more surgical procedures. Patients under age 15 
had the lowest proportion (26 percent) of multi­
ple operations and patients aged 45-64 years had 
the largest proportion (36 percent). 
A larger percent of female (33 percent) than 
of male patients (29 percent) had multiple oper­
ations.* The estimated 20.1 million operations per-
formed during 1976 included about 7.5 million 
operations for males and 12.5 million for fe­
males (table G). The corresponding rates per 
1,000 population were 95 for both sexes, 74 for 
Age z /) Male / Female 
Number of operations in 
thousands 
Total . . ... .. . ... . .. ... .. .. ... . ... .. . . 20.086 117,548 1 12,538 
Under 15 years ........................... 2,146 I 1,258 888 
15-44 years ................................. 9,264 2,572 6,692 
4564 years ................................. 5,299 2,110 3,188 
65 years and over.. ...................... 3,378 1,608 1,770 
Rate per 1,000 population 
Total . .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .... . 
Under 15 years ........................... 
1544 years.. ............................... 
45-64 years.. ............................... 
65 years and over.. ...................... 
males, and 115 for females (rates for the de-
tailed tables are shown per 100,000 population 
to accommodate small estimates). 
Operations per 1,000 population’ increased 
with advancing age from 41 for patients under 
age 15 years to 155 for patients age 65 years and 
over (table G). While these rates for males also 
increased with advancing age, for females the an­
nual rates of operations per 1,000 population 
were about the same for age groups 15-44 years 
(140), 45-64 years (141), and 65 years and over 
(138). The surgical rate for women aged 15-44 
years was as high as for older women because of 
the large number of women operated on for ob­
stetrical and gynecological conditions in the 15-
44-year group. 
The surgical operations are grouped in the 
detailed tables of this report by the 17 ICDA 
surgical classes, including biopsy. Operations 
within these classes are presented by surgical 
categories. Although biopsy is shown as a surgi­
cal class, it is treated as a surgical category in 
this report. 
The surgical categories shown in table 23 
were highest for biopsy (1,116,OOO procedures), 
diagnostic dilation and curettage of uterus 
(983,000 procedures), hysterectomy (678,000 
13 
procedures), tonsillectomy (629,000 proce­
dures), and repair of inguinal hernia (507,000 
procedures). These were also the leading surgi­
cal categories in 1975 and in the same order of 
frequency.3 
The estimated numbers and rates for select­
ed surgical categories in 1976 are compared 
with the data for 1970 and 1975 in table H. The 
estimated number of operations in 1976 was 
20.1 million compared with 15.6 million in 
1970. The corresponding rates per 1,000 popu­
lation were 95 and 78, respectively. The total 
Table H. Number and rate of operations for patients discharged from 
1970,1975, 
[Excludes newborn infants 
Surgical category and ICDA code 
number and rate of operations were about the 
same for 1975 and 1976. 
Large changes occurred from 1970 to 1976 
in the frequencies and surgical rates of some of 
the surgical categories. For example, surgical 
rates per 1,000 population increased for bilateral 
ligation and division of fallopian tubes from less 
than 1 in 1970 to 2 in 1976 .and cesarean sec­
tion from 1 in 1970 to 2 in.1976. The largest 
decrease was for tonsillectomy which dropped in 
frequency from 958,000 in 1970 to 629,000 in 
1976, and in rate per 1,000 population from 5 
short-stay hospitals, by selected surgical categories: United States, 
and 1976 
and Federal hospitals] 
-
1976 1975 1970 
Number of operations Rate of operations 
in thousands per 1,000 population 
All operations1 . .. . .... ... .. ... .. .. ..... . ... .... .. . .... ... .. ... .. *.*... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. ... 20,086 20,040 15,613 I 95.4 95.8 78.2 
Biopsy .................................................................................................... Al-A2 1,116 1,107 745 5.3 5.3 3.7 
Dilation and curettage of uterus, diagnostic ............................................... 70.3 983 977 767 4.7 4.7 3.8 
Hysterectomy .................................................................................... 69.1-69.5 678 725 526’ 3.2 3.5 2.6 
Tonsillectomy with or without adenoidectomy ................................. 21 .I-21.2 629 685 958 3.0 3.3 4.8 
Repair of inguinal hernia .................................................................... 38.2-38.3 507 549 496 2.4 2.6 2.5 
Excision of lesion of skin and subcutaneous tissue.. .......................... .92.1-92.2 481 435 413 2.3 2.1 2.0 
Oophorectomy; salpingo-oophorectomy.. ......................................... .67.2-67.5 452 471 305 2.1 2.3 .I.5 
Cholecystectomy ....................................................................................... 43.5 442 442 367 2.1 2.1 1.8 ’ 
Ligation and division of fallopian tubes (bilateral). ................................... .68.5 420 368 162 2.0 1.8 0.8 
Cesarean section ............................................................................................ 77 378 328 195 1.8 1.6 I.0 
Operations on muscles, tendons, fascia, and bursa .................................. .8889 361 360 278 1.7 1.7 1.4 
Extraction of lens .............................................................................. 14.4-14.6 322 333 230 1.5 1.6 1.2 
Reduction of fracture with fixation .......................................................... .82.2 319 298 234 1.5 1.4 1.2 
Closed reduction of fracture without fixation.. ......................................... .82.0 313 308 336 1.5 1.5 1.7 
Appendectomy2 ........................................................................................ 41.1 306 319 325 1.5 1.5 1.6 
Mastectomy ....................................................................................... 65.2-65.6 302 340 259 1.4 1.6 1.3 
Dilation and curettage after delivery or abortion ....................................... 78.1 291 291 312 1.4 1.4’ 1.6 
Exploratory laparotdmy and celiotomy ..................................................... 39.1 282 281 209 1.3 1.3 1.0 
Prostatectomy .................................................................................... 58.1-58.3 269 266 223 1.3 1.3 ‘1.1 
Dilation of urethra ..................................................................................... 57.5 243 250 176 1.2 1.2 0.9 
Myringotomy ............................................................................................. 17.0 237 220 141 1.1 1.1 0.7 
Repair of obstetrical laceration.. ....................................................... .78.2-78.3 234 227 201 1.1 1.1 1.0 
Cardiac catheterization .............................................................................. 30.2 232 189 77 1.1 0.9 0.4 
Hemorrhoidectomy .................................................................................... 51.3 204 201 225 1 .o 1 .o 1.1 
Rhinoplasty and repair of nose .................................................................. 19.3 179 166 95 0.9 0.8 0.5 
Plastic repair of cystocele and/or rectocele ............................................... .71 .4 171 196 169 0.8 0.9 0.8 
............................................................................ 149 117 0.8 0.7 0.6Excision of intervertebral cartilage (prolapsed disk). i3 4 168
Salpingectomy, bilateral ................................... . 158 175 69 0.8 0.8 0.3 
Excision of bone, partial ............................................................................ 80.4 158 162 129 0.8 0.8 0.6 , 
Excision of semilunar cartilage of knee joint .............................................. 86.5 151 154 88 0.7 0.7 0.4 
‘Includes operations not listed in table. 
2Limited to estimated number of appendectomies excluding those performed incidental to other abdominal surgery. 
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to 3. Surgical rates remained about the same 
during this period for many of the surgical cate­
gories, as, for example, prostatectomy and 
hemorrhoidectomy. 
Sex and Age 
The estimated number of operations per-
formed in 1976 is presented in table 23 for the 
surgical classes and categories, by sex and color, 
LEADING SURGICALCLASSES 
Gynecological surgery.. ....................... 
Abdominal surgery.. ............................ 
Orthopedic surgery.. ............................ 
Oforhinolafvngologv .......................... 
Urological swjerf.. ............................. 
Abdominal surgery.. ............................ 
Orthopedic surgery.. ............................ 
Urological surgery.. ............................. 
Otorhinolarvngologv .......................... 
Vascular and cardiac surgery.. ............. 
Gynecological surgery.. ....... ..” ............ 
Abdominal surgery.. ............................ 
Orthopedic surgery.. ............................ 
Obstetrical procedures ......................... 
Otorhinolarvngologv .......................... 
and for persons aged 15 years and over. The 
corresponding surgical rates are shown by sex 
and for age group 15 years and over in table 24. 
Abdominal surgery, orthopedic surgery, and 
otorhinolaryngology were among the five lead­
ing surgical specialties for males and females 
(figure 3). Rates per 1,000 population for these 
surgical specialties varied slightly by sex. In 
addition, urological surgery and vascular and car­
diac surgery for males and gynecological surgery 
362 
I I I I I I I I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
NUMBER OF OPERATIONS PER l,OW PERSONS PER YEAR 
Figure 3. Rate of all-listed operations for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals, by the leading ICDA surgical classes and sex: 
United States, 1976 
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and obstetrical procedures for females were 
also among the five leading specialties. 
The number of operations per 1,000 popula­
tion for males was highest for the surgical cate­
gories repair of inguinal hernia (4), biopsy (4), 
and tonsillectomy (3). The rates for females 
were highest for diagnostic dilation and curet­
tage of uterus (9), biopsy (7), and hysterectomy 
(6). Rates per 1,000 population were higher for 
males than for females operated on for repair 
of inguinal hernia (4 compared with less than l), 
and closed reduction of fracture without fixa­
tion (2 compared with 1). Rates for females 
were higher than for male patients for some 
surgical categories as mastectomy (3 compared 
with less than I), cholecystectomy (3 compared 
with l), and biopsy (7 compared with 4). 
The surgical categories with the largest fre­
quencies for patients of ages 15 years and over 
were biopsy (1,084,OOO operations), diagnostic 
dilation and curettage of uterus (980,000 opera­
tions), hysterectomy (675,000 operations), 
oophorectomy and salpingo-oophrectomy 
(448,000 operations), and cholecystectomy 
(442,000 operations). Patients of age group 15 
years and over accounted for about 89 percent 
of all the operations performed in non-Federal 
short-stay hospitals during 1976. 
Color 
The five leading surgical classes for white pa­
tients and also for all other patients included 
gynecological, abdominal, orthopedic, and uro­
logical surgery. In addition, for white patients 
otorhinolaryngology ranked fourth and for all 
other patients obstetrical procedures ranked sec­
ond (table 23). 
The largest difference by color was for ob­
stetrical procedures which accounted for only 6 
percent of all surgical procedures for white pa­
tients compared with 13 percent for all other 
patients. The proportions of total operations 
for white patients were smaller than for all other 
patients with operations in the surgical cate­
gories cesarean section, dilation and curettage 
after delivery or abortion, and repair of obstetri­
cal laceration. The proportions of total opera­
tions were larger for white than for all other pa­
tients with operations in the surgical categories 
repair of inguinal hernia, cholecystectomy, and 
prostatectomy. 
Geographic Region of Hospital 
The number of operations for patients dis- ,, 
charged from short-stay hospitals by surgical 
class, surgical category, and geographic region 
are presented in table 25. The corresponding 
surgical rates are shown in table 26. The num­
ber of operations per 1,000 population was low­
est in the South Region (84) and was highest in 
the North Central Region (110). 
Surgical rates in all regions were highest for 
the four surgical classesof gynecological surgery, 
abdominal surgery, orthopedic surgery, and 
otorhinolaryngology. Urological surgery ranked 
among the five leading specialties in all regions .’ 
except the Northeast Region, where obstetrical 
procedures ranked fifth. 
There were differences in the rates for the 
surgical classes among the geographic regions. 
Some examples are dental surgery for which the 
rates per 1,000 population ranged from less than 
1 per 1,000 population in the West Region to 3 
in the Northeast Region, otorhinolaryngology 
which ranged in rates from 6 in the South 
Region to 11 in the North Central Region, and 
for ophthalmology the range was ‘from 3 in the . 
South Region to 5 in the North Central Region 
(table 26). 
Operations performed in large numbers in 
all geographic regions included the surgical cate­
gories of biopsy, diagnostic dilation and curet­
tage of uterus, hysterectomy, tonsillectomy, 
repair of inguinal hernia, and cholecystectorny. 
Some examples of regional differences in the 
rates of operations per 1,000‘ population by 
surgical category are biopsy which ranged. from 
4 in the South Region to 6 in the North Central 
Region; diagnostic dilation and curettage of 
uterus, from 3 in the West Region to 6 in the 
Northeast Region; and hysterectomy, from 2 in 
the Northeast Region to 4 in the South Region. 
Bed Size of Hospital 
The number .of operations patients under-
went in short-stay hospitals in 1976 is presented, 
in table 27 for each surgical class and category 
by bed size of hospital where the surgery was 
performed. The percent distributions of opera­
tions and of discharges by bed size of hospital 
are shown in table J. 
Hospitals with fewer than 200 beds ac­
counted for a smaller percentage of the total 
16 
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Table J. Percent distribution of operations and discharqes for 
patients discharged from shortkay hospitals, by bed-size of 
hospital: United States, 1976 
[Excludes newborn infants and Federal hospitals] 
.-
Bed’size of hospital 
Percent distribu­
Total . .... .. . ... ... ... .. ... . .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .... . 
6-99 beds .................................................... 13.2 19.2 
100-l 99 beds .............................................. 15.2 16.6 
200-299 beds .............................................. 16.6 15.7 
300499 beds .............................................. 30.1 27.2 
500 beds or more.. ...................................... 24.9 21.3 
number of operations performed (28 percent) 
than of the total discharges (36 percent). The 
proportions of total operations and of dis­
charges in hospitals with 200-299 beds were 
about the same. Hospitals with 30b beds or 
more accounted for 55 percent of all operations 
performed in short-stay hospitals compared with 
49 percent of the patients discharged. 
Greater proportions of all operations were 
performed in hospitals with 300 beds or more 
than in hospitals with fewer than 300 beds. Al-. 
though hospitals with 300 beds or more treated 
an estimated 49 percent of the patients hospi­
talized in short-stay hospitals during 1976, the 
proportions of total operations for the surgical~ 
specialties varied from 50 to 74 percent (table 
K). The proportions of total operations were 
about equally divided between the. smaller and 
larger hospitals for the specialties plastic surgery, 
abdominal surgery, proctological surgery, and 
gynecological surgery. Specialties ‘with the larg­
est percentages of the operations performed in 
hospitals with 300 beds or more were vascular 
and cardiac surgery (74 percent), neurosurgery 
(66 percent), thoracic surgery (65 percent), and 
oral and maxillofacial surgery (64 percent). 
Table K. Percent distribution of all-listed operations for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals by bed size of hos&tal, according 
to surgical class: United States, 1976 
[Excludes newborn infants and Federal hospitals] 
Surgical class and ICDA code 
Percent distribution 
All operations ............................................................................................... 100.0 13.2 15.2 16.6 
Neurosurgery ...................................................................................................... .01-05 100.0 13.0 8.4 12.9 31.6 34.1 
Ophthalmology ................................................................................................... .06-14 100.0 11.4 14.0 13.6 32.6 28.3 
Otorhinolaryngology.. ......................................................................................... .16-21 100.0 13.3 16.6 17.2 32.2 20.7 
Operations on thyroid, parathyroid, thymus, and adrenals ................................. .22-23 100.0 7.7 14.2 18.0 32.2 27.9 
Vascular and cardiac surgery ............................................................................... .2430 100.0 3.6 7.6 15.3 32.2 41.3 
Thoracic surgery ................................................................................................. .32-35 100.0 7.5 11.5 15.5 33.7 31.7 
Abdominal surgery.. ............................................................................................ .38-48 100.0 15.4 16.7 17.1 28.5 22.3 
Proctological surgery ............................................................................................ 50-52 100.0 16.0 14.1 19.2 31.2 19.5 
Urological surgery ............................................................................................... .54-61 100.0 10.9 15.9 18.4 31.5 23.3 
Breast surgery .......................................................................................................... .65 100.0 15.3 14.2 15.3 31.5 23.8 
Gynecological surgery ........................................................................... .: ............ .67-72 100.0 13.3 18.3 17.5 28.5 22.4 
Obstetrical procedures ........................................................................................ .74-78 100.0 10.6 16.2 15.6 29.0 28.6 
Orthopedic surgery ............................................................................................. .80-90 100.0 16.8 12.9 15.9 29.9 24.5 
Plastic surgery ...................................................................................................... 92-94 100.0 20.4 14.2 15.9 26.8 22.8 
Oral and maxillofacial surgery.. ........................................................................... .95-98 100.0 6.2 13.3 16.5 32.6 31.4 
Dental surgery.. ........................................................................................................ .99 100.0 9.3 18.0 15.6 33.8 23.3 
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TABLE 1. NUMBER t PERCENT 	 DI’STRI BUTI 
TALS, BY 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL 
SEX AND AGE 
BOTH SEXES 
ALL AGES ................................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............................... 
UNDER 1 YEAR ..................................... 
l-4 YEARS ........................................ 
5-14 YEARS ....................................... 
15-44 YEARS .................................. 
15-24 YEARS ...................................... 
25-34 YEARS ...................................... 
35-44 YEARS ...................................... 
45-64 YEARS .................................. 
45-54 YEARS ...................................... 
55-64 YEARS ...................................... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............................ 
65-74 YEARS ...................................... 
75 YEARS AND OVER ................................ 
MALE 
ALL AGES ................................... 
UNDER 15 YEAPS ............................... 
UNDER 1 YEAR ..................................... 
l-4 YEARS ........................................ 
5-14 YEARS ....................................... 
15-44 YEARS .................................. 
15-24 YEARS ...................................... 
25-34 YEARS ...................................... 
35-44 YEARS ...................................... 
45-64 YEARS .................................. 
45-54 YEARS ...................................... 
55-64 YEARS ...................................... 
65 YEAPS AND OVER ............................ 
65-74 YEARS ...................................... 
75 YEARS AND OVER ................................ 
FECALE 
ALL AGES ................................... 
UNDER 15 YEAPS ............................... 
UNDER 1 YEAP ..................................... 
l-4 YEARS ........................................ 
5-14 YEARS ....................................... 
22 
ON, AND RATE OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPI­
SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1976 
SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS)-
1 DISCHARGED PATIENTS 
NUMBER P ERC ENT RATE PER 
IN DISTRIBUTIOh 1,000 
THOUSANDS POPULATION 
34.37; 1oo.t 163.2 
3174r 10.5 .71.5 
621 1.t 205.2 
1,112 3.2 90.4 
2,011 5.5 54.3 
14,272 41. I 153.2 
51535 16.1 140.8 
5127: 15.2 169.2 
3146C 10.1 153.0 
8,444 24. t 195.2 
4,14c 12.C 176.9 
4,304 12.5 216-R 
71912 23. C 362.8 
41135 12-c 299.0 
3r773 i1.a 473.7 
13,751 1oo.c 135.3 
2,102 15.3 78.7 
361 2.t 232.9 
638 4.6 lOi. 
19 104 8.C 58.5 







1~322 9.6 121.7 
3r91e 20.5 189.8 
1,813 13.2 160.8 
2,105 15.3 224.8 
3,483 25.3 380.4 
lr991 14.5 331.6 
11492 10.9 503.4 
20,621 100.0 189.2 
1~642 8.0 64’. 0 
260 1.3 176.1 
475 2.3 78.0 
907 4.4 49.9 
TABLE 1. NUMBER, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND RATE OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPI­
TALS, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHCRT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
l- CTSCHARGED PATIENTS 
SEX AND AGE 
NUMBER PERCENT RATE PER 
IN DISTRIBUTION 1,000 
THOUSANDS POPULATION 
FEMALE--CON. 
15-44 YEARS ................................... 
15-24 YEARS ...................................... 
25-34 YEARS ...................................... 
35-44 YEARS ...................................... 
45-64 YEARS .................................. 
45-54 YEARS ...................................... 
55-64 YEARS ...................................... 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......................... 
65-74 YEARS ...................................... 
75 YEARS AND OVER ................................ 
10,024 48.6 209.5 
4,002 19.4 199.7 
3,884 18.8 241.9 
2,138 10.4 181.9 
4,526 22.0 200.1 
2,327 11.3 191.8 
2,199 10.7 209.6 
4,429 21.5 345.0 
2,148 10.4 274.0 
2,281 11.1 456.1 
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TABLE 2. NUMBER, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND RATE OF DAYS OF CARE* AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOSPITAL 
BEDS OCCUPIED DAILY, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPI­
TALS* BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1976 
.I 
(DISCHARGES FRCN NCNFEDERAL SHCRT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN .INFANTS) 
-
T DAYS OF CARE AVERAGE ., 
SEX AND AGE LENGTH OF 
NUMBER PERCENT RATE PER STAY IN’ DAYS 
IN DISTRIBUTION l rOO0 
THOUSANDS POPULATION 
BOTH SEXES 
ALL AGES.......... 260,272 100.0 11236.0 338.6 7.6 
UNDER 15 YEARS ...... 16,616 6.4 317.2 .86.9 4.4 
UNDER 1 YEAR.. .......... 3,755 1.4 1,241.7 340.2 6.1 
l-4 YEARS.. ............. 49335 1.7 352.3 96.5 3.9 
5-14 YEARS.. ............ 8,526 3.3 23Oi2 63.1 ‘4.2 
15-44 YEARS.. ....... 78,587 30.2 843.8 231.2 5.5 
15-24 YEARS.. ........... 26,336 10.1 669.3 183.4 4.8 
25-34 YEARS ............. 28,571 11.0 91iJ.7 251.2 5.4 
35-44 YEARS ............. 23,679 9.1 1.047.0 286.9 6.8 
45-64 YEARS.. ....... 74,272 28.5 1,716.B 47064 ” 8.8 
45-54 YEARS .:. .......... 33,625 12.9 1.436.5 393.6 8.1 
55-64 YEARS.. ........... 40,647 15.6 2.047.4 560.9 9.4 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 90,797 34.9 4; i63.7 11140.7 
65-74 YEARS.. ........... 










ALL AGES .......... 111,093 100.0 lr093.4 299.6 8.1 
UNDER 15 YEARS ...... 91230 8.3 34515 94.7 4.4 
UNDER 1 YEAR ............ 











5-14 YEARS.. ............ 41581 4.1 242.6 66.5 4.1 
15-44 YEARS ......... 27,750 25.0 612.7 167.9 6.5 
15-24 YEARS ............. 9,063 469.3 128.6 5.9 
25-34 YEARS .............. 99035 i:: 597.9 163.8 
35-44 YEARS ............. 9,651 0.7 888.5 243.4 ::: 
45-64 YEARS ......... 34,647 31.2 1,678.B 459.9 8.8 
45-54 YEARS.. ........... 











65 YEARS AND OVER ... 39,466 35.5 4.400.8 1.205.7 11.3 
65-74 YEARS ............. 











1/ EXPRESSED AS DAILY NUMBER OF BEDS LJCCUPIED PER 100,000 CIVILIAN NONINSTIiUTIONALIZED PCFIJ’ 
LATION. 
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TABLE 2. NUMBER, PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONI AND RATE OF DAYS OF CARE, AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOSPITAL 
BEDS OCCUPIED DAILY, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT STAY HOSPI­
TALS, BY SEX AND AGE : UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
(DISCHARGES FROC NCNFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
DAYS OF CARE 
SEX AND AGE 




NUMBER PERCENT RATE PER OCCUP I ED STAY IN DAYS 
IN DISTRIBUTION DAILY 
THOUSANDS 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES.. ........ 149,179 
UNDER, 15 YEARS ...... 7r3B6 
UNDER 1 YEAR ............ lb611 
l-4 YEARS.. ............. 11829 
5-14 YEARS.. ............ 39946 
15-44 YEARS.. ....... 50,837 
15-24 YEARS., ........... 17,273 
25-34 YEARS.. ........... 19,536
35-44 YEARS.., .......... 14,028 
45-64 YEAP S.. ....... 39,625 
45-54 YEARS.. ........... 18,522 
55-64 YEARS .............. 21,103 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 51,331 
65-74 YEARS.. ............. 23,715 
75 YEARS AN0 OV,ER.. ..... 27,616 
POPULATION 
100.0 11369.0 375.1 7.2 
5.0 287.8 78.9 4.5 
1.1 11092.4 299.3 6.2 
1.2 303.8 83.2 3.9 
2.6 217.2 59.5 4.3 
34.1 11062.6 291.1 5.1 
11.6 862.1 236.2 4.3 
13.1 11216.9 333.4 5.0 
9.4 19193.6 327.0 6.6 
i6.6 19751.5 479.9 8.8 
12.4 1~526.7 418.3 8.0 
14.1 21011.5 551.1 9.6 
34.4 39998.1 lrO95.4 11.6 
15.9 3rO25.3 828.9 11.0 
18.5 51522.1 lr 512.9 12.1 
L L 




TABLE 3. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS BY 
AGE AND LENGTH OF STAY, ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NCNFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
AGE AND LENGTH 
OF STAY 
NUMBER OF DISCHARGED PATIENTS e PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
ALL AGES IN THOUSANDS 
ALL STAYS.. ...... 34,372 139751 20rb21 17*494 100.0 (1. ltf.0 100.0 100.0 
LESS THAN 1 DAY.. ..... 805 327 550 548 2.6 2.4 2.7 3.1 
1 DAY ................. 
2 DAYS ................ 
3 DAYS ................ 





19112 1,505 11399 
1.949 3,167 2,660
1,546 2 (899 19896 
11346 2,255 11531 
7.6 8.1 
14.9 14.2 1::: 
12.9 11.2 14.1 




5-6 DAYS.. ............ 
7-8 DAYS .............. 
9-10 DAYS.. ........... 
11-20 DAYS ............ 








































31 DAYS OR .MORE ....... 060 401 460 461 2.5 2.9 2.3 2.6 
UNDER 15 YEARS 
ALL STAYS.. ...... 3,744 21103 1,642 lrb26 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
LESS THAN 1 DAY.. ..... 179 90 09 09 4:a 4.3 5.4 5.5 
1 DAY ................. 
2 DAYS.. .............. 

























4 DAYS ................ 304 214 170 167 10.2 lOi2 10.4 10.3 
5-6 DAYS.. ............ 450 254 196 193 12.0 12.1 11.9 11.9 
7-0 DAYS .............. 2c9 117 91 90 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.5 
9-10 DAYS.. ........... 103 56 
11-20 DAYS ............ 169 97 2 7': 2:: 4.6 ::: x2 
21-30 DAYS ............ 41 24 17 17 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.0 
31 DAYS OR MORE ....... 38 21 17 17 1.0 1.0 1,. 1 1.1 
15-44 YEARS 
ALL STAYS.. ...... 141272 49248 10,024 69917 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
















2 DAYS.. .............. 
3 DAYS ................ 
4 DAYS.. .............. 

































7-8 DAYS .............. 

















11-20 DAYS.. .......... 992 414 570 551 7.0 9.0 5.9 8.0 
21-30 DAYS.. .......... 


















TABLE 3. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGE0 ‘FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS . BY 
AGE AND LENGTH OF STAY T ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976:-CON, 
(DISCHARGES FRCH NCNFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
II 1 I 
FEMALE FEMALE 
INCLUD- EXCLUD-
AGE AND LENGTH BOTH MALE ING ING BOTH 
OF STAY 
45-64 YEARS 
ALL STAYS ........ 
LESS THAN 1 DAY.. ..... 
1 DAY.. ............... 
2 DAYS ................ 
3 DAYS ................ 
4 DAYS ................ 
5-6 DAYS.. ............ 
7-8 DAYS .............. 
9-10 DAYS ............. 
11-20 DAYS.. .......... 
21-30 DAYS ............ 
31 DAYS OR MORE.. ..... 
65 YEARS AND OVER 
ALL STAYS.. ...... 
LESS THAN 1 DAY ........ 

1 DAY .................. 

2 DAYS.. .............. 

3 DAYS ................ 

‘4 DAY5.. ............... 

5-6 DAYS .............. 

7-8 DAYS.. ............ 

9-10 DAYS ............. 

11-20 DAYS ............ 

21-30 DAYS.. .......... 

31 DAYS OR MORE ....... 

L 
SEXES DELIV- DELIV- SEXES 
ERIES ERIES 
NUMBER OF DISCHARGED PAT I ENTS PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
IN THOUSANDS 
B ,444 39918 4,526 4,522 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
134 64 70 70 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 
395 190 206 206 4.7 4;B ,4.5 4.5 
975 441 534 534 11.5 11.2 11.8 11.8 
8B2 413 469 468 10.4 10.5 10.4 10.3 
779 377 402 401 9.2 9.6 8.9 8.9 
1,291 616 675 674 15.3 15.7 14.9 14.9 
1,038 
799 
450 588 587 







1,517 722 795 795 18.0 18.4 17.6 17.6 
387 184 202 202 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.5 
247 114 133 133 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
7,912 39483 4,429 4,429 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1Cl 5a 51 51 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.2 
242 121 121 121 3.1 3.5 2.7 2.7 
482 222 260 260 6.1 6.4 5.9 5.9 
588 272 317 317 7.4 7.8 7.1 7.1 
6C8 279 328 328 7.7 8.0 7.4 7.4 
1,108 496 613 613 14.0 14.2 13.8 13.8 
l*OC5 425 580 580 12.7 12.2 13.1 13.1 
756 325 431 431 9.6 9.3 9.7 9.7 
1,981 841 11139 1,139 25.0 24.2 25.7 25.7 
62C 265 355 355 7.8 7.6 8.0 8.0 
420 187 234 234 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 
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TABLE 4. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS BY 
COLOR AND AGE OF PATIENT, ACCORDING TO SEX:‘UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
COLOR AND AGE 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
TOTAL IN THOUSANDS 
ALL AGES...... 34,372 13,751 20,621 17,494 . lOO.O 100.0 100.0 lOb.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 
115-44 YEARS.. . . . . . . 
39744 
141272 
21103 1~642 1,626 







45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 0,444 3,918 4,526 4,522 24.6 28.5 22.0 25.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 7,912 3,483 4,429 4,429 23.0 25.3 21.5 25.3 
WHITE 
ALL AGES...... 26,157 10,593 15,564 13,409 100.0 100.0 100.0 1oo;o 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 2,749 1,542 1~206 lr202 10.5 14.6 7.8 9.0 
15-44 YEARS.. . . . . . . lOt331 39168 7,163 5,016 39.5 29.9 46.0 37.4 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 6,709 31113 39596 3,592 25.6 29.4 23-i 26.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 6,369 2,770 3,599 3,599 24.3 26.1 23.1 26.0 
ALL OTHER 
ALL AGES...... 3,825 1,387 21439 11910 100.0 lOd.0 100.0 1ao.o 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 

























65 YEARS AND OVER.. 540 252 288 288 14.1 18.2 11.8 15.1 
COLOR NbT STATED 
ALL AGES...... 49389 1*771 2~618 2,175 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 212 211 11.0 15.4 9.7 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 1,308 866 42.5 31.4 SE 39.0 
45-64 YEARS.... . . . . 556 556 23.7 27.2 ?i:3 25.6 
65 YEARS AN0 OVER.. 542 542 22.8 26.0 20.7 24.9 
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TABLE 5. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS OF CARE FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY, HOSPITALS BY COLOR AND AGE OF PATIENT? ACCORDING TO.SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 (DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
II I I 
FEMALE FEMALE 
I NCLUD- EXCLUD-
COLOR AND ‘AGE BOTH MALE ING ING -:, 
SEXES DELIV- DELIV-
ERIES ERIES 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE PERCENT DISTR.IBUTION 
TOTAL .- IN THOUSANDS 
ALL AGES . . . . . . . . . I 260,272 111,093 149,179 1367385 
I
100.0 . 100.0 100.0 l&.0 
I= 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... lt.616 9,230 7,386 7,314 6.4 8.3 5.0 5.4 
. 	 15-44 YEARS.. ......... 78,507 27,750 501837 38,142 30.2 25.0 34.1 28.0 
45-64 YEARS ........... 74~272 341647 391625 39 1598 28.5 31.2 26.6 29.0 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 909797 39,466 51,331 511331 34.9 35.5 34.4 I'. -37.6
_' 
WHITE f . 
ALL AGES.. . . . . . a. 198;428 85,228 113,200 104,631 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS . . . . . . . . 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . e... 
45-64 YEARS... . . . . . . . . . 


































ALL AGES.. ....... 30,030 129522 1715oa 15,106 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 1.5 YEARS.. ...... 
15-44 YEARS ........... 
45-64 YEARS ........... 

































COLOR NOT STATED 
ALL AGES ......... 31,814 13,342 18,471 16,649 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 19904 1,039 865 858 6.0 7.8 4.7 5.2 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 9,733 3,278 6,455 49643 30.6 24.6 34.9 27.9 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 8,701 4,007 4,694 4,691 27.4 30.0 25.4 28.2 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 11,475 51018 6,457 69457 36.1 37.6 35-c 38.8 
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TABLE 6. AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FRDM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. BY COiOR,AGE, 
AND SEX: UNITEDSTATES 1976 : 
(DISCHARGES FRCM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
FEMALE FEMALE 
COLOR AND AGE BOTH MALE INCLUDING EXCLUDING 
SEXES DEL IVER IES DELIVERIES 
TOTAL 
ALL AGES .......................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...................... 
WHITE 
‘> 
ALL AGES ........................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...................... 
ALL CTHER 
ALL AGES .......................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ....................... 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .................... 
COLOR NOT STATED 
ALL AGES .......................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 
15-44 YEARS.. .......................... 
45-64 .YEARS .......... . ................. 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. ..................... 
30 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
7.6 8.1 7.2 7.8 
4.4 4.5 4.5
54:; 6.5 5.1 5.5 

8.8 8.8
1% , 1::; 11.6 11.6 

,. 
7.6 8.0 7.3 i.8 
4.4 4.3 4.4 4.4 
5.4 .6.4 5.0 5.4 
8.6 
11.3 1::; 1::: 1::: 
1.9 9.0 7.2 7.9 
5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 
6.1 7.7 5.5 6.0 
10.9 11.0 10.7 10.7 
13.2 13.3 13.0 13.0 
7.2 7.5 7.1 7.7 
3.9 3.8 4.1 4.1 
5.2 5.9 4.9 5.4 
8.3 
1::: 10.9 1;:"9 1X 
TABLE 7. NUMBER AND. RATE OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS BY GEOGRAPHIC-REGION 
AND AGE, ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROR NCNFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN’INFANTS) 
FEMALE FEMALE 
INCLUD- EXCLUD-
REGION AND AGE BOTH MALE ING ING 
SEXES DELIV- DELIV-
ER IES. ERIES 
NUMBER OF PAT1 ENTS DISCHARGED RATE OF OISCHARGES PER ’ 
UNITED STATES IN THOUSANDS 1,000 POPULATION 
ALL,AGES...... 34,372 139751 20,621 17,494 16.3.2 135.3 189.2 160.5 
UNDER 15 YEARS...;. 3,744 2,103 1,642 1,626 71.5 78.7 64.0 63.4 
15-44 YEARS. . . . . . . . 14,272 4,248 10,024 6,917 153.2 93.8 209.5 144.6 
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . 8,444 3,918 49526 41522 195.2 189.8 200.1 199.9 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .71912 31483 4r429 4r429 362.8 388.4 345.0 * 345.0 
NORTHEAST 
ALL AGES...... 71517 39016 41501 3,809 154.1 128.8 177.4 150.2 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 782 449 333 331 68.3 76.7 59.5 59.1 
15-44 YEARS.. . . . . . . 
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . 


























ALL AGES...... 10,663 4r333 69329, 5.432 187.5 156.4 216.9 186.2 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 

















45-64 YEARS . . . . i... 21612 19224 1~388 19386 228.8 222.6 234.5 234.2 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 2 1392 11054 1,338 1,338 406.0 430.9 388.4 388.4 
SOUTH 
ALL AGES...... 109670 49146 69523 5,525 158.5 128.7 186.0 157.5 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 19195 672 523 515 69.4 76.7 61.9 40.9 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 49482 19262 39220 21230 151.1 88.7 208.8 144.6 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 2,492 1,127 19366 1,365 186.0 178.1 192.9 192.0 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 2,500 1,085 11415 lr415 355.7 374.7 342.4 342.4 
WEST 
ALL AGES...... 59522 2 9256 3,266 29720 146.8 123.4 168.8 141.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 539 301 236 237 57.2 62.7 51.6 51.3 
15-44 YEAPS... . . . . l 2,347 741 1,606 19070 137.3 89.1 182.8 12l.B 
45-64 YEARS . . . . . ..a 1,389 647 742 742 183.3 175.6 190.7 190.5 
65 YEARS AND OVER . . 19247 567 680 680 353.4 384.5 331.0 331.0 
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TABLE 8. NUMBER AND RATE OF DAYS OF CARE FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS BY 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND AGE, ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) -
FEMALE FEMALE 
INCLUD- E XCLUD­




II I I 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE RATE OF DAYS OF CARE 
UNITED STATES IN THOUSANDS PER 1,000 POPULATION 
ALL AGES.. ....... 260,272 111,093 149,179 136,385 !1;236.0 19093.4 1~369.0 lr251.6 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 16,616 91230 79386 7r314 317.2 345.5 287.8 285.0 
15-44 YEARS ........... 78,587 27,750 501837 38,142 043.8 612.,7 i,O62; 6 797.2 
45-64 YEARS ........... 74,272 34,647 39,625 39 r59E 1~716.8 1~678.8 lr751.5 lr750.3 
65 YEARS AND DVEP ..... 90,797 39,466 51,331 51,331 4.163.7 4,400.a 31998.1 3,998.l 
NORTHEAST 
ALL AGES ......... 66,672 28,931 37,741 34,393 1,366.&l 19235.9 11487.7 lr355.7 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 
45-64 YEARS ........... 


































ALL AGES ...... e .. 83,954 36,179 47,775 43r879 1~476.1 11306.1 1.637.5 11504.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 
15-44 YEARS ........... 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 


































ALL AGES ......... 75r307 ‘31,038 44,269 40,358 19118.9 96312 11262.0 lr150.5 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 59094 21921 2~173 2,138 295.9 333.4 257.1 ,253.0 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 23,616 7,677 15,939 129066 796.3 539.2 lr033.8 782.7 
45-64 YEARS ........... 2C,354 9,023 11,331 11,327 19518.5 1~426.4 lr600.6 11600.1 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 269244 11,416 14,827 14,827 3,734-l 3,942;1 3,588.3 3.588.3 
WEST 
ALL AGES ......... 34,340 14,945 19,395 17,755 912.8 817.8 1,002.5 917. a 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 1,991 1,085 907 902 211.4 225.8 196.4 -195.5 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 101873 41163 6,711 5,077 636.1 500.9 764.1 ' 578.1 
45-64 YEARS ........... 9,833 4,552 51281 51278 19297.7 11235.6 1,356.e 1,356.l 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 11,642 5,145 6,497 6,497 31299.0 31488.3 31 1,63.2 39163.2 
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TABLE 9. AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGE0 FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALSI BY GEOGRAPHIC 
REGION, AGE, AND SEX: UNITED STATES. 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEOERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS1 
FEMALE FEMALE 

REGION AN0 AGE BOTH MALE INCLUDING EXCLUDING 

SEXES DELIVERIES DELIVERIES 

UNITED STATES AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
ALL AGES ................................... 7.6 8-l 7.2 7.8 
UNDER 15 YEARS .................................. 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.5 
15-44 YEARS . .................................... 
45-64 YEARS ..................................... 
5.5 
8.8 




65 YEARS AND OVER ............................... 11.5 11.6 11.6 
NORTHEAST 
ALL AGES ................................... 8.9 9.6 8.4 9.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS .................................. 4.9 4.8 5.1 5.1 
15-44 YEARS .................... ..k .............. 6.0 7.3 5.4 5.7 
45-64 YEARS ..................................... 10.3 10.6 10.1 10.1 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............................... 14.0 13.8 14.1 14.1 
NORTH CENTRAL 
ALL AGES ................................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS .................................. 
15-44 YEARS ... .................................. 
45-64 YEARS ...................................... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............................... 
SOUTH 
ALL AGES ................................... 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......... . .. ..i .................... 
7.9 8.3 ‘7.5 8.1 
4.6 4.5 4.8 4.8 
5.9 6.9 5.4 5.9 
9.2 9.3 9.1 9.1 
11.8 11.t 11.9 11.9 
7.1 7.5 6.8 7.3 
4.3 4.3 4.2 4.2 
15-44 YEARS ..................................... 5.3 6.1 5.0 5.4 
45-64 YEARS ..................................... 8.2 8.0 8.3 8.3 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............................... 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 
WEST 
ALL AGES ................................... 6.2 6.6 5.9 6.5 
UNDER 15 YEARS .................................. 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.8 
15-44 YEARS ..................................... 4.6 5.6 4.2 4.7 
45-64 YEARS ..................................... 7.1 7.0 7.1 7.1 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............................... 9.3 9.1 9.6 9.6 
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TABLE 10. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS BY’ 
BE0 SIZE OF HOSPITAL AN0 AGE OF PATIENT , ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(OISCHA.RGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
BED SIZE OF 
HOSPITAL AND AGE 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
ALL SIZES IN THOUSANOS 
ALL AGES...... 34,372 13,751 20,621 171494 100.0 100.0 100.0 1oo;o 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 3 9744 2,103 1,642 11626 10.9 15.3 8.0 9.3 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 14,272 4,248 10,024 69917 41.5 30.9 48.6 39.5 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 0,444 3,918 4,526 4,522 24.6 28.5 22.0 25.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 7 1912 3.483 4,429 41429 23.0 25.3 21.5 25.3 
6-99 BEDS 
ALL 4GES...... 6,594 21665 3,929 3,455 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 654 370 285 282 9.9 13.9 7.2 8.2 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 2,552 804 1,748 1.277 38.7 30.2 44.5 36.9 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 1,574 701 873 -872 23.9 26.3 22.2 25.2 
65 YEARS AN0 OVER.. 1,814 790 1,024 17024 27.5 29.6 26.1 29.6 
100-199 BEDS 
ALL AGES...... 5,701 2,181 3,521 21979 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 652 366 285 283 11.4 16.8 8.1 9.5 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . 2,340 633 1,707 19168 41.0 29.0 48.5 39.2 
45-64 YEAR S.. . . . . . . 11338 594 744 743 23.5 27.2 21.1 24.9 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 19372 587 785 785 24.1 26.9 22.3 26.3 
ZOO-299 BEDS 
ALL AGES...... 5,389 2,156 3,233 21712 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 596 344 252 250 11.1 16.0 7.8 9.2 
15-44 YEARS... a.. . . 2,273 667 1,606 1,087 42.2 30.9 49.7 40.1 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 1,256 ,579 677 676 23.3 26.8 21.0 24.9 
65 YEARS AN0 OVER.. 1,264 566 698 698 23.4 26.3 21.6 25.7 
300-499 BEDS 
ALL AGES...... 9,355 3 t 752 5,603 4,710 100.0 lOO.,O 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 11029 573 456 453 11.0 15.3 B.l 9.6 
15-44 YEARS.. . . . . . . 3t901 1,158 2,743 11854 41.7 30.8 49.0 39.4 
45-64 YEARS . . . . . . . . 2,389 1,131 1,258 19257 25.5 30.1 22.5 26.7 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. 2,037 891 1,146 1~ 146 21.8 23.7 20.5 24.3 
500 BEDS OR MORE 
ALL AGES...... 7,332 2,997 4,335 37639 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS..... 813 449 364 357 11.1 15.0 8.4 9.8 
15-44 YEARS.. . . . . . . 3,207 987 2,220 11531 43.7 32.9 51.2 42.1 
45-64 YEARS.. . . . . . . 


















TABLE 11. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS OF CARE FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY 
HOSPITALS BY BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL AND AGE OF PATIENT , ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
BED SIZE 
OF C~OSPITAL 
AND AGE SEXES DELIV- DEL IV-
q-LqT$ 
II ERIES’ I ERIES 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
ALL SIZES IN THOUSANDS 
ALL AGES.. . . . . . . . 260,272 lllT.093 149,179 136~385 100.0 100,o 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 16,616 9r230 7,386 7,314 6.4 8;3 5.0 5.4 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 78,587 27,750 50,037 38 t 142 30.2 25.0 34.1 28.0 
45-64 YEARS ........... 74,272 34,647 39,625 39,598 28.5 31.2 26.6 29.0 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 90,797 39,466 51,331 51,331 34.9 35.5 34.4 37.6 
b-99 BEDS 
ALL AGES ......... 4b ,262 16,713 23,549 21,954 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 
15-44 YEARS ........... 
45-64 YEARS ........... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 
2,138 1,250 889 879 
111146 3,825 7r321 5,745
101147 4,462 5,685 5 9677 














ALL AGES.. ....... 40,358 lb,225 24,133 21 r945 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 
?,596 19464 1,132 1,125







45-64 YEARS ........... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 
10,722 4,742 5r980 5 9974 








ALL AGES ......... 40,813 17,702 23,111 21,037 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS;. ...... 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 
2,593 11539 1,054 11048 
11,927 4,099 7,828 5,763 
11,107 5,094 b ,012 6,009














ALL AGES ......... 75,603 32 r299 43,304 39,394 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 4,754 2,519 2,234 2,219 6.3 7.8 5.2 5.6 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 
221817 8~072 14r745 10,855 
22,671 101935 11~736 llr732 










500 BEDS OR MORE 
ALL AGES ......... 63,236 28,155 35 9002 321056 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 4,534 2,458 2 9076 21043 7.2 8.7 5.9 6.4 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 20,791 79985 12,806 99818 32.9 28.4 36.5 30.6 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 19,626 9,414 107213 lOv207 31.0 33.4 29.1 31.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...... 18,2e5 8,298 9 (907 9.9987 20.9 29.5 28.5 31.2 
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TABLE 12. AVERAGE 1ENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY’ HOSPITALS, BY BE0 SIZE 
OF HOSPITAL, AGE OF PATIENT, AND SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FRCM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. ‘EXCLUDES NEWBORN iNFANTSI 
FEMALE FEMALE 
BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL AND AGE BOTH MALE INCLUDING EXCLUDING 
SEXES DEL IVER IES DELIVERIES 
ALL SIZES AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
ALL AGES .......................... 7.6 8.1 7.2 7.8 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ....................... 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.5 
15-44 YEARS.. .......................... 5.5 6.5 5.1 5.5 
45-64 ,YEARS ............................ 8.8 8.8 . a.0 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .................... I 11.5 11.3 11”:: 11.6 
6-99 BEDS 
ALL AGES.................; ........ 6.1 6.3 6.0 6.4 
UNDER 15 YEARS......; .................. 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.1 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 4.4 4.8 4.2 4.5 i 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 6.4 6.5 6.5 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...................... 2’; 9.1 9.4 9.4 
loo-199 BEDS 
ALL AGES .......................... 7.1 7.4 6.9 7.4 
I 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ....................... 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 t, 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 5.1 6.0 4.8 5.1 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 : 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...................... 11.0 10.6 11.3 11.3 
200-299 BEDS 
ALL AGES ? ......................... 7.6 a.2 7.1 7.8 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 4.3 4.5 4.2 4.2 
15-44 YEAR S ............................ 5.2 6.1 4.9 5.3 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 0.0 8.8 8.9 
65 YEARS AND OVER.........; ............ 12.0 12.3 1::: 1,l.B 
300-499 BEDS 
ALL AGES .......................... 8.1 0.6 7.7 0.4 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 4.6 4.4 4.9 4.9 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 5.8 7.0 5.4 5.9 
45-64 YEARS ............................ 9.5 9.7 9i3 9.3 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .................... 12.5 12.1 12.7 12.7 
500 BEDS OR MORE 
ALL AGES .......................... a.6 9.4 8.1 8.8 
UNDER 15 YEARS........*..........* ..... 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 











65 YEARS AND OVER.. ... maea.*. .......... 12.8 12.8 12.9 12.9 
\’ 
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TABLE 13. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS AND CAYS OF CARE, BY SEX,, AGEI 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, AND BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FRDM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
SEX, AGE, AND REGION 
NUMBER OF- PAT1 ENTS DISCHARGED NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE 
BOTH SEXES IN THOUSANDS IN THOUSANDS 
UNITED STATES . . . . . . . . . . . 34,372 61594 20 1445 7,332 260,272 409 262 56 9774 63,236 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............... 
15-44 YEARS . ..a....... ....... 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 

























NORTHEAST ............... . 7;517 767 5 1417 1,334 669 672 5;684 47,675 13,313 
UNDER 15 YEARS............... 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 

























NORTH CENTRAL.. ......... 10,663 1,327 69476 2r859 839954 89 559 50,419 24,976 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS .................. 

























SOUTH.......; ........... 10,670 39036 5,16C 2,473 75,307 18,982 36,058 20,267 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 
15-44 YEARS .................. 
45-64 YEARS ................... 

























WEST.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5,522 1,464 3,392 666 34,340 71036 22,623 4,681 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 


























UNITED STATES.. ......... 13,751 2,665 81089 2,997 111,093 16,713 66,225 28,155 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 
15-44 YEAP S .................. 
45-64 YEARS .................. 

































NORTHEAST ............... 3,016 341 2,140 535 28,931 21661 20,366 5,904 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 449 42 331 76 29 144 156 1,519 470 
15-44 YEARS .................. 870 111 586 174 6,379 739 4,081 1,560 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 920 104 653 163 9,712 843 6,881 l,SB8 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......... 777 84 571 122 10,695 922 7,886 1,887 
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TABLE 13. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS AND DAYS OF CARE* BY SEX,.AGi, 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, AND BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
I.’ 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHCRT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWf3OR.N INLANTSI 
loo- 500 loo- 500 
SEX, AGE, AND REGION ALL 6-99 499 BEDS ALL 6-99 499 BEDS 
SIZES BEDS BEDS OR SIZES BEDS BEDS OR 
MORE I/ MORE 
NUMBER OF PAT1 ENTS DISCHARGED NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE 
MALE--CON. IN THOUSANDS IN THOUSANDS 
NORTH CENTRAL.. ......... 4,333 529 2,605 1,199 36,179 3,46t 219202 11,509 ! 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 680 74 427 179 3r 080 281 1,815 984 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 




144 841 390 
129 716 379 
181 621 251 
9,530 731 5,581 3,218 
119360 867 6,527 3,966 
12,209 lr59C 7,279 3,340 
r 
SOUTH ................... 4,146 1,232 1,921 994 31,038 7,74s 14,476 8,814 ’ 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 672 168 349 155 2,921 595 1,482 841 
15-44 YEARS .................. 11262 371 566 325 7,677 1,672 3,380 2,625 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......... 1,085 379 482 224 11,416 3,515 5,31c 2,592 
WEST.. .................. 2,256 564 1,422 269 14,945 2,835 10,182 1,928 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 301 85 177 39 1,085 214 707 163 
15-44 YEARS ... ..;. ........... 741 179 464 98 4,163 683 29898 581 
45-64 YEARS .................. 

















FEMALE INCLUDING DELIVERIES 
45-64 YEARS .................. 1,127 314 524 289 9,023 1,962 4,305 2,756 
UNITED STATES.. ....... .: 20,621 3,929 12,356 4i335 149*179 23,549 90,549 35,082 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............... la642 285 993 364 7,386 889 4,421 2,076 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 10,024 1~748 6,056 2,220 50,837 7,321 30,710 129806 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 4,526 873 29679 974 39,625 5,685 23,728 10,213 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......... 49429 11024 2,628 777 51,331 9,654 31,690 9,987 
NORTHEAST ............... 4,501 426 3,276 799 37r741 3,024 27,309 7,409 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............... 333 27 246 61 1,700 80 19226 395 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS .................. 

























NORTH CENTRAL ........... 6,329 798 3,871 1,660 47,775 5,091 29,217 13,467 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............... 















45-64 YEARS .................. 1,388 180 ‘832 376 12,649 19170 7,552 3,927 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............ 1,338 228 831 280 15,955 2,216 10,056 3i682 
SOUTH ................... 6,523 1,804 31240 1,479 44,269 11,233 21,582 111453 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 523 137 271 115 2r 173 451 1,044 677 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 3,220 774 1,677 769 15,939 3,410 8,091 4,437 
45-64 YEARS .................. 


















TABLE 13. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS AND DAYS OF CARE, BY SEX, AGE, 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, AND BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
loo- 500 
SEX, AGE, AND REGION ALL 6-99 499 BEDS 
SIZES BEDS BEDS OR . 
MORE 
FEMALE INCLUDING NUMBER OF PAT1 ENTS DISCHARGED NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE 
DEL IVERI.ES--CON. IN THOUSANDS IN THOUSANDS 
I 
UNDER i5 YEARS ............... 238 64 145 29 907 159 604 145 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 
45-64 YEARS.. ................ 

























FEMALE EXCLUDING DELIVERIES 
WEST .................... 3,266 900 1*970 397 19,395 4,201 12,441 2,753 
UNITED STATES ........... 17,494 3,455 10,400 3,639 136,385 21,954 82,375 32,056 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 1,626 282 986 357 7,314 879 4,392 2,043 
15-44 YEARS .................. 69917 1,277 4,110 1,531 38,142 5,745 22,579 9,818 
45-64 YEARS..; ............... 4,522 872 2,676 974 39,598 5,677 23,714 10,207 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......... 4,429 1,024 2,628 777 51,331 ‘9,654 31,690 9,987 
NORTHEAST ............... 3,809 374 2,749 686 34,393 2,792 24,784 6,817 
UNDER 15 YEARS ............... 331 27 245 59 1,685 79 1,216 390 
15-44 YEARS.. ................ 1,453 135 1,023 295 8,297 650 5,802 1,845 
45-64 YEARS .................. 1,030 753 181 10,358 730 1,448 2,180 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. ........... 995 1:: 728 151 14,052 1,332 10,318 2,402 
NORTH CENTRAL ........... 5,432 713 3r319 1,400 43,879 4,764 26,805 12,310 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 
15-44 YEARS .................. 

























65 YEARS AND OVER ............ 1,338 228 831 280 15,955 2,216 10,056 3,682 
SOUTH ................... 5,525 1,606 2,695 1,224 40,358 10,559 19,387 10,413 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 515 136 268 112 2,138 445 1,031 661 
15-44 YEAP S .................. 2,230 576 1,137 517 12,066 2,742 5,911 3,413 
45-64 YEARS .................. 1,365 401 638 326 11,327 2,694 5r404 3,229 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .......... 1,415 493 652 270 14,827 4,678 7,040 3,109 
WEST .................... 2,728 762 1,638 328 17,755 3,840 11,399 2,516 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ............. 237 64 145 902 158 602 143 
15-44 YEARS .................. 1,070 317 622 1:: 5,077 1,166 3,207 705 
45-64 YEAP S .................. 742 195 454 92 5,278 1,089 3,316 874 
65 YEARS AND OVER ............ 680 186 417 77 6,497 1,428 4,275 794 
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T A B L E  14 .  A V E R A G E  L E N G T H  O F  S T A Y  F O R  P A T I E N T S  D I S C H A R G E D  F R O M  S H O R T - S T A Y  H O S P I T A L S .  B Y  S E X *  A G E .  
G E O G R A P H I C  R E G I O N ,  A N D  B E D  S IZE  O F  H O S P I T A L :  UN ITED  S T A T E S ,  1 9 7 6  
r o r s c ~ A ~ G E s  F R O M  N O N F E D E R A L  S H O R T - S T A Y  H O S P I T A L S .  E X C L U D E S  N E W B O R N  INFANTS )  
N O R T H E A S T  N O R T H  C E N T R A L  S O U T H  
I 
W E S T  , 
S E X  A N D  A G E  T O T A L  l o o - 5 0 0  lo o5 0 0-
6 - 9 9  4 9 9  B E D S  6 - 9 9  4 9 9  
I 
B E D S  
B E D S  B E D S  O R  B E D S  B E D S  O R  
M O R Eh - r  II I M O R E  
B O T H  S E X E S  A V E R A G E  L E N G T H  O F  S T A Y  IN D A Y S  
A L L  AGES. . . .  7 . 6  7 .4  8 .8  1 0 . 0  6 .4  7 .8  8 .7  6 .3  7 .0  8 .2  4 .8  6 .7  7 .0  
Z - C Z 
U N D E R  1 5  YEARS . . .  4 . 4  3 .4  4 .8  6 .3  3 .7  4 .4  5 .5  3 .4  4 .1  5 .6  2 .5  4 .1  4 .5  
1 5 - 4 4  YEARS. . . . . .  5 . 5  5 .5  4 .7  5 .8  4 .4  5 .1  6 .5  3 .5  5 .0  5 .1  
4 5 - 6 4  YEARS. . . . . .  a . 0  7 .9  1::: 126 : :  6 . 6  9 .1  1::: 6 . 5  0 .4  9 .7  5 .4  7 .4  9 .1  
6 5 +  Y E A R S . .  . . . . . . 1 1 . 5  11 . 2  1 4 . 0  1 5 . 7  9 .3  1 1 . 9  1 3 . 2  9 .4  1 0 . 9  1 1 . 5  7 .8  9 .9  1 0 . 0  
M A L E  
A L L  A G E S . .  . . 8 . 1  7 .0  9 .5  1 1 . 0  6 .6  a .1  9 .6  6 .3  7 .5  8 .9  5 .0  7 .2  7 .2  
U N D E R  1 5  ‘YEARS . . .  4 . 4  3 .7  4 .6  6 .2  3 .8  4 .2  5 .5  3 .6  .4.2 5 .4  2 .5  4 .0  4 .2  
1 5 - 4 4  YEARS. . . . . .  6 . 5  6 .7  .7.0 9 .0  5 .1  .6.6 8 .3  4 .5  6 .0  8 .1  3 .8  6 .2  5 .9  
4 5 - 6 4  YEARS. . . . . .  8 . 1  10 . 5  1 2 . 2  6 .7  9 .1  1 0 . 5  6 .3  9 .5  5 .1  7 .4  8 .6  
6 5 +  Y E A R S  . . . . . . . . 1::: 1 0 . 9  13 . 8  1 5 . 4  8 .8  1 1 . 7  1 3 . 3  9 .3  1,“:: 1 1 . 6  7 .9  9 .5  9 .5  
F E M A L E  INCLUD­
r N G  D E L I V E R I E S  
A L L  AGES. . . .  7 . 2  7 . 1  8 .3  9 .3  6 .4  7 .5  8 . 1  6 .2  6 .7  7 .7  4 .7  6 .3  6 .9  
U N D E R  1 5  YEARS . . .  
1 5 - 4 4  YEARS. . . . . .  
4 . 5  
5 .1  2 :: 2 4  ” 2:  3 . 5  4 .5  2 4  ’ 55: :  3 .3  4 .4  2 :: 2: 2:  2:  5 . 0  4 .7  
4 5 - 6 4  YEARS. . . . . .  8 . 0  7 .6  9 .9  1 2 . 1  6 .5  9 .1  1 0 . 5  6 .7  a .5  9 .9  5 .6  7 .3  9 .5  
6 5 +  Y E A R S  . . . . . . . . 1 1 . 6  1 1 . 4  1 4 . 2  1 5 . 9  9 .7  1 2 . 1  1 3 . 2  9 .5  1 0 . 8  1 1 . 5  7 .7  1 0 . 2  1 0 . 4  
F E M A L E  E X C L U D ­
ING  D E L I V E R I E S  
A L L  A G E S . .  . . 7 . 8  7 .5  9 .0  9 .9  6 .7  8 .1  0 . 8  6 .6  7 .2  a .5  5 .0  7 .0  7 .7  
U N D E R  1 5  YEARS . . .  4 . 5  3 .0  5 .0  6 .6  3 .5  4 .7  5 .4  3 .3  3 .9  5 .9  2 .5  4 .2  5 .1  
1 5 - 4 4  YEARS. . . . . .  5 . 5  4 .8  5 .7  6 .2  4 .0  5 .8  6 .6  4 .8  5 .2  6 .6  3 .7  5 .2  5 .4  
4 5 - 6 4  YEARS. . . . . .  8 . 8  7 .6  9 .9  1 2 . 1  6 .5  9 .1  i o .5  6 .7  9 .9  9 .5  
6 5 +  Y E A R S  . . . . . . . . 1 1 . 6  1 1 . 4  1 4 . 2  1 5 . 9  9 .7  1 2 . 1  1 3 . 2  9 .5  1::: 1 1 . 5  1a . i  
TABLE ,15. NUMBER AND’PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT~STAY HosPiTALs BY 
TYPE OF OWNERSHIP OF HOSPITAL AND AGE OF PATIENT, ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROFi NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY .HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
TYPE OF OWNERSHIP 
’,
NUMBER OF DISCHARGED PATIENTS PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
‘ALL TYPES IN THOUSANOS 
ALL AGES; ...... 349 372 13r7511 20,621 17 * 494 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ...... 39744 2,103 11642 19626 10.9 15.3 8.0 9’. 3 
15-44 YEARS..., ..... 
45-6.4 YEARS ......... 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 
14r272 49248 101024 6,917 
8,444 39918 4,526 4,522
7r912 3,483 4r429 47429 
41.5 30.9 48.6 
24.6 28.5 22.0 







ALL AGES.. ..... 24,699 141842 12,596 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ...... 2,682 lri78 1,171 10.9 15.3 7.9 5.3 
15-44 YEARS.. ........ 10,043 7,121 4,886 40.7 29.6. 48.0 38.8 
45-64 YEARS.. ....... 6,231 3 1326 3,322 25.2 29.5 22.4 26.4 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 5,744 39217 3,217 23.3 25.6 21.7 25.5 
GOVERNMENT 
ALL AGES.. ..... 6.953 2 1778 i 4r175 3,402 100.0 100,o 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. .... 822 .465 357 349 11.8 16.7 8.5 10.2 
. 	 15-44 YEARS.. ....... 3,129 945 29184 1,421 45.0 34.0 52.3 41.8 
45-64 YEARS ......... 1,507 697 810 809 21.7 25.1 19.4 23.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 1,495 672 823 823 21.5 24.2 19.7 24.2 
PROPRIETARY 
ALL AGES ....... 2,720 1,116 1,604 11496 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. .... 241 134 107 107 8.8 
15-44 YEARS ......... 1,100 382 718 610 40.4 
45-64 YEARS.. ....... 706 316 391 390 26.0 
65 YEARS AND OVER ... 673 285 388 388 24.7 
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TABLE 16. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS 
HOSPITALS BY TYPE OF OWNERSHIP OF HOSPITAL AND 
1976 




OF CARE FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FRDM’SHORT-STAY 
AGE OF PATIENT , ACCORDING TO SEX: UNITED STATES* 
I” 
HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
NUMBER DF DAYS OF CARE PERCENT’DISTRIBUTION 
ALL’TYPES IN THOUSANDS 
ALL AGES......... 260,272 111,093, 149,179 136~385 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOOI 
. 
UNDER 15 YEARS . . . . . . . . 
15-44 YEARS . . . . . . . . . . . 
45-64 .YEAR 5.. . . . . . . . . . 
16,616 9*230 7,386 7r314 
78,587 27,750 50,037 38r142 










65 YEARS AND OVER..... 90,797 399466 51,331 511331 34.9 35.5 34.4 37.6 
VOLUNTARY NONPROFIT 
ALL AGES.. . . . . . . . 193r048 829026 111,022 1011414 100.0 ==100.0 I==100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 11,891 69578 5,313 '59275 6.2 6.0' 4.8 5.2 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 569107 19,212 36,895 27,342 29.1 23.4 33.2 27.0 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 56,462 269610 29,852 299835 29.2 32.4 26.9 29.4 
65 YEARS AND OVER ...... 689500 29,625 30,962 389962 35.5 36.1 35.1 30.4 
GOVERNMENT 
ALL AGES ......... 489276 ,21,105 279170 249350 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
UNDER 15 YEARS ........ 39913 2,166 1,747 1*713 a.1 7.0 r 
15-44 YEARS.. ......... 16,683 6,383 10,300 7~524 34.6 30.9 
45-64 YEARS ........... 12,520 59679 6,841 6,831 25.9 28.1 
65 YEARS AND OVER ..... 15r159 6,070 8r281 89281 31.4 34.0 
PROPRIETARY 
ALL AGES ......... 18,949 79962 101987 109621 100.0 100.0 ', j 
UNDER 15 YEARS.. ...... 811 406 326 126 4.3 3.1 
15-44 YEARS ........... 5,797 2,155 3,641 3,276 30.6 30.8 
45-64 YEARS.. ......... 59290 2,358 2,932 2r932 27.9 27.6 





TABLE 17. AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPIT& BY TYPE QF 
OWNERSHIP OF HOSPITAL, AGE OF PATIENT9 AND SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS) 
. 
FEMALE FEMALE 
TYPE OF OWNERSHIP AND AGE BOTH MALE INCLUDING EXCLUDING 
SEXES DELIVERIES DELIVERIES 
ALL TYPES AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
ALL AGES .......................... 7.6 7.2 7.8 
UNDER 15 YEARS..  ....................... 4.4 4.4 4.5 
15-44 YEARS ............................ 5.5 6.5 5.1 54:: 
45-64 YEARS..  .......................... 8.8 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .................... 1;:: 11.3 1l”:: 1E 
VOLUNTARY NONPROFIT 
ALL, AGES’.......................... 7.8 I 8.3 7.5 .8.1 
UNDER 15 YEARS .................. . ...... 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.5 

15-44 YEARS ............................ 5.6 6.6 5.2 5.6 

45-64 YEARS ............................. 9.1 

65 YEARS AND OVER ...................... 11.9 1::: 1X 1;:: 

.GOVEiNMENT 
ALL AGES...........*.........* ..... 6.9 7.6 6.5 7.2 
UNDER 15 YEARS ......................... 4.9 4.9 





65 YEARS AND OVER...........* .......... 1x:: 1::: 1::: 

PROPRIETARY 
ALL AGES .......................... 7.0 I 7.1 6.9 7.1 
UNDER 15 YEARS..  ....................... 3.4 2: 3.0 3.0 15-44 YEARS ............................ 5.4 
45-64 YEAQS ............................ ;:: :-: 
65 YEARS AND OVER.. .................... -0.5 1. 1::: 10:5 1’0:: 
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TlBLE 18. NUMBER OF PATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, RATE OF OISCHARGES, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY 
CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND AGE: UNITED. STATES, 1976 
IDISCHARGFS FROM. NONFEDEPAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN ‘INFANTS. D. IAGNOST~C GROUPINGS AND co& NUMBER INCLUSIONS 
ARF BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE’ IN THE UNITED STATES! - : = 
CATEGOPY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND ICDA CODE 	 ALL UNDER 15 15-44 45-64 65 YEARS 
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS 0IS;HARGEO IN THCUSANOS 
31 
F 
ALL CONDITIONS ............................................. 34,372 3,744 14r.272 8,444 7,912 
07 I. INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES.. ................. .OOD-136 .94’s 287 323 124 114 
03 II. NEOPLASHS...........................................l4D-23 9 2,418 64 603 895 856 
04 MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS...............................................140-20 9 1,628 25 215 634 753 
05 BENI ’;N NEDPLASMS AND NEDPLASNS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE.............ZlO-23 9 190 39 308 261 103 
36 III. ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, AND METABOLIC DISEASES......240-27 9 896 62 262 307 266 
37 DIABETES HELLITUS....................................................25 0 551 22 126 200 204 
00 IV. DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND, BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS.... . .ZBO-28 9 302 68 a3 is 102 
O-3 V. MENTAL DISOPDERS....................................Z90-315 1,485 50 807 44p iaa 
VI. DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS.... .320-38 9 11471 318 333 381 438 
:: DISEASES PF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ............................. ..320-34 9 330 56 118 a1 
12 CATAQACT.............................................................37 4 326 4 10 83 2;: 
13 DISEASES OF EAR AND MASTOID PROCFSS ............................ ..38D-36 9 349 181 73 63 33 
14 VII. DISEASFS OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM ............... ...390-458 4,585 32 551 1.658 2,343 
15 HYPERTENSIVE OISEASE.............................................4DO-40 4 304 2 75 137 91 
16 ACUTE HYOCARDIAL INFARCTION..........................................410 400 1 26 172 202 
17 CHRONIC ISCHEHIC HEART DISEASE ..................................... ..412 lr26a 3 62 492 711 
18 CERERRDVLSCULAR DISEASE..........................................430-43 6 625 4 22 146 452 
19 VIII. DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEH..................460-519 3,462 1.167 826 662 a07 
20 ACUTE BRDNCHITIS AND BRONCHIOLITIS ................................. ..46 6 255 101 39 54 60 
21 ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS, EXCEPT INFLUENZA.............460-46 5 295 168 71 28 28 
22 PNFUMOYIA .. ALL FORPS.............................................480-48 6 753 .234 118 146 255 
23 YYPFRTROPHY OF TOMSILS AND ADENOIDS ................................ ..50 0 655 461 190 3 1 
24 IX. DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM .................. ..520-57 7 4,189 390’ 1,457 1,326 1,017 
25 ULCER OF STOMACH, ULCER OF DUODENUM, PEPTIC ULCER OF 
UNSPECIFIED SITE, AND GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER.. .................... .531-5;4 385 5 124 148 109 
26 APPENDICITIS..;..................................................540-54 3 293 92 166 27 a 
27 INGUIN4L HERNIA.. ............................................... .550,552 479 92 123 165 99 
28 CHOLELITHI4SIS.......................................................57 4 454 1 163 179 111 
79 X. DISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM ............... .58D-629 3.391 236 1.663 928 563 
30 OISFASES DF THE UPINARY SYSTEM .?.................................580-59 9 1,164 157 423 308 275 
31 HYPERPLASIA OF PROSTATE..............................................6D 0 242 *o 3 77 163 
32 DISDRDFRS OF HENSTRUATION............................................62 6 573 5 380 16a 20 
33 XI. COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY,  CHILDBIRTH, 
AND THE PUERPERIUM..................................630-67 0 4,011 23 3.980 8 . . . 
34 XII. DISELSES OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANFOUS TISSUE........680-709 541 77 242 135 a6 
35 XIII. DISEASES OF THE HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE.. ............................ .710-738 1,782 82 709 625 366 
36 lSTFOARTHPITlS AN0 ALLIFO CONDITIONS ............................... ..713 241 28 116 
37 DTHER ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATISM ......................... ..710-712.714-71s 270 1: 77 1% 
78 DISPLACEMENT OF INTERVERTEBRIL DISC ................................ ..72 5 380 1 198 150 :; 
30 XIV. CI’NGENITAL ANOHALIES................................740-75 9 343 169 110 45 19 
43 xv. CERTAIN CAUSES OF PERINATAL MIJRRIOITY 
AND MORTALITY....................................1 / 760-779 22 22 . . . . . . . . . 
41 XVI. SYMPTOMS AND ILL-DEFINED CDNDITIONS ........ .78D-7921794-796 631 108 206 165 71 
42 XVI I. ACCIDENTS, POISONINGS, AND VIOLENCE 
INATURF OF IMJURY)..................................BOO-99 9 3,564 1,697 654 649 
4s PRACTU ’JFS, ALL SITFS.............................................~OO-82 9 1,166 :9”,” 407 354 
44 INTRACRANIAL INJURIFS IPXCLUDING THOSE WITH SKULL FRACTUREl......850-85 4 376 112 194 ‘0: 
45 !ACFRAT InNS AND OPEN WOUNDS ..................................... .870-907 331 55 196  53 :‘: 
46 SPECIAL CONDITIONS AND EXAMINATIONS WITHOUT 
SICKNESS DP TFSTS WITH NEGLTIVE FINDINGS..............793,YOO-Y13 I 431 24 340 41 25 
--1_ 
I/ CnOpS 760-771, 7T3, ANIY 779 ARE NOT USED IN THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
NnTFI SF= “MEDICAL CODINR AND EDITq” APPENDIX I( FOR CODING MODIFICATIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
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TABLE 18. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, RATE OF DISCHARGES, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY 
CATEGORY OF.FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 197b-CON.
* . 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPIiALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN’ INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSIGNS 
ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES) 
FALL UNDER 15 15-44 45-64 65 YEARS ALL UNDER 15 xi:44 45-64 65  YEARS AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER AGES YEAFS YEARS YEARS AND OVER FATE OF PLTIENTS DISCHARGED PER 10,000 POPULATION I AVFRAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 1.632.311 714.9 '1,532.4/ " 1,951.; 3.628.1 7.6 4.4 5.5 8.8 
I 

40.3. 54.9 34.7 28.7 52.4 6.5 4.4 6.0 9.5 10.3 02  
114.8 12.2 64.7 206.5 392.4 10.5 5.4 6.6 11.1 12.8 03  
77.3 4.6 23.1 146.t 345.3 12.7 8.0 9.2 13.0 13.5 04  
37.5 7.4 41.6 60.3 47.0 5.9 3.8 5.2 6.4 8.1 05  
42.5 ll.R 28.1 70.9 121.8 9.6 6.8 .7.4 10.0 11.9 06  
26.2 4.2 13.5 46.2 93.5 10.4 7.2 7.2 11.1 12.2 07  
14.4 12.9 8.9 11.4 46.9 7.8 6.0 9.5 10.7 08  
. 70.5 9.5 86.7 101.1 86.0 10.5 9.9 10.1 14.0 09  
69.0 60.7 35.8 88.1 201.1 6.0 3.6 6.4 10  

15.7 10.7 12.6 1a.t 34.8 11.1 8.6 82  11.3 1::: 11  

15.5 0.8 1.0 19.z 104.8 4.9 3.6 3.9 4.6 5.0 12  

16.6 34.5 7.9 14.5 15.0 3.2 2.4 3.8 3.9 5.1 13  

217.7 6.2 59.2 383.3 1.074.6 10.8 8.3 7.9 9.9 12.2 14  

14.4 0.3 8.0 31;7 41.6 7.2 8.1 5.6 7.1 8.8 15  

19.0 2.8 39.7 92.6 14.3 13.4 14.7 14.1 14.3 16  

60.2 E 6.7 113.6 326.0 10.2 11.5 7.7 8.7 11.4 17  

29.7 0.8 2.4 33.9 207.3 13.2 13.9 10.9 12.3 13.7 18  

164.4 222.7 80.7 153.1 370.2 6.3 3.5 4.7 8.0 10.7 19  

12.1 19.3 4.2 12.4 27.7 6.6 4.8 9.3 

14.9 32.1 7.7 12.8 4.5 3.6 2: 3:: 7.6 ;f

35.8 44.7 12.7 3::: 117.0 8.9 5.5 7.4 9.6 12.1 22  

31.1 88.0 20.4 0.7 0.4 2.0 1.8 2.4 3.4 6.0 23  

198.9 74.4 156.4 306.5 466.2 . 7.6 4.1 6.0 a.2 10.4 24  

18.3 1.0 13.3. 34.2 49.8 9.2 6.6 7.2 9.0 11.9 25  

13.9 17.5 '17.8 6.3 3.9 5.8 5.2 5.3 9.2 12.0 26  

22.7 '17.5 13.2 36.2 45.3 5.5 2.4 6.0 8.0 27  

21.5 0.1 17.5 41.4 50.7 10.1 6.6 ;I: 9.9 13.0 28  

161.0 45.1 170.6 214.5 258.1 6.1 4*9 6.4 29  

55.3 30.1 45.4 71.1 126.3 '7.0 Z 5.4 8.0 1::: 30  

11.5 *0.1 0.3 17.7 74.5 10.5 *9.0 38.8 a.4 11.0 31  

27.2 0.9 40.8 38.9 9.1 3.6 3.3 3.7 3.6 3.7 32  

190.5 4.4 427.3 1.9 . . . 3.8 3.8 3.8 5.1 . . . 3; 
25.7 14.8 26.0 31.2 39.6 7.3 4.4 5.4 8.4 13.6 34  

04.6 15.6 76.2 144.4 168.0 9.0 6.1 7.5 9.3 12.2 35  

11.5 0.1 3.1 22.3 53.0 11.4 9.4 7.9 10.0 13.5 36  

13.2 2.5 8.3 25.3 35.6 7.6 9.6 12.3 37  

18.0 0.2 21.2 34.7 14.2 1;:: 17.0 A', 11.6 14.7 38  

16.3 32.3 11.6 10.4 8.6 6.4 5.9 5.8 7.8 11.0 39  

1.p 4.2 . . . . . . . . . 13.1 13.1 . . . ..* . . . 40  

30.0 20.7 30.7 38.2 32.7 4.6 4.3 4.0 5.1 6-b 41  

lh9.3 107.8 182.2 151.1 297.8 8.0 5.5 8.9 13.5 42  

55.4 37.9 43.7 47.9 162.2 10.9 6.0 E 10.8 16.6 43  

17.9 21.4 23.8 9.6 13.1 5.7 3.8 5.5 9.0 9.6 44  

15.7 10.5 21.1 12.3 12.2 5.2 3.9 5.0 6.5 7.2 45  





TABLE 19. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, BY CATEGORY OF 
FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS, SEX, AND COLOR: AND RATE OF DISCHARGES BY CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND SEX: UNITED STATES, 
1976 
(DISCHARGFS FPOH’NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEHBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC ,GROUPINGS ‘AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSIONS 
ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES1 
SEX 
CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND ICDA CODE r 
TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL MALE FEMALE 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS RATE OF DISCHARGES 
DISCHARGED IN THOUSANDS PER 101000 POPULATION 
.I 
01 ALL CONDITIONS......................................... 34,372 13,751 20,621 1 rb32.3 11353.4 lrBY2.3 
I 







2r4lB 900 1,518 
I.628 739 869 
114.8 8B.5 139.3 
77.3 72.7 81.6 
3s BENIGN NEOPLASHS AND NEOPLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE.........ZlO-23 9 790 161 629 37.5 15.8 57.7 
06 III. ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, AND METABOLIC OISEASES..240-279 896 328 568 42.5 32.3 52.1 
07 DIABFTES HFLLITUS........;.......................................250 551 222 329 2b.2 21.8 30.2 
08 IV. DISEASES OF THE RLOOD AND BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS..280-289 302 130 173 14.4 12.8 15.9 
O? V. MENTAL DISORDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290-315 1,485 720 765 70.5 70.8 70.2 
10 VI. OISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS.320-389 I.471 659 812 69.8 64.9 ‘74.5 
11 DISFASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .320-349 330 153 177 15.7 15.1 lb.2 
12 CATARACT.........................................................374 326 126 200 15.5 12.4 18.3 
13 DISEASES OF EAR AND PASTOlD PROCESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...380-389 349 176 173 16-b 17.3 15.9 
14 VII. DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATOPY SYSTEM..  .......... ...390-45 8 4,585 2.311 2,274 217.7 227.5 208.1 
15 HYMERTENSIVE DISEASE.........................................400-40 4 304 117 la7 14.4 11.5 17.2 
lb ACUTE HYDCAROIAL INFARCTION......................................410 400 265 135 19.0 26.1 12.3 
17 CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE ................................. ..412 1,268 680 587 60.2 67.a 53.9 
18 CEREBROVASCULAP DlSEASE......................................430-43 B 625 283 342 29.7 21.0 31.4 
19 VIII. DISEASES OF THE RESRIRATORY SYSTEH..............460-519 3,462 11744 1.719 164.4 171.6 157.7 
23 ACUTE BRONCHITIS AND BPONCHIOLlTIS ............................. ..4b b 255 116 139 12.1 11.4 12.7 
ACUTE UPPER RESRIRATORY INFECTIONS, EXCEPT INFl,UENZA.........460-46 5 295 147 146 14.0 14.5 13.6 
2 RNEUMDNIA,  ALL FOPMS.........................................480-4a b 753 384 369 35.8 37.8 33.9 
23 HYPERTPOPHY OF TONSILS AND ADENOIDS ............................ ..50 0 655 305 350 31.1 30.0 32.1 
24 IX. DISFASFS OF THE OIGFSTIVE SYSTEH................520-57 7 4,189 2,OOB 2,181 198.9 197.6 200.2 
25 ULCER OF STOMACH, ULCER OF DUODENUM. REPTlC ULCFR OF 
UNSPECIFIED SITE, AND GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER...................531-53 4 385 221 165 18.3 21.7 15.1 
Pb AP~ENDICITYF.................................................540-54 3 293 lb0 133 13.9 15.7 12.2 
27 INGU INAL HERNIA.. ............................................ .550,552 479 431 48 22.7 42.4 4.4 
28 CH~LFLITH1ASIS.................................-.................57 4 454 114 340 21.5 11.2 31.2 
29 X. DISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM............580-62 9 3,391 1,020 2,371 lbl.0 100.4 217.6 
DISEASFS DF THF URINARY SYSTEM ............................. ..580-59 9 1,164 518 645 55.3 51.0 59.2 
:: HYPFRPLASIA OF PROSTATE..  ....................................... .bOO 242 242 . . . 11.5 23.8 . . . 
32 DISORDERS OF MENSTPUATIPN........................................b2 b 573 . . . 573 27.2 . . . 52.6 
3s XI. COHPLlCATIONS OF PREGNANCY,  CHILDBIRTH, 
AND THE PUERPERIUH..............................b30-b7B 4,011 . . . 4,011 190.5 . . . 368.1 
34 XII. DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANEDUS TISSUE....bBO-709 541 250 291 25.7 24.6 26.7 
?5 XIII. DISEASES OF THE MUSCULCSKELETAL SYSTEM 
AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE .......................... .710-738 1,782 761 1,021 04.6 74.9 93.7 
36 OSTEOARTHRITIS AND ALLIED CONDITIONS ............................ ,713 241 89 152 11.5 8.8 14.0 
37 OTHFR ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATlSN.......................710-712.714-71 B 278 104 173 13.2 10.3 15.9 
38 DISRLACEMENT OF INTFPVERTEBRAL DISC ............................ ..72 5 380 208 172 18.0 20.4 15.8 
39 XIV. CONGENITAL ANOHALIES............................740-759 343 178 lb5 lb.3 17.5 15.2 
40 xv. CERTAIN CAUSES OF P ’ERINATAL MOPBIOITY 
AND MORTALITY................................2/ 760-779 22 I2 9 1.0 1.2 0.9 
41 XVI. SYMPTOMS AND ILL-DEFINED CONDITlONS.....7B0-792r794-794-79b 631 287 344 30.0 28.2 31.6 
42 XVII. ACCIDENTS, POISCNINGS, AND VIOLENCE 
43 
44 
(NATUPF OF INJURYl..............................BOO-99 9 
FQACTUR ES, ALL SITES.. ....................................... .8DO-829 



















4s LACERATIONS AND OPFN WOUNDS ................................ ..870-90 7 331 236 95 15.7 23.2 8.7 
4b SRECIAL CONDITIONS AND EXAMINATIONS WITHOUT 
SICKNESS OR TESTS WITH NEGATIVE FINDINGS . . . . . . . . . .793.YOO-Y13 431 91 340 20.4 9.0 31.2 
-
I/ INCLUDES DISCHARGE DATA FOR WHICH COLOR WAS NOT STATED. 
2/ C3DES 760-771. 773, AND 779 ARE NOT USED IN THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SUPVEY. 
VOTF: SEE “MEDICAL CODING AND EDIT,” APPENDIX I, FOR COOING MODIFICATIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
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TLRLE 19. NUMBER OF OISCHARGES AND AVFRAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR PATIENTS OISCHdRGEO FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, BY CATEGCRY OF 
FIRST-LISTEO.OIAGNOSIS, SEXvAN COLOR: AND RATE OF DISCHARGES BY CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND SEX: UNITED STATES, 
1976--CON. 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS.AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSICNS 
4RE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES)- - = 
SEX--CON. T COLOR T 
TOTAL MALE FEMALE If. TOTAL WHITE ALL OTHER I/ TOTAL II WHITE ALL CTHER 
AVFRAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS NUHRER OF P4TIENTS DISCHARGED AVER4GE LENGTH OF STAY iN DAYS 
IN THOUSANDS 
.i 7.6 8.1 7.2 34,372 26,157 3,82! 7.6 7.61 7.9 01 
6.5 6.7 6.4 BCE 651: 10: 6.5 6.2 6.8 02 
10. I 11.t 9.E 2,416 1188: 23! 10.5 10.3 12.0 03 
12.7 	 12.4 12.5 lr62f 1,294 13i 12.7 12.3 15.8 04 
5.9 5.1 6.C 79C 585 10; .5.9 5.9 7.0 05 
9.t 9.4 9.7 896 66c: 12! 9.6 9.1 11.3 Db 
10.4 10.1 10.7 551 39c 8i 10.4 9.9 11.8 07 
7. e 7.1 8.3 302 211 5i 7.8 7.7 7.8 08 
10.5 ID.2 10-E 1,405 1,097 17: 10.5 10.6 10.5 09 
6.1 6.C 1,471 1.12: 121 6.0 6.0 7;6 10 

1::: 11.e 10.5 33c 251 4; 11.1 11.2 11.9 11 

4.9 4.5 5.1 326 244 2t 4.9 4.9 5.5 12 

3.2 3.0 3.4 345 267 2t 3.2 3.3 4.0 13 

10.8 10.7 10.9 4,585 3.684 396 lo.‘8 10.6 12.0 
7.2 6.9 7.4 304 211 5i 7.2 7.1 7.9 :: 
14.3 14.1 14.5 400 33: 14.3 14.2 13.8 lb 

10.2 10.5 1,268 11.04t ii 10.2 10.1 10.9 17 

13.2 139:: 13.1 625 496 55 13.2 13.0 14.5 18 

6.3 6.3 6.3 3,462 2,648 34I 6;3 6.4 6.5 19 

,255 199 2t 6.6 6.6 b.4 20 

::; P:t I:; 295 214 3i 4.5 4.5 4.5 21 

0.9 . 753 577 9c 8.9 8.9 22 

2.3 28:: 2: 655 436 5r 2.0 2.0 239 23 

7.6 1.1 .a.0 4,189 3,283 38C 7.6 7.6 8.1 24 

9.0 9.5 335 302 9.2 9.2 9.6 25 

2: 5. a 5.R 293 233 :: 5.8 7.2 26 

5.5 5.5 ‘5.2 479 375 35 2:: 5.4 5.9 27 

10.1 10.9 9.9 454 363 31 10.1 10.2 10.7 28 

6.1 5.5 3,391 2,574 32.3 6.1 6.1 6.3 29 

77:: 6.7 1,164 907 126 7.0 6.9 30 

1::: 10.5 . . . 242 186 Ia 10.5 10.5 1::: 31 

3.6 . . . 3.6 573 434 60 3.6 3.6 4.1 32 

3.8 . . . 3.8 4,011 2,736 722 3.8 3.7 4.1 33 

7.3 6.9 7.7 541 409 7c 7.3 6.7 9.6 34 

9.0 8.6 1,782 1,400 144 9.0 a.9 9.3 35 

11.4 10.4 1,‘:: 241  190 16 11.4 11.4 12.0 36 

9.7 8.5 ID.4 270 221 24 9.7 9.6 10.0 37 

11.5 10.9 12.1 380 304 20 11.5 11.2 14.0 38 

6.4 6.6 6.2 343 33 6.4 6.5 7.7 39 

13.1 12.0 14.5 22 17 2 13.1 12.5 20.0 40 

4.6 4.4 4.8 631 474 71 4.6 4.7 4.7 41 

8.0 7.1 3,564 2.713 390 8.0 8.0 8.2 42 

10.9 9.3 2: 1,166 921  96 10.9 10.9 11.3 43 

5.7 5.3 6.5 376 2GG 42 5.7 5.6 6.3 44 

5.2 5.0 5.9 227 62 5.2 5.0 6.5 45 

3.2 4.0 2.9 54 3.2 3.c 4.5 46 
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TABLE 20. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSFITALS. RATE OF DISCHARGES. AND AVERAGE. LENGTH OF ‘STAY;’ iIY 
CATEGORY @F FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION: UNITED STATES, 1976 , ‘. 
JDISCHAPSES FROM’NONFEOEPAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS AND CODE NUHBER’INCLUSICNS 








































CATEGOPY OF FIPST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND JCOA CODE ALL NORTH- NORTH SOUTH WEST 
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED IN THOUSANDS 
ALL CONDITIONS ............................................. 34,372 7,5;7 lo;663 10,670 5,522 
I. INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES .................. ..ooo-13 6 ,848 162 252 316 118 
TJ. NFODLASHS...........................................l40-23 9 2.41@ 614 743 653 408 
4ALJGNANT NFOPLASMS ............................................ ..140-20 9 h620 393 515 426 293 
RENJGN NFFPLASMS ANO NEOPLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE.............ZlO-23 9 790 221 228 227 114 
IIJ. ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL . AN ” METABOLIC DJSEASES..... .240-27 9 896 211 256 276 ii2 
0JARETES MELLITUS....................................................25 0 551 140 180 171 61 
IV. DISEASES 0F THE RLOOD AND RLOOD-FORPING ORGANS..... .280-28 9 302 73 8$ 96 ‘44 
V. MENTAL OIFOFDFRS....................................290-315 1,485 395 501 aks 220 
VI. DISEASFS OF THE NERVOUS SiSTEM AND SFNSF OPGANS.... .320-38 9 11411 306 483 401 2e1 
DJSFASFS OF CENTPAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ......... . . .................. ..320-34 8 330 65 108 103 54 
CATARACT ........................................................... ..37 4 . 326 78 84 65 
DISEASES OF FAR AND MASTOID PPOCFSS ............................ ..360-38 9 349 .’ 70 1:: .95 66 
VII. DISEASES OF THE CJRCUL4TFRY SYSTEM..  ............... .390-458 4.585 1,104 1,362 114ia 691 
HYPERTENSIVE DI~EASE.............................................4~0-40 4 304 94 109 39 
LI-UTF YYOFAPDIAL INFARCTION ......................................... .410 400 1:: 110 117 
CMRnNJC JSCHEMIC HEART DJSFASE ..................................... ..4l. 2 1,26S 337 362 395 1:: 
CEPFSP0VASCULAR DJSEIIE ......................................... -430-438 625 131 194 207 93 
VIIJ. DISFASES OF THE RFSPIFATPPY SYSTEP..................460-519 3,462 655 1,079 1,185 544 
ACUTF BFONCHJTIS AND BPnNCWJOLITJS ................................. ..46 6 255 46 81 
4CUTF UPPER 9ESFJPATPRY INFFCTIONS, EXCFPT JNFLUENZA.............460-46 5 29s 99 129: :: 
FNFUMnN IA, ALL FORFS.. .......................................... -480-486 753 164: 21t 292 105 
HYPEPTPOFHY 0F TONSILS A ”lO AFFNOJOS ................................ ..50 0 655 124’ 22.6 182 123 
IX. DISEASES OF THE DJGFSTJVE SYSTFM .................. ..520-57 7 4,189 923 1,306 1.374 587 
ULCFR 0F STOMACH, ULCFP OF DUODENUM, PEPTIC ULCFR OF 
UNSPECJFJED SJT,E, AND GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER ...................... -531-534 385 69 11c 155 .5i 
APPFNDJCJTIS.....................................................540-54 3 293 at 
Ih’GU JNAL HFPN IA ................................................. -550.552 479 l’;lg 150 If’; :il 
CHOLFLJTHIASIS..  .................................................... -574 454 112 141 129 72 
X. DJ2FASES OF THE GENITOURIMARY SYSTEF................580-62 9 3,351 716 1,046 1,129 498 
DJS=ASES I-IF THE UPJNARY SYSTEM ................................. ..580-59 9 1.164 225 382 401 156 
HYPFRPLASJA OF PPOSTATF..............................................60 0 242 60 74 60 40 
DISOR0ERS @F MENSTPUATIrN............................................62 6 573 149 162 191 71 
XI. 	 COMPLICATIONS OF PRFGNANCY I CHILDBIRTH, 
AN0 THE DUEaDFRJUM..................................630-67 8 4,011 939 1,149 1,251 671 
XII. DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND SURCUTANEOUS TJSSUF........610-70 9 541 117 172 163 a9 
XIII. DISEASFS 0F THE FUSCULnSKFLFTAL SYSTEH 
AND CONNECTJVF TJ SSUE .............................. -713-738 1,782 309 585 515 373 
09TFOAPTHFITJS AND ALLIED rCNOITJONS ........................... ..1...713 241 42 67 
OTHER ARTHRITIS 4ND PHFUMATJSM ......................... ...710-717.714-718 2-m 44 1:: :: 
OJSPL4CFMFNT OF JNTERVERTFRPAL 0ISC ................................ ..72 5 380 .57 128 1;: .94 
XIV. CONGFNJTAL ANOMALJES..  ............................. -740-759 343 67 131 82 63 
xv. 	 CFRTAIN CAUSES OF PERTNATAL HORBJPITY 
AN0 HOPTALJTY..  .................................. l/ 760-779 22 5 5 7 .5 
XVI. SYYFTOMS AND ILL-DEFINED CCNDITIONS.........780-792.794-79 6 631 116 201 214 101 
XVII. ACCIDENTS, POISONINGS, AND VJDLENCF 
(NATUPF OF JNJUFYJ..................................800-99 9 3,564 700 1.129 11071 656 
FPACTIIB ES, ALL SITFS ............................................ .800-829 1,166 242 369 347 208 
JNTPACRANIAL JNJUPJFS (FXCLUDJNG THOSE WITH SKULL FCACTUREJ.... . .850-85 4 376 96 123 98 58 
LACFFATJON< AN0 OPFN WOUNnS......................................E7~90 7 ?31 66 94 107 64 
9PFTI4L C”NDITJflNS AM0 EXAMlN4TlCNS WITHOUT 
STCKNESS OR TESTS WJTH NEGATIVE FINDIh’GS..............793.Y00-Y13 451 95 132 141 63 
1, COOFS 760-771, 773, AND 779 ARE NOT USE0 JC THE HPSPITAL DISCHAPGE SURVEY. 
NOTF: SEF “YEDICAL CODING AND EDIT,” APPENDIX I .r FOR CODING HODJFICATJONS FOR THE HDSPITAL DISCHARGE SUPVEY. 
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Tt+LE ti. NUW4ER OF.PATlENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, RATE OF DISCHARGES, AND AVERAGE.LENGTH CF STAY, BY 
CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION: UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
fOISCHAP9ES FROM NONFEOEPAL SHPRT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEHBOPN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS AND CCDE NUP8ER INCLUSICNS 
APF BASFr) ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF nlSEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES1 
ALL NORTHEAST NORTH SOUTH WEST ALL NORTHEAST NORTH SOUTH kEST 
~~GIOYS CENTRAL DEGIONS CENTRAL 
‘RATE OF DATIFNTS DISCHARGED PER 10,000 POPULATION AVEPAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
1.632.3 1,541:1 1.a74.al 11585.41 1r467.8 7.6 a.5 '7.9 7.1 
40.3 33.2 44.4 46.9 31.4 6.5 a.5 6.2 b-1 
114.8 125.9 130.b 07.0 108.4 10.5 12.1 10.1 9.6 
77.3 80.7 90.6 b3.2 78.0 12.7 15.4 12.6 11.8 
37.5 45.3 40.1 33.7 30.4 5.9 6.2 6.5 5.6 
42.5 43.3 52.1 41.1 29.8 9.6 12.4 P-3 
26.2 28.8 31.6 25.3 16.1 10.4 13.5 1::: a.9 
14.4 15.3 15.; 14.3' 11.7 7.8 8.4 a.3 7.7 ’ 6.0 08 . 
70.5 81.0 aa; 54.7 50.5 10.5 10-e 12.4 9.1 7.9 09  
69.8 b2.8 +?.a 59.6 74.6 6.0 7.1 6.2 5.8 4.b 10  
15.7 13.3 19.0 15.4 14.4 11.1 15.0 11.2 9.6 9.3 11  
15.5 16.1 17.3 12.5 17.3 4.9 5.2 5.1 4-s 4.1 12  
lb.6 14.4 20.9 14.1 17.5 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.3 2.4 13  
217.7 226.4 239.4 212.2 183.6 10.8 13.1 11.0 9.5 a.7 14' 
14.4 12.7 16.6 16.2 10.3 a.5 7.3 6.6 6.8 15  
19.0 23.0 19.3 17.4 16.2 174:: lb.2 15.2 13-c 11.3 lb 
60.2 69.2 63.6 58.7 46.0 10.2 12.1 10.3 9.2 8.3 17  
29.7 26.9 34.1 33.P 24.8 13.2 17.3 13.1 12-C 10.4 18  
164.4 134.3 1R9.7 176.1 144.5 6.3 7.4 6.2 6.3 5.3 19  
12.1 9.5 14.2 14.3 8.3 6.6 6.5 6.6 6.8 5.5 20  
14.0 17.3 17.9 4.5 4.8 4.5 4.8 2.8 21  
35.8 2::: 38.0 43.4 2::: 8.9 10.6 a.9 a.3 8.1 22  
31.1 25.4 39.R 27.1 32.7 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.2 1.8 23  
198.9 1R9.2 229.6 704.1 156.1 7.6 a.6 7.8 7. 6.5 24  
18.1 14.1 19.3 23.0 13.7 9.2 11.8 9.4 9.0 25  
13.9 12.6 15.1 14.0 13.7 6.3 6.2 5.1 26 
22.7 26.3 26.3 18.2 20.e ::: 5.5 5.8 4.1 27  
21.5 22.9 24.9 19.1 19.1 10.1 11.7 10.4 7.8 20  
161.0 146.7 184.2 1b7.7 132.4 6.5 5.5 4.9 29  
c5.9 46.0 67.2 59.5 41.5 











27.? 30.5 2.8.4 26.4 18.9 3.6 3.2 3.8 4.1 3.3 32  
190.5 192.6 202.1 185.9 178.4 3.8 4.2 4.0 3.7 2.8 33  
25.7 24.0 30.3 24.2 23.b 7.3 a.6 a.1 6.3 6.0 34  
04.6 63.3 102.9 76.5 99.3 











13.2 9.0 18.3 13.5 10.4 12.1 9.5 9.0 37  
15.0 II.7 22.4 15.0 24.9 1;:: 13.5 12.1 1% 9.7 38  
16.3 13.7 23.1 12.2 16.7 6.4 6.7 6.2 6.3 6.8 39  
1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.2 13.1 11.7 12.4 16.1 11.1 40  
30.0 23.8 35.3 31.7 26.7 4.6 5.5 4.8 4.6 3.5 41  
160.3 145.3 198.5 159.1 174.3 
55.4 49.6 64.9 51.6 55.2 
17.9 19.7 21.6 14.6 15.5 
1'.7 13.f. 16.5 15.R 17.0 
1::: 
::: 
2 ; 1 ::: 
5.6 
6.2 ::i 











20.4 19.5 23.1 20.9 lb.8 3.2 3.5 2.9 3.6 2.51 46  
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TARLF 21. NUMBER OF PATJENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY CATEGCRY CF FIRST-LISTEO 
DIAGNOSIS AND BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1976 38 
JDISCYAPGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSIONS 
AREBASED ON THE FIGHTH RFVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES) -
CATFGflRY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AND ICOA CODE ALL 6-99 loo-199 200-299 300-499 530 BEDS 
SIZES BEDS BEDS BEDS BEDS OR MOREI NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED IN THOUSANDS 
ALL CONDITInMS........................................, 34:37; 6959’ 7,332 
-. 
1. JNFECTIVF AND PAPASITIC DISEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000-13t 941 ?I’ .20: 154 
II. NFOPLASMS.......................................l40-23 . 2,411 29’ 338 391 731 667 
MALIGNANT NPlpLASMS..........................................140-20! 1,621 171 216 251 502 483 
RFMJGY YFnPLASMS AND NEOPLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE.........ZlO-235 791 112  122 131 232 184, 
III. ENQOCPINE, NOTRITIONAL, AND METABOLIC DISEASES..240-27! a91 151  157 13t 24t 199  
DTABETES MFLLITUS................................................25 . 551 1Oi 99 81 152 108  
IV. DISEASES OF THE RLODD AND BLCOD-FORMING ORGANS..280-28: 33; 5t 47 4: 92 60 
V. MENTAL DISPPDEPS................................290-31: 1.49: 28t 272 I7d 402 349 
DISEASES bF THF NFRVCUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS.320-385 1,471 19’ 223 21( . 444 ‘400 
DISEASESVk CENTRAL NEPVnUS SYSTEM ......................... ..320-34. 33C 5t 46 41 at 95 
CATAa4C..........................................................37 1 32t 21 50 5; 115  82 
DISEASFS MF FAP ANn MASTCID PRDCESS ........................ ..3ao-3s 5 34: 41 74 5t 9t 79 
VII. DISEASFS OF THF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM ............. .390-451 4.50: 931 770 751 1,211 901 
HY”ERTEMSIVE DISEASE ......................................... 400-40r 30r 71 52 42 75 64 
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION .................................... ..41 c 4OC 61 107  64 
THPOMIC ISCHFPJC HEART DISEASE ................................. ..41> lr26t 2;; 2:: 201 354 249 
CERERROVAZCULAP DISEASE.. ................................... .430-432 62: 145 97 lOi 156 121 
VIII. DISEASES OF THF RFSPIRATPRY SYSTEM ............ ..460-515 3r46; 94’ 642 50! 942 524 
4fUT F. RPDNCHITIS AN0 RRONCHIOLJTIS ............................. ..46 t 25: 7: 63 26
ACUTE I lDDFP 6FSPIRATOPY INFFCTIONS, FXCEPT INFLUFNZA.........46D-46: 295 9t 2: 3”: 59 35 
“NFUYFNIA, ALL FORM5.........................................480-48 . 75: 252 150 102  148 101  
HYRFQTQHPHY OF TDNSILS AN0 ADENOIMS ............................. .5oc 655 132 110  121 203 90 
IX. DISFASES PF THE OIGFSTIVF SYSTEM................520-S7 7 4,185 937 734 671 1,099 751  
JLCFR OF STOMACH, IJLCEP DF 0UDJ”:NIJM. PFDTIC ULCER OF 
UNSPECIFIED SITF, 4ND GASTPDJFJUNAL LJLCFR ................. ..531-53 4 39: 107  72 59 54 
APPENnTCITIS.................................................540-54 3 293 79 52 48 2 46 
IN~UINAL HEDNIA..............................................550.55 2 475 79 80 92 142 96 
CHOLELITHIASIS ................................................ ...57 4 454 94 80 BC 126 85 
X. DISEASES OF THF GFNlT@UFINARY SYSTEM..  ......... .580-629 3,391 556 574 556 962 743 
nJSE4SFS OF THE UPINAPY SYSTEM ............................. ..593-59 9 1,164 211 176 191  324 262 
HYRFR9LASJA L’F ARDSTATF ...... . ................................. ..60 0 242 32 39 40 76 55 
r)ISqRr)FRS DF MENSTRUATIDN ...................................... ..62 6 573 79 113 74 180  127 
XI. 	 TOMRLICATIPNS OF PREGNANCY,  CHJLDRIPTH, 
AND THE PUEPPFRIUM..............................630-67 8 41011 604 705 659 1,127 916 
XII. OISElSFS OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE....660-70 9 541 120 76 a4 144  117 
XIII. DISEASES OF THE MUSCULnSKELETAL SYSTEM 
AND CONNECTIVF TISSUE.. ........................ .710-739 1,782 3% 234 269 508 
OSTFDARTHRITIS ANn ALLIED CONDJTJPNS ........................... ..713 241 43 34 36 69 
nTHFR ART!+ ITIC AN0 RHEUMATISM ..................... ..710-712.714-719 278 60 42 37 78 
TI ISPLACEMFNT n= INTFRVEPTERRAL DISC ............................ ..72 5 380 59 44 65 121 
xrv. COYSENlTAL AN”MALIES............................740-75 9 343 41 35 48 94 125 
xv. 	 CERTAIN CAUSES nF PERIYATAL MOPRIDJTY 
AND MORTALITY................................1 / 760-779 22 01 1 4 7 a 
xvr. SYMDTOMS AN0 ILL-DEFINED CCNDITIONS ... ..780-792.794-79 6 631 119  09 95 167 160 
XVII. ACCIDENTS, “DISDNINGS, AND VICLENCE 
INATUPF C’F JYJUPYJ..............................BoO-99 . 3,564 713  564 585 971  731 
FRACTU”ES, ALL SJTES.........................................EOO-E2 9 1.166 205 179 207 332 244 
lNT4ACRANIAL INJURIES IFXCLUDING THOSE WITH SKULL FRACTUPEJ..950-95 4 376 90 64 56 107 69 
LACF ”4TJDNS AND nPFN WOUNDS ................................ ..970-90 7 331 75 52 53 79 72 
SRECIAL CDYlrJTIDNS AND FXAMINATJPNS kITHOUT 
SJfKNFSS DR TESTS WTTH NEGATIVE FINDINGS . . . . . . . . . .793.YOO-Y13 431 64 80 63 115  108 
I/ CP ’)FS 760-771, 773, AND 779 ARF NOT USFO IN THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
NOTF: SFF “MEDICAL CODING AN0 EDIT 1” APPENDIX Jr FOR CODING MODIFJCATIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
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TARLE 21. NUMBER OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED FRCM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS AND AVERAGF LENGTH OF STAY, BY CATEGERY OF FIRST-LISTEC 
OIAGNOSIS AND BED SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO.STATES, 1976--CON. . : 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. OIAGNOSTiC GROUPINGS AND COOE NUMBER INCLUSICNS 





CATEGORY OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSIS AN0 ICOA CODE 
ALL CONOITIONS.......................................... f 
I. INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES................OOO-13 6 

II. NEOPLASMS.......................................l40-23 9 

YALIGNANT NEOPLASMS..........................................l40-20 9 

BENIGN NEOPLASHS AN0 NEOPLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED YATURE.........210-23 9 

III. FNOOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, AN0 METABOLIC OISEASES..240-27 9 

DIABETES MELLITUS................................................25 0 

IV. OISEASES OF THE BLOOD AN0 BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS..280-28 9 

V. MENTAL OIS@PDERS................................290-315 

VI. DISEASES OF THE NFRVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS.320-389 





DISEASES OF FAR AND MASTOID PROCESS ........................ . .3BO-38 9 

VII. DISEASES OF THF CIRCULATORY SYSTEH..............390-45 8 

HYPERTENSIVE OISEASE.........................................400-40 4 

ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION......................................410 

CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE ................................. ..412 

CERERROVASCULAR OISEASE.............r........................43O-43 B 

VIII. DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM..............460-519 

ACUTE BRDNCHITIS AN0 BRONCHTOLITIS .............................. .466 

ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS, EXCEPT INFLUENZA.........460-46 5 

PNEUMONIA,  ALL FORHS.........................................4BO-48 6 

HYPERTPOPHY OF TONSILS AND ADENOIDS ............................ ..50 0 

IX. DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ..;. ........... .520-577 

JLCFR 	 OF STOMACH, ULCER OF DUODENUM, PEPTIC ULCER OF 









X. DISEASES DF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM............580-62 9 

DISEASES OF THE WRINAPY SYSTEM..  ............................ .580-599 

HYPERRLASIA OF PR~STATE.......,..................................60 0 

OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION........................................62 6 

XI. 	 COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY,  CHILDBIRTH, 
AND THE PUERPEPIUH..............................630-67 B 
XII. DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE....680-70 9 

XIII. DISEASES nF THE PUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE...........................710-73 B 

DSTEOARTWITIS 4N0 ALLIED CONDITIONS ........................... ..713 

OTHER AITMITIS AN0 RHEUMATISM.......................710-712.714-718 

DISDLACEMENT OF INTFPVERTEBRAL DISC ............................ ..72 5 

XIV. CONGENITAL ANOMALIES............................740-75 9 

xv. 	 CERTAIN CAUSES OF PERINATAL MORBIDITY 

AND MORTALITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I/ 760-779 

XVI. SYMPTDHS AND ILL-DEFINED CONDIT,IONS.....780-792,794-79t 
XVII. 	 ACCIDENTS, POISONINGS, AND VICLENCE 

INPTURE OF INJUPYI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...800-999 

FPACTU’JFS, ALL SITES........................................~~DO-~2~ 

INTRACRANIAL INJURIES (EXCLUDING THOSE WITH SKULL FRACTUREI..B50-854 

LLCFRATIONS AND OPEN WOUNDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...870-907 

SPFCTAL CONDITIONS AND EXAMINATIONS kITHOUT 
SICKNESS OR TESTS WITH NEGATIVE ~r~~INGs..........7931Ya0-Y1: 
ALL 6-99 loo-199 200-295 300-499 500 8EDS 
SIZES BEDS BEDS BEDS BEDS OR MORE 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS 
7.6 6.1 7.1 7.k 8.1 8.6’ 
6.5 5.0 6.0 5.7 6.9 . 9.5 
10.5 7.9 9.3 10.1 11.2 11.5 
12.7 9.9 11.5 12.4 13.6 13.4 
5.9 4.8 5.5 5.9 6.1 6.5 
7.5 9.2 10.4 10.8 
1,‘:: 7.0 1% 10.3 11.4 12.2 
7.8 6.4 7.9 7.2 8.4 a.5 
10.5 7.0 9.9 9.3 11.4 13.4 
6.0 5.3 5.0 5.9 
11.1 8.6 1::: 11.6 1;:: 
4.9 4.3 ::: 4.7 4.8 4.9 
3.2 3.2 3.0 3.8 2.9 3.4 












13.2 I’,:: 13-c 12.8 15.4 14.9 
6.3 5.E 6.3 6.6 6.5 6.6 
5.E 6.6 7.4 6.6 7.4 
t:; . 3.9 4.t 4.4 4.6 
7.E B.6 1’0:: 9.4 
i:: 2.1 2.2 2;: 1.9 2.0 
7.6 6.2 7.1 7.8 8.2 8.6 
9.2 9.2 10.9 11.4 
::: 58:: 5.8 6.0 6.5 
::“,
10.1 
5 -7 5.4 
8.3 9.L 
5.5 
10.2 2’0 1::: 
6.1 5.2 5.1 6.1 6.1 6.5 
7.0 5.1 6.5 7.7 6.9 7.8 
10.5 8.3 9.7 10.7 11.5 10.8 
3.6 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.4 4.1 
3.8 3.2 3.1 3.7 4.0 4.0 
7.3 5.1 6.g 7.4 7.7 8.8 
a.t 10.6 
1::: 9.5 IE! 1;:: 13.2 
9.7 8.6 10.7 12.0 
11.5 1::: 11.0 11.9 12.3 
6.4 6.1 6.5 6.8 6.8 
13.1 *6.f 4.5 10.9 10.5 19.0 
4.6 3.i 3.5 4.6 5.2 5.2 
7.I 
4:: i:f 10.5 1X:!? 1::; 1;:: 
3.< 4.9 9.1 
2: 2; 4.7 5.5 57:: 6.7 
3.2 3.! 3.: 2.1 3.0 3.3 
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TAGLF 22. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, BY DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY AND AGE, ’ 
SFX, COLOR, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, AND BED SIZE OF H0SPIT.A.L: UNITED STATES, 1976 
t DISCHARGES FFOM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC GROUPINGS AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSIONS 
ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES) 
-= 
AGE 
DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY AND ICDA CODE tt I I I 
I/ ALL 
DIAGNOSES II 
i NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNCSES IX THCUSANOS 
01  ALL CONDITIONS........................................... 65,851 5144z 21,720 17,854 20.84C 
I. INFECTIVE ANO PAPASITIC OISEASES..................OOO-13 6 1,396 37! 499  26: 257 
03  II. NEOPLASMS.........................................l40-23 9 4,243 a1 985  1.575 1.598 
34  MALIGNANT NEOPLASCS............................................l40-20 9 2,751 3i 305  1,044 1,371
o* BENIGN NEOPLASMS AND NEOPLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE...........ZlO-23 9 1,492 5c 684 531  227 
06  III. ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, AND METABOLIC DISEASES....240-279 3,561 1Oi 708  lr35? 
07 DIAEETES MELLITUS..................................................ZSO 1.944 27  272 707 
08 IV. DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS....280-289 1,134 155 272 261 43t 
09 V. MENTAL DISORDERS..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .290-315 3,303 9f 1,563 1,OlL 626 
10 
11  
VI. DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM ’ AND SENSE ORGANS...320-38 













12  CATARACT...........................................................37 4 400  14  283 
13 DISEASES OF EAR AND MASTOID PROCESS .......................... ..380-38 9 734  40: 130  1;: 92 
VII. DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM..  ............. .390-458 11,759 1,041 3r72f 6,903 
:: HYRERTENSIVE DISEASE............................................400-40 4 1.086 197 471 414
16  ACUTE YYOCAROIAL INFARCTION ...................................... ..410 722 1 40  306 375 
:i 
CHRONIC ISCHEHIC HEART DISEASE ................. . ................. ..412 













v.111. DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY .SYSTEM.. ............. .460-519 









21 ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS, EXCEPT INFLUENZA.;.........460-46 5 506  25f 1:: 6a 57 
2’: 
PNFUMONIA,  ALL FOPHS...........................................460-4G 6 











24 IX.’ DISEASFS nF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ................ ..520-57 7 7,481 531 2,253 2,424 2,273 
25 
2b 
ULCFR OF STOMACH, ULCER OF DUODENUM, PEPTIC ULCER OF 










27 INGUINAL HERNIA................................................550.55 2 579  107 134 1% 149 
28 CHOLELITHIASIS.;............,.......................................57 4 606  1 185  228 192 
79 
30 
DISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM ............. .580-629 











31 HYPERPLASIA OF PR@STATE............................................60 0 435  1 5 133  296 
32 DIWROERS OF MENSTRUATION ......................................... .626 754  6 511  213 25 
33 XI. COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY,  CHILDBIPTH, 
AND THE PUERPFRIUH................................630-67 a 4,526 27  4,490 9 . . . 
34 XII. DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE......680-70 9 1,162 143 441 326 253 
35 XIII. DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
36 
AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE.............................710-73 6 









37 OTHFR ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATISM ....................... ..710-712.714-71s 640  la 1% 227 266 
38 DISPLACFMENT OF INTEPVFRTEBRAL DISC .............................. ..72 5 505  2 228  206 70 
39 XIV. CONGFNITAL ANOMALIES..............................740-75 9 727  277 238 127  84 
40 xv. CFRTAIN CAUSFS OF PERINATAL MORRIDITY 
ANn MOPTALITY..................................2 1 760-779 53  53  . . . . . . . . . 
41 XVT. SYMPTOMS AND ILL-DEFINED CONDITIONS.......780-792.794-79 6 693  120 315 179  79 
42 XVII. ACCIlrENTS, POISONINGS, AND VIOLENCE 
(NATURE OF INJUPYI .............................. ..aoo-99 9 5,695 732 2,629 1,181 1,152 
43 FPACTURES, ALL SITES...........................................aOO-a2 9 1,567 238 564 296 469 
44 INTRACRAMIAL TNJURIFS (EXCLUDING THOSE WITH SKULL FRACTURE).. . .aSO-85 4 513  139 266 63 45 
45 LACERATIFNS AN0 OPFN WOUNDS .................................. . .670-90 7 581  '83 345  97 57 
46 SPFC IAL CONDITIONS AND EXAMINATIONS WITHOUT 
SICKNESS OF TESTS HITH NEGATIVE FINOINGS............793rY00-Y13 431  24  340 41 25 
-
1/ INCLUDES OISCHARGE DATA FOR WHICH COLOR ‘HAS NOT STATED. 

21 CDDFS 760-771, 713, AND 779 ARE NOT USED IN THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 

NOTF: SEE “MEDICAL COOING AND EDIT ,” APPENDIX I, FOR CODING MODIFICATIONS FPR THE HOSPITAL OISCHARGE SURVEY. 
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T’RLE 22. , .NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR PATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, BY.DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY AND AGE, 
SFX, COLOR, GEOGRAPHIC REGION, AN0 BE0 SIZE OF HOSPITAL:.UNITED STATES, 1976--CON. 
(DISCHARSES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. DIAGNOSTIC .GROUPINGS AND CODE NUMBER INCLUSICNS 
ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES) 
SEX COLOR GEOGRAPHIC REGION BED SIZE 
MALE FEMALE MHITE ALL NORTH- NORTH SCUTH WEST 6-99 loo-199 ZOO-299 300-499 500 BEDS 
OTHER EAST CENTRAL BEDS BEDS BEDS BEDS OR MORE 
NUHiER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS--CON. 
27.035 38,771( '50r72aI 7r0971 14,6551 20,470 20.2171 10,515 12, a42 11,104 
I I I I 


































































' 369  
06 
07  
454 680 '801 212 256 353 180 164 318  261 08  
1,553 1,750 2.483 402 796 a93 523  619 601 442 902 739 09  
I.382 
416 472 686 






















155 245 300 36  95  123 102  a0 37  64  60  14c 99  12  





























































































































353 382 548 58  134 253 208 140 140 126 135 228 107  23  
3.422 4,559 5,880 602 1.636 2,370 2,409 1.066 1,635 1,304 1,222 L ,983 1,337 24  












































. . . 
1,449 






































. . . 4,526 3,065 a47 1,051 1,291 1,425 758 658 783  750 1,276 1.059 33  
52? 639 890 140 258 374 340 190 264 l-lb 176  300 246 34 










































264 241 405 27  ai 167  136 120 39  68 86  154 107 38 
?45  302 564 73  141 269 166 130 104  81 105  204 
32  20  4 41  6 12  17 3 3 a 18 























1,948 4,743 5,103 765 1,395 2,066 2,263 967 1,140 1,166 1,148 1.837 1,401 29  
323 190 394 58  167 132 a4 106  87  74  151 
496 175 423 91  170 181 112 125  92  96  157 
340 322 132 64  ac 63  11: 
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TABLE 23. NUHBER OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS FOR 	 PATIENTS OlSCHAiGED FROM SHORTySTAY HOSPITALS, BY SURGICAL CATEGORY, AGE, SEX, 
AND COLOR: UNITE0 .STATTES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. GROUPINGS OF OPERATIONS BY SPECIALTY AN0 CODE 
NUMBER INCLUSIONS ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEISES, 404PTEO FOR USE IN THE UNITED 
ST4TESl 
ALL AGES 
SURGICPL CITEGORY 4N0 ICOA CODE SEX COLOR STATED YEARS 
AN0 
OVER 
BOTH MALE FEMALE WHITE ALL. 
SEXES CTHER 
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS IN THOUSANDS 
I/ ALL OPER4TIONS...................................... PO, 086 7.5481 ,12,5381 15,345 2,096 17,940 
NEUROSURGERY...........................................Ol-O 5 374 . 176  198 293 32 344 
OPHTH4L~OLOGY..........................................O6-14 771 334 438 585 66 673 
FXTRACTION OF LENS..........................................l4.4-14.6 322 124 197 240 27 31’9 
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY....................................l6-Z 1 1.748 892 a57 1,345 112 909 
YYRINGOTOHY......................................................l7 .O 237 142 95 177 20 
TONSILLECTOMY WITH OR WITHOUT AOENOIOECTOHY~................21.1-21.2 629 292 337 469 :: 195 
OPERATIONS ON THYROID, PLRhTHYROID, THYMUSt 
AND AORENILS..........................................ZZ-Z 3 92 18  74 ii 9 87 
THY RnIOECTOHY ............................................. ..ZZ.l-22.2 72 12 61 57 7 71 
VASCULAR AND CARDIAC SURGERY...........................24-3 0 964 585 380 a04 69 902 
EXCISION AYO LIGATION OF VARICOSE VEINS ........................ ..24.4 73 23 50 59 2 73 
THOR4CIC SURGERY.......................................32-3 5 281 162 118 216 32 268 
ABOOMINAL SURGERY......................................38-4 a 2, a09 lr 386 1.422 2,iaB 274 2,520 















RESECTION OF SHILL INTESTINE OR COLON.......?...............47.4-47.6 2: 74 87 127 14 158 
PPOCTOLOGICAL SURGERY..................................50-5 2 584 305 279 459 55 574 
LOCAL EXCISION AND DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF RECTUM 
AND ANUS...................................................50.2.5~ .2 144 112 13 141 
HENOPRHOIO~CTOMY.................................................51 .3 204 157 19  203 
UROLOGICAL SURGERY.....................................54-6 






















BREAST SURGEPY............................................6 5 382 23 359 295 36 378 
W4STEC~OUY..................................................65.2-65 .6 302 14 208 231 28 299 f 
GYNECOLOGICAL SURGERY..........................;.......67-7 2 3,834 ).. 3,834 2,886 450 3,810 
~OPHOPECTOMY:  S4LPlNGO-OOPHOPECTOHY ......... . ............. ..67.2-67.5 452 . . . 452 342 55 44a 
LIGATION AN0 OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES (BILATERALl...........;.6a .5 420 . . . 420 306 64 420 
HYSTERECTnYY................................................69.1-69 .5 670 . . . 678 508 675 : 
OILATION AND CURETTAGE OF UTERUS, DIAGNOSTIC..  .................. .70.3 983 . . . 983 741 1% 980,. 






. . . 









DILATION AND CURETTAGE AFTER DELIVERY OP ABORTION..  ............. .78.1 291 . . . 291 201 52 29 
REPAIR tlF L4CER4TION........................................7B.2-76.3 234 . . . 234 153 52 23 
OATHOPEOIC SURGERY.....................................BO-9 0 2,641 1,348 1,293 2,064 224 2.358. 
EXCISION flF BONE, PbRTIAL...........................~............aO 











PFOUCTION OF FRdCTURE WITH FIXATION ............................ ..a2.2 319 135 la4 256 22 300 
EXCISION OF INTERVERTEBRAL C4PTILAGE [PROLAPSE0 DISKI............ 















PLASTIC SURGEPY ...................................... ..92-9 4 1,082 551  531 a37 115 940 ,. 
ORAL AND M4XILLOFACIAL SURGERY ....................... ..95-9 B 177 94 a2 130 24 150 ; 
DENTAL SURGEPY .......................................... ..9 9 380 166 215 278 31 335 
PIOPSY.................................................Al-A 2 1,116 385 731 a50 129 1,084 
I/ INCLUOES OPERATIONS NOT LISTED IN TABLE. 

2/ LIMITED TO ESTIMATED NUMBEP OF APPENDECTOMIES EXCLUDING THOSE PERFORMED INCIDENTAL TO -OTHER ABOPHINAL SURGERY. 

3/ FXCLUOES SOME OBSTFTRICdL PROCEDURES IICO4 CODES 75-O-75.6 AND 75.9) FOR INDUCING OR ASSISTING DELIVERY. 

NOTE: SEE “MEDICAL COOING ANO EDIT,” APPENDIX I , FOR COOING MODIFICATIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY. 
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TABLE 24. PATE OF ALL-LISTED OPFPATIONS FOR PATIENTS OISCHAPGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL&BY SURGICAL CATEGORY,AGE, AND SEX: 
UNITEn STATES, 1976 
JDISCHApGFs FRO’4 NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. GROUPINGS OF OPERATIONS BY SPECIALTY AN0 CODE 
NUMBER IhlCLUSlONS 4RE B4SED JlN THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED 
STLTFS). 
SURGICAL CATEGORY 4ND.ICDA CODE 
I, I I 
RATE OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS PER 100,000 PCPULATION 
I/ ALL OPERATIPNS...................................... 9.530.7 7.428.6 11.506.3 11.340.1 
177.5 173.5 181.3 217.2 
OPHTHALYOLOGY....i.....................................O6-14 366.3 328.3 401.7 425.5 













TJ-INSILLECTOMY WITH OP WITHOUT b~FNOIDEtTOMY.................21.1-21.2 298.8 287.3 309.6 123.1 
OPEPATIClNS ON THYJ ’C ’IO, PApATHYROID, THYHUS, 
AND ADREF!4LS......................................~...22-23 43.6 17.4 68.2 54.8 
TmRfllnECTnYY...............................................22.1-22.2 34.3 11.3 55.7 44.9 
VASCULAQ AN0 CAPDIAC SURGERY ......................... ..24-3 0 457.9 575.4 348.3 570.4 
FXTISIW AND LI44TION OF VAPIC@SF VEINS ........................ ..24 -4 34.9 22.7 46.2 46.3 
THOR4CIC SURGERY.......................................32-3 5 133.2 159.7 108.t 169.5 
bRDOMIN4L SURGFPY......................................~8-4 





















RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINF OR COCON.......................47.4-47.6 7h.6 73-c 80.C 99.6 
PPOTTJILOGICAL SURGFRY..................................50-5 2 277.3 299.8 256.3 362.8 
LOCAL FXCISION ANO nFSTpUCTION JlF LESICN OF PECTUM 
AN0 AYUS...................................................50.2.51 .Z 68.5 74.t 62.5 89.4 
HEHOPRHOIDFCT~MY.................................................51 .3 96.9 100.2 93.5 128.6 
LJROLOGICAL SURGFRY........;............................54-6 









PROSTITFCTOHY...............................................58.1-5~ -3 127.9 265.C . . . 169.3 
RPEAST SUWGFPY............................................6 5 181.2 22.4 329.: 239.1 
HASTECTI ’YY ................................................ ..65.2-65.6 143.5 13-e 264.5 189.2 
GYNECOLOGTCAL SURGEPY..................................67-7 7 1.870.8 . . . 3,518.: 21408.4 
0”PH ”RETTFYY: S4LPINGO-nOPHOpECT@PY.........................67.2-67.5 
LTG4TInN 4Nn DIVISION CJF FALLOPIAN TUBES IBILATFFALI.............68 -5 
214.9 
199.5 
. . . 





HYSTSaFCS ”UY................................................69.1-69 .5 322.0 . . . 622.2 426.7 
DILATITQ PM ” CUFFTTbGF OF UTEFUS, DIAGNOSTIC..  .................. .70.3 466.6 . . . 901.7 619.7 






. . . 





“ILATION AVn CURETTAGF AFTEP JJFLIVFRY OR ABCPTION.. ............. 





. . . 





nDTHJlPE ’)IC SURGFpY.....................................80-9 











CLnsFn PEOUCTION OF FRACTURE WITHT ’UT FIXATION .................. ..82 .O 148.5 172.C 126.1 130.7 
s8OUCTION OF FQACTURE WITH FIXATICM ............................ ..82.2 151.4 132.E 168.5 189.5 
FxCISInN OF INTFPVFRTFBRAL CARTILAGE IPROLAPSEO DIsKJ............~~ .4 79.t 96.2 64.1 105.8 
.PFFATl~NS ON MUSCLFS, TFNIJflNS, FASCIA, 4ND RURSA...............SS-8 q 171.2 178.1 164.5 197.1 
PLASTIC SURGFPY........................................92-P 4 513.1 542.C 487.! 594.0 
nP4L ANY NAxILLOFACIAL SUPGERY.........................~~-9 e 84.C 92.5 75.t 94.7 
.,; nFNTAL SUPGEFY..  ......................................... .99 180.1 
163.1 197.t 211.7 
alnPgY.................................................4l-A2 533.0 ?79.1 670.8 685.5 
I/ INCLIJJTFS OPPRITIONS NOT LISTED IN TABLE. 
P, LIMTTEn TO ESTIMATFD NUMRER nF APPENOEC ’IOMISS FXCLLJJTING THOSE PERFORMED INCIJ-JENTAL TO OTHER ABDOMINAL SURGFRY. 
31 ~XCLUOES SOMF O~STFTFICAL FROCFDUREs (ICIJA CODES 75.0-75.6 ANO 75.9) FOR INDUCING OR ASSISTING OELIVEPY. 
MnTF: SFF WFDICAL CODING AN,, EDIT,” 4PPENDIx I, FOP CODING M@OIFlCATIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SUpVEy. 
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T A R L E  25 .  N U M B E R  O F  A L L - L I S T E D  O P E R A T I O N S  F O R  P A T I F N T S  D I S C H A R G E D  F R O M  S H O R T - S T A Y  H O S P I T A L S ,  B Y  S U R G I C A L  C A T E G O R Y  A N D  . G E O ­
G R A P H I C  R E G I O N :  U N I T E D  S T A T E S ,  1 9 7 6  
( D I S C H A R G E S  F R G M  N O N F E D E R A L  S H O R T - S T A Y  H O S P I T A L S .  E X C L U D E S  N E W B O R N  INFANTS .  G R O U P I N G S  O F  O P E R A T I O N S  B Y  S P E C I A L T Y  A N D  C O D E  
N U M B E R  I N C L U S I O N S  A R E  B A S E D  O N  T H E  E I G H T H  R E V I S I O N  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  O F  D I S E A S E S ,  A D A P T E D  F O R  U S E , I N  T H E  UN ITE0  
S T A T E S )  
-
S U R G I C A L  C A T E G O R Y  A N D  I C O A  C O D E  A L L  ’ N O R T H - N O R T H  S O U T H  N E S T  
R E G I O N S  E A S T  C E N T R A L  
N U M B E R  O F  A L L - L I S T E D  O P E R A T I O N S  IN T H O U S A N D S  
II A L L  OPERATIONS...................................... f 2 0 , 0 8 6  4 , 6 8 9  6 , 2 7 5  5 , 6 7 3  3 ; 4 5 0
-' 
N E U R O S U R G E R Y . .  ........................................ .O l - 05  3 7 4  6 7  1 0 2  1 0 2  1 0 3  
OPHTHALMOLOGY... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~O6-14 7 7 1  1 6 8  2 6 6  1 8 5  1 5 2  
E X T R A C T I O N  O F  LENS............................................14.4-14.6 3 2 2  8 0  9 9  7 9  63 '  
OT~RHINOLARYNGOLOGY.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16-2 1 I .748  3 7 2  6 3 8  4 2 3  3 1 6  
YYRINGOTOMY....................................................... l7 .O  2 3 7  4 7  8 0  4 8  
T O N S I L L E C T O M Y  HITH O R  H I T H O U T  A D E N O I O E C T O M Y  ............... . .21.1-21.2 6 2 9  1 1 5  2 1 2  1:: 1 2 1  
O P E R A T I O N S  O N  T H Y R O I D ,  P A P A T H Y R O I D ,  T H Y M U S ,  
A N D  AORENALS........................;..................ZZ-Z 3 9 2  2 1  2 6  2 7  1 8  
THYROIOEr.TONY...............................................22.1-22 .2 7 2  1 6  2 0  2 1  1 5  
V A S C U L A R  A N D  C A R D I A C  S U R G E R Y  .... . .................... . .24-3 0 9 6 4  2 1 3  3 0 2  2 4 9  2 0 0  
E X C I S I O N  A N D  L I G A T I O N  O F  V A R I C O S E  V E I N S  ........................ . .24.4 7 3  2 6  2 0  1 4  1 3  
T H O R A C I C  SURGERY.......................................32-3 5 2 8 1  6 4  0 4  7 .9  5 3  
A B W M I N A L  SURGERY......................................38-4 
R E P A I R  O F  I N G U I N A L  HERNIA...................................38.2-3E 
B 
.3 
2 , 8 0 9
5 0 7  
' 6 72  
1 3 7  
8 6 0  
1 5 9  
7 9 4  
1 2 6  
4 8 3  
8 6  
2/ APPENnECTOMY..................................................41 .l 3 0 6  
CH@LECYSTECTOMY..................................................43 
R E S E C T I O N  O F  S M A L L  I N T E S T I N E  O R  C O L O N  ..................... 
.5 
. .47 .4 -47 .6  
4 4 2  
1 6 1  
1:: 
4 3  
11 :  
4 9  
129 :  
4 0  
:: 
2 9  
P R O C T O L O G I C A L  SURGERY..................................50-5 2 5 8 4  ' 1 34  1 8 7  1 7 3  9 0  
L O C A L  F X C I S I O N  A N 0  O F S T R U C T I O N  O F  L E S I O N  O F  R E C T U M  





2 0 4  
3 3  
4 1  
4 8  
6 5  
4 1  
6 9  
2 3  
2 9  
U R O L O G I C A L  SVRGERY.....................................54-6 




1 , 5 7 0
2 4 3  
2 6 9  
3 5 6  
z: 
4 9 9  
8 8  
8 5  
4 6 0  
7': 
2 5 5  
3 1  
4 6  
B R E A S T  SURGERY............................................6 5 3 8 2  9 8  1 2 1  1 0 5  5 7  
qASTECTOMY..................................................65.2-65 .6 3 0 2  8 4  8 6  0 7  4 4  
G Y N E C O L O G I C A L  SURGEPY..................................67-7 
O O P H O R E C T O M Y :  S A L P I N G O - O O P H D R E C T O H Y  ....................... 
2 
. .67.2-67.5 
3 , 8 3 4
4 5 2  
9 4 4  
9 7  
' 1 , 109
1 2 0  
1 . 2 5 0  
1 5 7  
5 3 0  
7 9  
L I G A T I O N  A N D  D I V I S I O N  O F  F A L L O P I A N  T U B E S  (BILATFRALl . . . . . . . . . . . . .6B 
HYSTERECTOMY................................................69.1-69 
O I L A T I O N  A N D  C U R E T T A G E  O F  V T E R U S ,  DIAGNOSTIC.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70.3 
.5 
.5 
4 2 0  
6 7 0  
9 8 3  
1 0 1  
1 1 7  
2 9 8  
1 0 2  
1 9 1  
2 9 2  
1 6 1  
2 5 6  
2 7 4  
1 :: 
1 1 8  I 
. 
31  O R S T E T R I C A L  P R O C E D U R E S . .  ........................... . 74 -78  1 , 2 8 2  3 6 6  3 3 5  3 6 2  2 1 9  
C E S  A D  E A N  S F C T  I O N  ................................................ ...7 7 3 7 8  1 0 1  9 5  1 2 1  6 1  
D I LAT ION  A N D  C U R E T T A G E  A F T E P  D E L I V E R Y  O R  ARORTION... . . . . . . . . . . . . .7B .l 2 9 1  7 7  8 5  9 2  3 7  
R F P A I R  O F  LPCER4TION........................................78.2-7~ .3 2 3 4  5 4  6 1  7 2  4 7  
O R T H O P E D I C  SURGERY.....................................BD-9 
E X C I S I O N  DF  B O N E ,  P A R T I A L  ...................................... 




2 , 6 4 1
1 5 8  
3 1 3  
5 1 8  
:: 
8 3 4  
4 4  
7 1 3  
5 0  
9 0  
5 7 6  
3 8  
5 1  
R E D U C T I O N  O F  F R A C T U R E  WITH  F IXAT ION  ............................ . .82.2 3 1 9  6 7  1:: 8 9  6 2  
F X C I S I O N  O F  I N T F R V E R T E B R A L  C A R T I L A G E  ( P R O L A P S E 0  DISKl.... . . . . . . . .86.4 
D F E R A T I O N S  O N  M U S C L E S ,  T E N D O N S .  F A S C I A ,  A N D  B U R S A  ............. . .a8-a 9 
1 6 8  
3 6 1  
2 9  
7 6  
5 0  
1 0 7  
4 8  
9 9  
4 1
7 8  'a  
P L A S T I C  SURGEPY........................................92-9 4 1 , 0 8 2  2 3 5  3 4 5  3 1 8  1 8 4  (
i.. 
O R A L  A N D  H A X I L L O F A C I A L  S U R G E R Y  ....................... . .95-9 8 1 7 7  4 0  6 7  4 3  2 6  
D E N T A L  SURGERY............................................9 9 3 8 0  1 3 2  1 4 4  a 7  1 7  
".I 
RIOPSY.................................................Al-A 2 1 , 1 1 6  2 8 8  3 5 6  ' 3 00  1 7 2  
0 
.: . 
I/ I N C L U D E S  O P F R A T I O N S  N O T  L I S T E D  IN T A B L E .  
2/  L l Y T T E D  T O  E S T I M A T E D  N U M B E R  O F  A P P E N D E C T O M I E S  E X C L U D I N G  T H O S E  P E R F O R M E C  I N C I D E N T A L  T O  O T H E R  A B D O M I N A L  S U R G E R Y .  
3/  F X C L U D E S  S O M E  O P S T E T R I C A L  P P O C E D U R E S  ( I C D A  C O D E S  75 -O - 75 . 6  A N D  75 .9 )  F O R  I N D U C I N G  O R  A S S I S T I N G  D E L I V E R Y .  
- I,’ 
NOTF :  S E E  “M F O I C A L  C O O I N G  A N D  EDIT,” A P P E N D I X  I , F O R  C O D I N G  M O D I F I C A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  H O S P I T A L  D I S C H A R G E  S U R V E Y .  
5 6  
TABLE 26. PATE OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALSvBY SURGICAL CATEGORY AND GEOGRAPHIC 
REGION: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGES :FROM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. GROUPINGS OF OPERATIONS BY SPECIALTY AND CCDE 
VUHBEP INCLUSIONS ARE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES, ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITED 
STATES) 
. 
SURGICAL CATEGORY AND ICDA CODE ALL NORTH- NORTH SCUTH WEST 
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL 
RATE OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS PER lOD,OOO PCPULATION 
\ I/ ALL OPERATIONS...................................... 9r530.7 9.612.4 11.032.0 1 81429.4 9r170.2 
I NEUROSURGERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 01-05 177.5 138.2 179.0 151.6 272.7 
OPHTHALMOLDGY..........................................O6-14 366.3'  344.3 468.3 275.2 403.7 
EXTRACTION OF LENS..........................................l4.4-14.6 152.7 164.3 173.6 118.1 167.9 
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY....................................16-2 1 830.3 763.2 11121.6 627.9 839.2 
MVRINGOTOMY......................................................l7 .O 112.7 96.4 141.2 92.2 127.1 
TONSILLECTOMY WITH O W  WITHOUT ADENOIDECTOPY.................21.1-21.2 298.8 235.4 371.9 270.0 . 322.0 
OPERATIONS ON THYROID, PARATHYPCID, THYMUSt 
AND AOUENALS..........................................22-23 43.6 42.7 45.5 40.8 47.2 
THYROIDECTOYY...............................................22.1-22.2 34.3 33.7 34.9 30.9 40.5 
VASCULAR AND CARDIAC SURGERY...........................24-3 0 457.9'  436.1 531.3 .370.2 531.8 
EXCISIDN AND LIGATION OF VARICOSE VEINS ......................... -24.4 34.9 53.1 35.9 21.3 34.0 
THDRACIC SURGERY.......................................32-3 5 133.2 131.7 147.6 117.8 141.3 
LBDOMINAL SURGERY......................................36-4 B 1,333-a 11377.9 lr511.5 1.179.5 
RFPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA...................................3B.2-36 -3 240;7 280.3 279.3 186.6 
1.283.8 
227.5 
2/ APP~DECTOHY..................................................41 -1 145.1 126.6 164.9 142.5 
CHOLECYSTECTOHY..................................................43 -5 210.1 226.0 240.4 183.3 
143.9 
191.7 
QESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE OR COLON.......................47.4-47.6 76.6 88.1 66.9 59.7 76.5 
~ROCTOLOGICAL SURGERY..................................50-5 2 277.3 27510 320.4 257.6 238.2 
LOCAL EXCISION AND DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF RECTUM 
AND ANUS.................................................-. 50.2,51.2 68.5 67.4 84.0 60.7 
HEMORPHOIDECTCMY.................................................51 .3 96.9 83.2 114.8 102.9 
60.7 
77.1 
UROLOGICAL SURGERY ..,...~........~.....................54-6 1 745.5 729.0 077.6 683.9 
DILATION OF URETHpA..............................................57 -5 115.2 104.3 154.7 108.4 




BREAST SURGERY............................................6 5 181.2 201.2 213.3 156.4 151.1 
rASTECTOqY..................................................65.2-65 -6 143.5 173.1 151.8 129.2 118.1 
GYNECOLOGICAL SURGERY..................................67-7 2 11820.8 1.935-9 1.950.6 1.858.0 
OOPHOPFCTOYY;  SALPINGO-00PHORECTOHY.........................67.2-67 -5 214.9 198.4 210.7 232.7 
LIGATION AND DIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES (BILATERAL).............68 -5 199.5 207.7 178.8 239.4 





DILATION AND CURETTAGE OF UTERUS, DIAGNOSTIC.....................70 -3 466.6 611.0 513.9 406.9 314.6 
3/ ORSTETRICAL PROCEDURES ........................... ...74-7a 608.7 750.0 56b.6 530.4 
tFSAQEAN SECTION ................................................. ..7 7 179.6 207.5 167.0 180.0 




REPAIR OF LACERATIDN........................................78.2-7~ -3 111.1 110.7 106.4 107.4 125.2 
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY .................................. ...80-90 1.254.1 1.062.2 1.465.7 11059.1 11531.8 
EXCISION OF BONE, DARTIAL ...................................... . .BO -4 75.0 53.0 78.0 74.4 
CLOSFD PEDUCTION OF FRACTURE WITHOUT FIXATION....................82 -0 148.5 151.9 172.4 133.9 
100.3 
134.2 
REDUCTION OF FRACTURE WITH FIXATION ............................ ..a2 -2 151.4 136.8 178.4 131.8 164-B 
EXCISION OF INTEPVFRTEBPAL CARTILAGE (PROLAPSE0 DISK)............86 -4 79.6 58.5 80.3 71.5 
ODERATIONS ON MUSCLFS, TENDONS, FASCIA, AND BURSA ............. ..08-8 5 171.2 156.1 168.8 147.0 
108.1 
207.5 
I PLASTIC SURGERY........................................92-9 4 513.8 481.1 606.4 472.9 489.3 
ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY.........................95-9 8 84.0 62.4 118.1 64.2 70.0 
DFNTAL SURGEPY............................................9 9 180.7 271.2 252.8 129.8 45.2 
BIOPSY.................................................Al-A 2 530.0 590.3 625.7 446.1 457.4 
I/ INCLUOES 0”E ”ATIONS NOT LISTED IN TABLE. 
21 LWITED TO ESTIMATED NuHBER OF APPENDECTOMIES EXCLUDING THOSE PERFORMED INCIDENTAL TO OTHER ABDOMINAL SURGERY. 
3/ FXCLUQES SOME OBSTFTRICAL PROCEDURES IICOA CODES 75.0-75.6 AND 75.9) FOR INDUCING OR ASSISTING DELIVERY. 




TABLE 27. N”MRER OF ALL-LISTED DPERATIONS FOR PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. BY SURGiCAL CATEGORY AND BED 
SIZE OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1976 
(DISCHARGE5 FPOM NONFEDERAL SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS. EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. GROUPINGS OF OPERATIONS BY SPECIALTY AN0 CCDE 
NUMBER INCLUSIONS APE BASED ON THE EIGHTH REVISION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES , ADAPTED FOR USE IN THE UNITEC 
STATES1 
-
SUPGICAL CATEGORY AND ICDA CODE 100-199 Zoo-299 300-499. 500  BEDS 
Sk 11 ,“;i,’ 1 BEDS 1 BEDS 1 BEDS I OR MORE 
II I I I I 
I 
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OPERATIONS IN THdUSANDS 
II ALL OPEP4TIONS....................................... f 20,086 2.6531 390461 3,330 
-
I I 
NEUROSURGERY...........................................Ol-O 5 374  48  32  48  118 127 1 
OPHTHALMOLOGY..........................................O6-14 771  aa  108 105 252 218 
EXTRACTION IlF LENS..........................................l4.4-14.6 322  23  52  53  116 77  
FTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY....................................16-2 
YYRI~GDTOYY.......................;..............................l7 


















OPERATIONS ON THYROID, PARATHYPOIO, THYMUSt 
AND AORENALS..........................................22-2 3 92  17  30  26  
THYROIDECT~3Y...............................................22.1-22 .2 72  6' :: 14  23  19  
VASCULAR AND CARDIAC SURGERY...........................24-3 0 964  35  74  147 310 398 
FXCISION AND LIGPTION OF VARICOSE VEINS ........................ ..24.4 73  9 13  13  25  15  
THDR ACIC SURGEP Y ...................................... .32-35 281  21  32  44  95  ,a9 
PRDOMIN4L SUPGEPY..  ................................... 















21 APPENDECTflMY..................................................41 .I 306  75  56  54  49  
CHOLECYSTECTOMY...............................................;..43 
RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE op c0~0~.......................47.4-47.6 





24  5 
1:: 
47  t: 
PROCTOLOGICLL SLJRGERY..  ............................... .50-52 584  93  a2 112  la2 114  
LOCAL FXCISION AND DESTPUCTION OF LESICN ,OF RECTUM 
AND ANUS...................................................50.2.51.2 144  21  20  45  28  
HEMORRH@IDECTOMY........~........................................51 .3 204  37  32  58  36  
IJROLOGICAL SURGERY.....................................54-6 




































GYNECOLOGICAL SURGERY..................................67-7 2 3,834 512 702 669 1,094 a57 
OOPWRECTnMY;  S4LPINGO-OOPHORECTOYY.........................67.2-67 -5 452  61  a2 129  107 
LIGATION AND DIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES (aILATERAl.).............68.5 420  73  5: 67  109 93  
HYSTEQECTWY .............................................. ..69.1-69.5 678  79  122 119 194 164 
DILATION AND CURETTAGE OF UTEPUS, DIAGNOSTIC ..................... -70.3 983 130  176 156 309 211 
?I ORSTETRICAL PROCEDURES ........................... ...74-78 135  207 200 372 367 ' 
CfSAQfAN SfCT!ON...................................................7 7 Ye2 38 59  61  121 98  
DILATION AVD CIJRETTAGE AFTER DELIVERY OR ABORTION..  ............. .78.1 291  52  a2 71  
REPAID DF L4CEP4TION........................................78.2-7a -3 234  :: 36  iz 67  67  
0RTHnpfDIc SURGERY..  .................................. .ao-90 2,641 442 340 421 790 647 
EXCISION OF BONE, PAPTIPL........................................a~ -4 158 40  17  20  41  32  
CLOSED PEOIJCTION OF FPACTURf WITHOUT FIXATION.. ................. .82-O 313 57  52  al 63  
REDUCTION 
EXCISION OF INTEQVERTEBYAL CARTILAGE IPPOLAPSED DISKJ............a6.4 




47  :: 
58  
112  26"  
DLASTIC SURGERY........................................92-9~ 1,082 220 153 172 290 247 '; 
OQAL ANO M4XILLOFACIAL SURGERY.........................95-98 177  11  24  29  58 55  t 
nENTAL SUpGFPY............................................95 380 36  69  59  128 a9  ', 
aIOP~Y.................................................Al-AZ 1,116 109  149 ii8 353  328 
OF FRACTURE WITH FIXATION ............................. .a2 -2 319 34  47  ;: 105 76  
I/ lNCLUr)FS OPFR4TgONS NOT LISTfO IN TABLE. 

21 LIYITFD Trl ESTIBATPD NIIMRER OF APPENDECTOHIES EXCLUDING THOSE PERFORMEC INCIDENTAL TO OTHER ABDOMINAL SURGERY. 

9/ EXCLlJDES SOMF L’ESTFTRICIL PROCEDURES IICDA CODES 75.0-75.6 4ND 75.9) FDR INOUCING OR ASSISTING DELIVERY. 
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APPENDIX I 
TECHNICAL NOTES 0~ METHODS 
Statistical Design of the Hospital 
Discharge Survey 
Scope of the survey.-The scope of the Hos­
pital Discharge Survey (HDS) encompasses pa­
tients discharged from noninstitutional hospitals, 
exclusive of military and Veterans Administra­
tion hospitals, located in the 50 States and the 
District of Columbia. Only hospitals having six 
beds or more for patient use and those in which 
the average length of stay for all patients is less 
than 30 days are included in the survey. Al­
though all discharges of patients from these 
hospitals are within the scope of the survey, 
discharges of newborn infants from a11hospitals 
are excluded from this report as well as dis­
charges of all patients from Federal hospitals. 
Sampling fiame and size of sample.-The 
sampling frame (universe) for hospitals in the 
HDS is the Master Facility Inventory of Hospi­
taIs and Institutions (MFI). A detailed descrip­
tion of how the MFI was developed, its con-
tents, plans for maintaining it, and procedures 
for accessing the completeness of its coverage 
has been published.5 
The universe for the survey consisted of 
6,965 short-stay hospitals contained in the MFI 
in 1963, 442 hospitals that were added to the 
MFI in 1969, and another 223 hospitals that 
were added in 1972. The distribution of the 
hospitals in the MFI and in the HDS sample are 
shown by bed size and geographic region in 
table I. 
The sample of hospitals for 1976 consisted 
of 511 hospitals. Of these hospitals, 53 refused 
to participate and 39 were out of scope either 
because the hospital had gone out of business or 
NOTE: A list of references follows the text. 
because it failed to meet the definition of a 
short-stay hospital. Thus 419 hospitals partici­
pated in the survey during 1976 and provided 
approximately 223,000 abstracts of medical 
records. 
Sample de&n.-All hospitals with 1,000 
beds or more in the universe of short-stay hospi­
tals were selected with certainty in the sample. 
All hospitals with fewer than 1,000 beds were 
stratified, the primary strata being the 24 size-
by-region classes shown in table ,I. Within each 
of these 24 primary strata, the allocation of the 
hospitals was made through a controlled selec­
tion technique so that hospitals in the sample 
would be properly distributed with regard to 
type of ownership and geographic division. Sam­
ple hospitals were drawn with probabilities rang­
ing from certainty for the largest hospitals to 1 
in 40 for the smallest hospitals. 
The within-hospital sampling ratio for select­
ing sample discharges varied inversely with the 
probability of selection of the hospital. The 
smallest sampling fraction of discharged patients 
was taken in the largest hospitals, and the largest 
fraction was taken in the smallest hospitals. This 
was done to compensate for the fact that hospi­
tals were selected with probabilities proportion-
ate to their size class and to assure that the over-
all probability of selecting a discharge would be 
approximately the same in each size class. 
In nearly all hospitals, the daily listing sheet 
of discharges was the frame from which the sub-
samples of discharges were selected .within the 
sample hospitals. The sample discharges were 
selected by a random technique, usually on the 
basis of the terminal digit(s) of the patient’s 
medical record number-a number assigned 
when the patient was admitted to the hospital. 
If the hospital’s daily discharge listing did not 
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Table I. Distribution of short-stay hosoitals in the universe (MFI) and in the Hosoital Discharae Survev samole and the number of 
hospitals that participated in the survey, by geograihic region and si;e of ’hospital:United States: 1976 
AllBed size of hospital regions ‘zzh- 1 E$l 1 South 1 West 
All sizes Number of hospitals 
Universe .......................................................................................................................... 7.630 1,157 2,094 2,966 1,413 
Total sample .................................................................................................................. 511 131 148 156 76 
Number participating ..................................................................................................... 419 116 125 120 58 
649 beds 
Universe ......................................................................................................................... 3,405 215 879 1,608 703 
Total sample ........... I.. .................................................................................................... 66 7 18 28 13 
Number participating 40 5 15 13 7 
5089 beds 
Universe ......................................................................................................................... 1,804 296 473 682 353 
Total sam,ple .................................................................................................................. 75 14 19 29 13 
Number participating ...................................................................................................... 57 11 15 22 9 
100-l 99 beds 
Universe.. ....................................................................................................................... 1,276 289 398 393 196 
Total sample .................................................................................................................. 109 26 32 35 16 
Number participating ..................................................................................................... 97 26 28 28 15 
200-299 beds 
Universe ......................................................................................................................... 592 192 160 146 94 
. ’ Total sample .................................................................................................................. 91 31 26 20 14 
Number participating ..................................................................................................... 72 25 21 15 11 
300-499 beds 
Universe.. ....................................................................................................................... 400 111 133 103 53 
Total sample .................................................................................................................. 94 25 31 26 12 
Number participating ..................................................................................................... 83 22 27 25 9 
500899 beds 
Universe ............................................................................................................. .:. ......... 135 45 48 29 13 
Total sample .................................................................................................................. 58 19 19 13 7' 
Number participating .................................................... ................................................. 52 18 16 12 6 
1,000 beds or more 
Universe.. ....................................................................................................................... 18 9 3 5 
Total sample .................................................................................................................. 18 9 3 5 
... Number participating ..................................................................................................... 18 9 3 5 
\ 	 show the, medical record numbers, the sample 
was selected by starting with a randomly selected 
discharge and taking every Kth discharge there-
\ after. 
’ Data Collection and Processing 
) Data coZZection.-Depending on the study 
procedure agreed on with the hospital adminis-
’ trator, the sample selection and the transcription 
of information from the hospital records to ab-
stract forms were performed either by the hospi-
tal staff or by representatives of the National 
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) or by both. 
In about two-thirds of the hospitals that partici-
pated in the HDS during the year, this work was 
performed by the medical records department of 
the hospital. In the remaining hospitals, the 
work was performed by personnel of the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census acting for NCHS. 
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Survey hospitals used an abstract form to 
transcribe, data from the hospital records. The 
abstract form provides for recording demo-
graphic data, admission and discharge dates, dis­
charge status, and information on discharge 
diagnoses and surgical operations or procedures 
(figure I). All discharge diagnoses were listed on 
the abstract form in the order of principal diag­
nosis, or first-listed diagnosis if principal diag­
nosis was not identified, followed by the order 
in which all other diagnoses were entered on the 
face sheet of the medical record. All operations 
were listed in the order in which they were re-
corded on the face sheet. 
Shipments of completed abstract forms for 
each sample hospital were transmitted, along 
with sample selection control sheets, to a Census 
Regional Office. Every shipment of abstracts 
was reviewed and each abstract form was 
checked for completeness. Abstracts were then 
sent to NCHS for processing. 
Medical coding and edit.-The medical in-
formation recorded on the sample patient ab­
stracts was coded centrally by NCHS staff. A 
maximum of five diagnostic codes was assigned 
for each sample abstract; in addition, if the 
medical information included surgery, a maxi-
mum of three codes for surgical operations and 
procedures was assigned. Following the conver­
sion of the data on the medical abstract to com­
puter tape, a final medical edit was accomplished 
by computer inspection runs and a review of re- ” 
jetted abstracts. If sex or age of patient was 
incompatible with the recorded medical infor­
mation, priority was given to the medical infor­
mati,on in the editing decision. 
The basic system used for coding the diag­
noses on HDS sample patient abstracts is the 
Eighth Revision International Classification of 
Diseases, Adapted for Use in the United States2 
(ICDA). Modifications of the ICDA have been 
made for HDS because of incomplete or ill-
defined terminology on the abstracts. ICDA 
class E XVII, External Cause of Injury, and 
code Y30, fetal death, are excluded. Class XV, 
Certain Causes of Perinatal Morbidity and 
Mortality (760-7 79), is modified to exclude 
disease, difficult labor, and other conditions of 
mothers of newborn infants (760-771), termina­
tion of pregnancy (773), and fetal death of un­
known cause (779). Birth injury without men-
62 
tion of cause (772) is expanded to include birth 
injury with mention of cause (the ,excluded 
conditions), and codes, 7 74-7 78 are also retained. 
The supplementary classification presented for 
Special Conditions and Examinations Without 
Sickness (YOO-Y13). is grouped with code 793, 
which is modified to cover observation and tests 
with negative or unspecified findings. 
The basic system for coding surgical opera­
tions and procedures is the ‘ICDA section Surgi­
cal Operations, Diagnostic and @her Thera­
peutic Procedures, modified in certain areas to 
accommodate incomplete terminology on the 
source documents, that is, lack of specificity of 
the body site involved, ‘of :surgical method or 
approach, or of other details prescribed by the 
ICDA. HDS modifications that are p.ertinent to 
estimates presented in this report are as follows. 
Four operations are included in classes that 
differ from the ICDA classification: Excision of 
branchial cleft cyst (22.6) and plastic operation 
of nose (94.2) are included in Otorhinolaryn­
gology (16-2 1); augmentation mammaplasty 
(94.4) and size reduction plastic operations of 
breast (94.5) are included in Breast Surgery I., 
.‘.‘..
(65).
‘Reduction of fracture and fracture disloca­
tion (82-84) is redefined to include only ‘three 
S-digit codes-82.0, reduction (closed or not 
otherwise specified) of fracture without mention 
of fixation; 82.1, reduction (open) of fracture 
without mention of fixation; and 82.2, reduc­
tion (closed or open) of fracture with mention 
of fixation. Code 14.6, extraction of lens or 
cataract, not otherwise specified, is added. 
The: following operations or procedures are 
not coded: some operations inducing or assist- ,_ 
ing delivery (75.0-75.6, 75.9), Diagnostic Endo­
scopy (A4-A5), Diagnostic Radiography (A8- , 
A9), Radiotherapy and Related Therapies (Rl), ‘-a 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (R4), and 1 
Other Nonsurgical Procedures (R9);. I 
.*Presentation of Estimates y 
-.,I /
Groupings of diagnoses and opercitions.-In , 
this report, the diagnostic classes, the broadest ’ 
groupings of diseases and injuries shown, corre- 1 
spond to ICDA classes I-XVII. The diagnostic 
categories, the most detailed groupings of dis- ; 
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CONFIDENTIAL - All information which would permit identification of an individual or of an establishment will be held confidential, will be used 
only by persons engaped in and for the purposes of the survey and will not be disclosed or released to other persons or used for any orher purpose. 
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MEDICAL ABSTRACT - HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY 
I. Patient Identification 
1. 	 Hospital number . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. Date of admission 
Month Day Year 
2. HDS number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5. Date of discharge 
3. Medical record number..... Month Day Year 
II. Patient Characteristics 
1. 	 Date of birth: - - 2. Age (complkte ONL$’ 1 myears. 
Month Day Year if date of birth not given): 
Units 2 q mcmths 
3 cldays 
3. 6ex: 1 0 Male 2 q Female 
4. Race or color: 1 I-J White 2 0 Negro 3 q Other nonwhite 4 0 “Nonwhite” 5 0 Not stated 
5. Marital status: 1 17 Married 2 q Single 3 0 Widowed 4 q Divorced 5 (J Separated 6 a rJot stated 
6. Discharge status: 1 0 Alive 2 0 Dead 
~~-~ 
III. Diagnoses and Operations 
1. Final diagnoses 
a. Principal diagnosis: 
b. Other diagnoses: 
0 see reverse side 
2. Operations: 
0 see reverse side 
I -
/ 
Completed by Date 
I FOR NCHS US5 ONLY 
I Diagnoses 
Operations 
Figure I. Medical Abstract for the Hospital Discharge Survey 
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maior groups or classes. The titles and the order- Table II. Civilian noninstitutionalized population. by sex, age, 
ing of She categories in the tabular list developed and geographic region: United States, Ju!y l., 1976 
for HDS follow the format of the ICDA tabular [Population estimates consistent with Serb& P-25, C%kzt 
list as closely as possible. Population Reports, U.S. -Bureau of th,e Census] 
The surgery groupings that are used in this 
report are specialties or classes numbered 1-17 Age and region 
of the ICDA section Surgical Operations, Diag­
nostic and Other Therapeutic Procedures. Spe- FPopulation in thousands 
‘3cific categories of operations or procedures, the All ages ...................... 210,575 101,606 108,969 
most detailed groupings of surgical operations 
shown, are subsets of the major groups or classes Northeast .............................. 48,778 23,409 25,369 
and are based on the 3-digit codes provided by 	 North Central ....................... 56,876 27,700 29,? 76 South.. .................................. 67,302 32,224 35,078ICDA. West.. .................................... 37,619 a 18,273 19,346 
and of operations, an effort was made to maxi- O-14 years .. ................ 52,375 26,713 Ed@ 
mize specificity of the conditions or operations Under 1 year.. ......... .............. 3,024 1,549, ‘I ,475 
consistent with clarity of characterization and 
with the frequency of their occurrence. 
I-4 years.. ............................. 







Patient characteristics not stated.-If age or Northeast.. ............................ 11,457 5,853 5,604 








assigning the patient an age or sex consistent 1544 years ................ 93,132 45,288, 47,844 
with the age or sex of other patients with the 
same diagnostic code. Color was identified as 
15-24 years.. ......................... 







“not stated.” If the dates of admission or dis- 35-44 years.. ......................... 22,616 10,863 11,753 
charge were not given and if they could not be Northeast .............................. 21,098 10,276 10,822 
In developing the tabular lists of diagnoses 
records of sample hospitals (the face sheet of West.. .................................... 9,420 4,804 4,616
patient’s medical record), it was imputed by 
obtained from the monthly sample listing sheet North Central ....................... 25,284 12,462 12,821 
transmitted by the sample hospital, a length of South.. .................................. 29,657 14,239 15,417 
stay was imputed by assigning the patient a stay West.. .................................... 17,093 8,310 8,783 
characteristic of the stays of other patients of 45-64 years ................ 43,261 20,638 22,623 . 
the same age. 
45-54 years.. ......................... 23,408 11,276 ‘12,132 ’ Age of patient and sex of patient were not 55-64 years .;. ........................ 19,853 9,362 10,491
stated for less than one-fourth of 1 percent of 

the discharges. However, color was not stated Northeast.. ............................. 10,864 5,128 5,736 

North Central ....................... 11,416 5,499 5,917 
rates by color were not computed. Caution West.. .................................... 7,577 3,684 3,892 J 
should be used in drawing conclusions from the 
data by color which are shown. In the detailed 65 years and over.. ..... 21,807 8,968 -
12,839 
tables presenting frequencies, rates, and average 
lengths of stay, the totals include the cases not 
65-74 years ........................... 










Rounded numbers.-Estimates of the num-
Northeast .............................. 








bers of inpatient discharges, discharges with sur- South.. .................................. 7,028 ?,896 4,132 
for 13 percent of all discharges, and, therefore, South.. .................................. 13,404 6,326 7,079 
gery, and all-listed operations have been rounded 
West.. .................................... 3,529 1,475 2,054 ’ 
-1
to the nearest thousand for tabular presentation. 

For this reason, detailed figures within the tables Po@lation estimates. -The population esti- r 

do not always add to totals. Rates and percents mates used in computing rates are unpublished 

were calculated on the basis of unrounded fig- estimates for the US. civilian noninstitutional­

ures ; and will not necessarily agree with compu- ized population on July 1 of the data year pro- ’ 





estimates by age and sex and by geographic re­
gion are presented in table II and are consistent 
with the population estimates published in Cur-
rent Population Reports, Series P-25. However, 
they are not official population estimates of the 
Bureau of the Census. 
Reliability of Estimates 
Estimation . -Statistics produced by, HDS are 
derived by a complex estimating procedure. The 
basic unit of estimation is the sample inpatient 
discharge abstract. The estimating procedure 
used to produce essentially unbiased national 
estimates in HDS has three. principal compo­
nents: inflation by reciprocals of the probabili­
ties of sample selection, adjustment for non­
,response, and ratio adjustm.ent to fixed totals. 
These components of estimation are described 
in appendix I of two earlier publications.sJ 
Measurement’ errors--As in any survey, re­
sults are subject to nonsampling or measure­
ment errors, which include errors due to hospital 
nonresponse, missing abstracts, information in-
1 completely or inaccurately recorded on abstract 
forms, and processing errors. Some of these 
errors tiere discussed under a previous section 
“Patient characteristics not stated.” 
Sampling errors. -The standard error is pri­
marily a measure of the variability that is attrib­
. uted to using a value obtained from a sample as 
an estimate of a population value. In this report 
it also reflects part of the measurement error. 
The value that would have been obtained had a 
complete enumeration of the population been 
made will be contained in an interval represented 
,~by the sample estimate plus or minus 1 standard 
error about 68 out of 100 times and plus or 
minus 2 standard errors about 95 out of 100 
times. 
The relative standard error is obtained by 
1 dividing the standard error by the estimate. The 
’ resulting value is multiplied by 100, which ex-
I presses the standard error as a percentage of the 
estimate. 
The standard error of one statistic is gener­
\ ally different from that of another, even when 
the two come from the survey. In order to. de-
rive standard errors that would be applicable to 
a wide variety of statistics and that could be 
’ prepared at a moderate cost, a number of ap­
proximations are required. As a result, the fig-8 
ures shown in this appendix provide general 
relative standard errors for a wide variety of 
estimates rather than the specific error for a 
particular statistic. 
Approximate relative standard errors and: 
standard errors have been prepared for measur: 
ing the variances applicable to (1) estimates of 
the discharges, or of first-listed diagnoses, and 
days of care for patient characteristics (e.g., age, 
sex, color) and of hospital characteristics. (e.g., 
region, bed size, ownership), and of patient 
characteristics cross-tabulated by hospital char­
acteristics; and (2) estimates of all operations 
performed by surgical specialty or specific surgi­
cal ,procedure for patient characteristics age, sex, 
and. color and the hospital characteristics geo­
graphic region where located and bed size of 
hospital. 
The relative standard errors applicable to 
patients discharged or first-listed diagnoses, days 
of care, and operations are provided in figures 
II-IV. The curves for relative standard errors, for 
the estimates in each figure relate to the vari­
ables by which estimates are presented in this 
report. In each, figure several curves are. shown 
for a few variables for which the relative stand­
ard errors are different from those in the curve 
for “All other variables” which is relevant to 
most of the estimates., For example,~in figure II 
for patients discharged, or first-listed diagnoses, 
one curve is applicable only to estimates for 
government and proprietary hospitals, a second 
curve pertains to estimates of discharges from 
hospitals with fewer than 100 beds cross-
tabulated by region, and a third curve is con­
cerned with the variables of 100 beds or more 
cross-tabulated by region, color all other and 
voluntary nonprofit ownership. Most of the 
variables are clustered in the fourth curve for 
“All other variables” for which the relative 
standard errors are applicable to many variables, 
including all hospitals, age, sex, region, and 
others. ’ 
The selection of the appropriate relative 
standard error curve is made as follows: 
1. 	 Discharges, or first-listed diagnoses, for 
patient and hospital characteristics: ReI­
ative standard errors of ‘the estimated 
Figure II. Approximate relative standard errors of estimated numbers of patients discharged, or of first-listed diagnoses, by patient and 
hospital characteristics 
1 10 100 1,000 10,000 40,000 
SIZE OF ESTIMATE IN THOUSANDS 
Illustra$m for use of jQz.u-e II: As shown in table 15, an estimated 945,000 male patients age 
15-44 years were discharged during 1976 from short-stay government hospitals.. The relative standard 
error of this estimate as read from the curve “Government or proprietary ownership” is approximately 
17.2 percent: the standard error of 945,000 is 163,000 (17.2 percent of 945,000). 
number of discharges are obtained from the estimated number of days of care are 
the curves in figure II. obtained from the curves in figure III. 
2. 	 Days of care for discharges, or first-listed 3. Operations: Relative standard errors for 
diagnoses, for patient and hospital char- operations are obtained from the curves 
acteristics: Relative standard errors of in figure IV. 
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10 100 1,000 . 10,000 100,000 300,000 
s12E’oF ESTIMATE IN THOUSANDS 
Illustration for use of $&zre II.: As shown in table 8, an estimated 1,700,OOO days of care were 
provided during 1976 to female patients under 15 years of.age discharged from short-stay hospitals 
in the Northeast Region. The relative standard error of this estimate as read from the curve “All other 
variables” is approximately 10.0 percent: the standard error is 170,000 (10.0 percent of 1,700,OOO). 
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Figure IV. Approximate relative standard errors of estimated numbers of operations for patients discharged, gy patient and hospital 
characteristics 
A 2 3 15678OA 

1' 10 . 100 1,000 10,000 30,000 

r SIZE OF ESTIMATE IN THOUSANDS 
Illustration for use of figure IV: As is shown in table 27, an estimated 164,000 hysterectomies 
were performed during 1976 for patients discharged from short-stay hospitals with 500 beds or more. 
The relative standard‘error of this estimate as read from the curve “Size 500 beds or more” is approxi­
mately 7.3 percent: the standard error for 164,000 is l?,OOO (7.3 percent of 164,000). 
000 
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APPENDIX I I 
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
1 
Hospitals and Hospital Characteristics 
Hospitals.-Short-stay special and general 
hospitals having six beds or more for inpatient 
use and an average length of stay of less than 30 
days. Federal hospitals and hospital units of 
institutions are not included. 
Bed size of hospital.-Measured by the num­
ber of beds, cribs, and pediatric bassinets regu­
larly maintained (set up and staffed for use) for 
patients; bassinets for newborn infants are not 
included. In this report the classification of hos­
pitals by bed size is based on the number of beds 
at or near midyear reported by the hospitals. 
Type of ownership of hospital.-The type of 
organization that controls and operates the hos­
pital. Hospitals are grouped as follows: 
Voluntary nonprofit.-Hospitals operated by 
a church or another nonprofit organization. 
Government.-Hospitals operated by State 
or local governments. 
Proprietary.?Hospitals operated by individ­
uals, partnerships, or c.Jrporations for profit. 
Terms Relating to Hospitalization 
Patient.-A person who is formally admitted 
to the inpatient service of a short-stay hospital 
for observation, care, diagnosis, or treatment. In 
this report the number of patients refers to the 
number of discharges during the year including 
any multiple discharges of the same individual 
from one short-stay hospital or more. Infants 
admitted on the day of birth, directly or by 
transfer from another medical facility, with or 
without mention of a disease, disorder, or im­
maturity are included. All newborn infants, 
defined as those admitted by birth to the hospi­
tal, are excluded. “Patient” and “inpatient” are 
used synonymously. 
Discharge. -The formal release of a patient 
by a hospital; that is, the termination of a period 
of hospitalization by death. or by disposition to 
place of residence, nursing home, or another 
hospital. “Discharges” and “patients discharged” 
are used synonymously. 
Discharge rate.-The ratio of the number of 
hospital discharges during a year to the number 
of persons in the civilian noninstitutionalized 
population July 1 of that year. 
Dajs of care.-The total number of patient 
days accumulated at time of discharge by pa­
tients discharged from short-stay hospitals dur­
ing a year. A stay of less than 1 day (patient 
admission and discharge on the same day) is 
counted as 1 day in the summation of total days 
of care. For patients admitted and discharged 
on different days, the number of days of care is 
computed by counting all days from (and 
incUing) the date of admission to (but not in­
cluding) the date of discharge. 
Rate of days of care.-The ratio of the num­
ber of patient days accumulated at time of dis­
charge by patients discharged from short-stay 
hospitals during a year to the number of persons 
in the civilian noninstitutionalized population 
July 1 of that year. 
Average Zength of stay. -The total number of 
patient days accumulated at time of discharge 
by patients discharged during the year divided 
by the number of patients discharged. 
Terms Relating to Diagnoses 
Discharge diagnosis.-One or more diseases 
or injuries (or special conditions and examina­
tions without sickness or tests with negative . 
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findings) that the attending physician assigns to 
the medical record of patients. In HDS all dis­
charge (or final) diagnoses listed on the face 
sheet (summary sheet) of the medical record for 
patients discharged from the inpatient service 
of short-stay hospitals are transcribed in the 
order listed. Each sample discharge is assigned a 
maximum of five 3- or $-digit codes according to 
the Eighth Revision international Classification 
of Diseases, Adapted for Use in the United 
Stat& (ICDA), and coding modifications for 
use in HDS (see “Medical coding and edit,” 
“Data Collection and Processing,” appendix I). 
First-listed diagnosis. -The coded diagnosis 
identified as the principal diagnosis or else listed 
first on the face sheet of the medical record. The 
number of first-listed diagnoses is equivalent to 
the number of discharges. 
All-listed diagnoses. -First-listed diagnosis 
and all other diagnoses in positions 2-5 on the 
face sheet of the medical record. 
Terms Relating to Surgery 
Discharges with surgery. -The estimated 
number of surgically treated patients discharged 
from non-Federal short-stay hospitals during the 
year. 
Operation.-One or more surgical operations, 
procedures, or special treatments that are as-
signed by the physician to the medical record of 
patients discharged from the inpatient service of 
short-stay hospitals. In HDS all terms listed on 
the face sheet (summary sheet) of the medical 
record under the captions “operation,” “opera­
tive procedures,” ‘toperations and/or special 
treatments,” and the Iike are transcribed in the 
order listed. A maximum of three S-digit codes 
are assigned per sample discharge according to 
ICDA and HDS directives. (See “Medical coding 
and edit” in the “Data Collection and Process­
ing” section of appendix I for further details.) 
All-listed operations. -AI1 coded operations 
listed in positions l-3 on the face sheet of the 
medical record exclusive of certain obstetrical 
procedures, diagnostic endoscopy and radiog­
raphy, radiotherapy, and certain other treat­
ments not generally considered as surgery. 
Surgery rate.-The ratio of the number of 
all-listed operations during a year to the number 
of persons in the civilian noninstitutionalized 
population July 1 of that year. 
Demographic Terms 
Age.-Patient’s age refers to age at birthday 
prior to admission to the hospital inpatient serv­
ice. 
Color.-Patients are classified into two 
groups, “white” and “all other.” The ,alI other 
classification includes a11categories other than 
white. Mexican and Puerto Rican are included 
in the white category unless specifically identi­
fied as al1 other. 
Geographic regz’on.-Hospitals are classified 
by location in one of the four geographic re­
gions of the United States which correspond to 
those used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
Region States included 
Northeast ... . . ... . 	 Maine, New Hampshire, Ver­
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, New 
York, New Jersey, and Penn­
sylvania 
North Central.... 	 Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indi­
ana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, North Da­
kota, South Dakota, 
Nebraska, and Kansas 
South ,.....a........ 	 Delaware, Maryland, District 
of, Columbia, Virginia, West 
Virginia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, 
Florida, Kentucky, Tennes­
see, Alabama, Mississippi, Ar­
kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 
and Texas 
West .... . .. ... ... .. .. 	 Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Colorado, New Mexico, Ari­
zona, Utah, Nevada, Washing-
ton, Oregon, California, Ha­
waii, and Alaska 
000 
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VlTAk AND HEALTH STATSSTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES 
Formerly Public Health Service Publication No. 1000 
Series 2. 	 Programs and Collection &ocedures.-Reports which describe the general programs of the National 
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and 
other material necessary for understanding the data. 
Series 2. 	 Data Evaluation and Methods Research.-Studies of new statistical methodology including experimental 
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques, 
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory. 
Series 3. 	 Analytical Studies.-Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health 
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series. 
Series 4. 	 Documents and Committee Reports-Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and 
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth 
and death certificates. 
Series 10. 	 Data jkom the Health Interview Survey.-Statistics on illness; accidental injuries; disability; use of 
hospital, medical, dental, and other services; aud other health-related topics, based on data collected in 
a continuing national household interview survey. 
Series 11. 	Data from the Health Examination Survey.-Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement 
of national samples of the civilian, noniustitutionalized population provide the basis for two types of 
reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and 
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological charac­
teristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an 
explicit finite universe of persons. 
Series 12. 	Datafiom the Institutionali.zed Population Sumeys.-Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from 
these surveys will be in Series 13. 
Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization.-Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities 
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services. 
Series 14. 	Data on HeaEth Resources: Manpower and FizciEties.-Statistics on the numbers, geographic distrib­
ution, aud characteristics of health resources includiug physicians, dentists, nurses, other health occu­
pations, hospitals,.nursing homes, and outpatient facilities. 
Series 20. 	Data on Mortality.-Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly 
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time 
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records, based on 
sample surveys of those records. 
Series 21. 	Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. -Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other 
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables; 
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not 
available from the vital records, based on sample surveys of those records. 
Series 22. Data from the National Mortaiity and NataRty Surveys. -Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports 
I from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively. 
Series 23. 	Data from the National Survey of Family Growth.-Statistics on fertility, family formation and disso­
lution, family planning, and related maternal and infaut health topics derived from a biennial survey of 
a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age. 
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: 	 Scientific and Technical Information Branch 
National Center for Health Statistics 
Public Health Service 
Hyattsville, Md. 20782 
